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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

As a branch of theological research, liturgical studies might still be considered to
be in its infancy, spawned as a modern discipline by the liturgical movement. Those
engaged in liturgical studies have sought to search out not only the historical roots of
Christian worship but also the theological and pastoral significance of Christian
worship both in the past and present. Until recently, those engaged in such studies
have focused primarily upon the liturgies of the early centuries of Christian worship.
Now, however, more liturgiologists and those interested in liturgical studies are
examining the historical roots and the theological significance of Christian worship in
other eras of the church's history.
This trend is particularly true of the Reformation and post-Reformation era
studies. Rites and worship practices that grew out of the theological emphases and
reforms of Martin Luther, John Calvin, and other reformers are new being examined
and studied by many students of the liturgy. The rites of ordination and installation
are no exception. Recently Ralph F. Smith, in his doctoral dissertation, "Ordering
Ministry: The Liturgical Witness of the Sixteenth-Century Ordination Rites," provided
the first thorough examination of Lutheran ordination rites in the sixteenth century.
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On the basis of his methodology, this investigation seeks to analyze the rites
connected with the vocational process of forming pastors—call, examination,
ordination, installation—in the city of Braunschweig and the duchy of BraunschweigWolfenbiittel from the onset of the Reformation until the beginning of the nineteenth
century. This analysis will examine both the development of those rites in their
theological and historical context and the evidence the rites provide for how the
church in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel conceived of the office of the holy ministry.

Relationship Between the Liturgy and Theology
However, before proceeding, fundamental groundwork must be laid. The
question must be answered: How has the church understood the relationship between
theology and the liturgy?
Irenaeus wrote towards the end of the second century, "Our doctrine agrees
with the eucharist and the eucharist confirms the doctrine."' His statement, in which
"Eucharist" refers to the service, reflects the recognition by Christian theologians that
a common bond exists between the church's theology and its liturgy. Although few
would dispute that such a relationship exists, theologians have been at odds over how
to define it. Maur Burbach, a Roman Catholic theologian, attempts to determine that
relationship first by defining the terms in light of their unity:

'Irenaeus, "Adv. Haer. IV. 18,5," quoted in Geoffrey Wainwright, "Liturgy
and Doctrine," in The New Dictionary of Sacramental Worship, ed. Peter E. Fink
(Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1990), 349.
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The making of God's holy People is after all the entire substance both of theology
and of liturgy. While these remain distinct - the one a vision, a knowledge; the
other an action, the living of the vision - they cannot be separated. They have the
same subject and the same goal - the People of God.'
For Burbach the unity of liturgy and theology consists in their both being performed
by the people of God for the benefit of the people of God. He stresses the unified
purpose of theology and the liturgy:
It makes sense only as a whole. When isolated aspects of this great tapestry
demand unwarranted attention by their very isolation, disturbing and even
destructive results occur. In such ways, the vision of God's whole design
continues to be obscured, and many of the faithful are thus deprived of the
fullness of divine life.'
For Burbach, maintaining the unity of theology and the liturgy is necessary in order
for God's vision for humanity to have effect.
Roman Catholics are not the only ones who have advocated an inherent unity
between theology and the liturgy. Protestant theologians have done so as well. Erwin
Smuda summarizes the relationship this way:
What does emerge is the reality that both Catholicism and Protestantism believe
there should be a harmonious relation between worship and doctrine, and that it is
the business of worship and doctrine to express the Christian truth. They differ
on the question of which of the two, doctrine or worship, should set the pace, and
they differ profoundly on the question of whether either or both may fall into
error.'

'Maur Burbach, "The Convergence of Liturgy and Theology," in The Revival
of the Liturgy, ed. Frederick R. McManus (New York: Herder and Herder, 1963),
40.
'Burbach, 39.
'Erwin M. Smuda, "Lex Orandi, Lex Credendi" (D. Min. thesis, The Lutheran
School of Theology at Chicago, 1989), 21.
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The attempt to maintain a unity between theology and the liturgy is made all the more
difficult when that unity is addressed in terms of a hierarchical relationship, that is,
one setting the pace for the other. Although a hierarchical relationship between
theology and the liturgy may exist, it is first necessary to indicate that a variety of
connections exist between theology and the liturgy.
The first relationship that exists between the two might be called a confessional
relationship. When it worships in the liturgy, the church confesses what it believes.
It witnesses to its faith. Erwin Smuda calls the liturgy the "church's official
proclamation of the faith."' Using the familiar phrase "lex orandi, lex credendi"
Ronald Bagnall writes that "how you pray betrays what you believe."' When
Christians participate in the liturgy, they affirm to God, their fellow believers, and the
world what they believe God has done for them in Jesus Christ. As Aime Martimort
relates, "The voice heard in the liturgy is not only that of the hierarchy, the 'teaching
Church,' but also that of the people of God."' In the liturgy the Church confesses the
theology it believes.

'Smuda, 79.
'Ronald B. Bagnall, "A God is to Have," Lutheran Forum 21 (Reformation
1987): 17-18.
'Aime Georges Martimort, ed., The Church at Prayer: An Introduction to the
Liturgy, vol. 1, Principles of the Liturgy, ed. lien& Henri Dalmais et al., trans.
Matthew J. O'Connell (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1987), 275.
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Godfrey Diekmann writes, "Liturgy is the life of the Church, its most normal
and important and essential manifestation."' This statement attributes much to the
liturgy, especially its formative power. The liturgy, as a confession of what the
Church believes, can also shape the piety and belief of the church.' Although the
phrase lex orandi, lex credendi has been misapplied (as will be shown later), Erwin
Smuda argues that history demonstrates its truth, "the forms, patterns, and practices of
worship have had a definite impact upon the beliefs of people," whether or not one
believes the liturgy to be a source and norm of theology. The words of the liturgy
and hymns, the gestures and symbols of worship, and the teaching of readings and
homilies all have an impact upon what a Christian believes about God, Christ, the
church, and one's faith."
The impact the liturgy has on the beliefs of Christians can be either negative or
positive. As Erwin Smuda states:
Pastors frequently introduce innovations and add ceremonies to the liturgy without
giving adequate thought to what is being done and what theological impact such
introductions might have on the faiths and beliefs of the people. Private baptisms,
infrequent celebrations of the Eucharist, truncated versions of the liturgy, and

'Godfrey Diekmann, "Presentation of the Berakah Award—Response: Some
Memories," Worship 51 (1977): 363.
'Erwin Smuda indicates that Lutherans have always recognized the power of
the liturgy: "Lutherans clearly realized that ceremony could have a significant impact
upon doctrine in spite of the statement of the Augsburg Confession which declares it is
not necessary for the true unity of the church that ceremonies, instituted by men,
should be observed uniformly in all places." Smuda, 18.
n'Smuda,

89.

"See Bagnall, 16; Smuda, 1.
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thoughtless and inappropriate additions or deletions in the liturgies have left their
marks and inflicted immeasurable damage upon the piety and understanding of the
people of the church.'
The liturgy shapes and teaches Christians and in doing so can either reinforce or
weaken their faith and their understanding of that faith."
How and whether it is a primary focus of the liturgy to teach Christians their
theology is a debated matter. Some contend that the liturgy is not pedagogical in
nature, at least, not in twentieth century pedagogical terms. Erwin Smuda writes,
"Worship by its very nature is meant to be doxological not pedagogical. While
liturgical celebrations will have catechetical impact, that is not their primary
function."'
But are doxological and pedagogical purposes in the liturgy mutually exclusive?
Aidan Kavanagh contends that through the liturgy's doxology, the piety and faith of
Christians are formed and shaped. "Fundamental to Kavanagh's understanding of the
interaction of worship and life," notes Kenneth Stevenson, "is his emphasis on liturgy
as mystagogy—that liturgy is the primal focus of nurture, care and education in the
local community."' The liturgy shapes the Christian community's faith, piety and

"Smuda, 69.
"Geoffrey Wainwright writes in the section on liturgy and doctrine in The New
Dictionary of Sacramental Worship: "In the centuries of Christendom, it was above all
by their assistance at the liturgy that Christians learned the faith, whatever the degree
or mode of formal catechesis undergone retroactively by those who had been baptized
as infants." Wainwright, 354.
"Smuda, 83.
"Kenneth W. Stevenson, "Lex Orandi and Lex Credendi—Strange Bed-
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theology in a dynamic way, not simply by conveying factual information. In the
liturgy one experiences and receives God's gracious favor in Christ. Aime Martimort,
from a Roman Catholic perspective, summarizes the catechetical influence of the
liturgy:
The proper function of the liturgy is not to teach but to enable its participants to
live out the mystery of salvation. It is therefore the model for all catechesis, since
catechesis has for its purpose not simply to pass on correct doctrine, but above all
to initiate its recipients into a living faith. The liturgy concentrates on bringing
out the fundamental elements of this mystery of salvation, relating them to the
paschal mystery, which is the center and as it were the summation of the entire
mystery.16
This power of the liturgy to teach and shape is another aspect of the relationship
between theology and the liturgy. Whether one believes that the liturgy should norm
doctrine, the reality is that the liturgy teaches whatever doctrine it bears.
The shaping influence of the liturgy is one thing, even upon theologians," but
the impact of the liturgy on theology does not necessarily imply the primacy of liturgy
over theology. Here is the crux of the relationship between theology and the liturgy:
Is there a hierarchical and fundamental relationship between the two? Hermann Sasse,

Fellows?: Some Reflections on Worship and Doctrine," Scottish Journal of Theology
39 (1986): 235; For more information on Kavanagh see his Elements of Rite: A
Handbook of Liturgical Style (New York: Pueblo Publishing Co., 1982) and his On
Liturgical Theology (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1992).
16Martimort, 1:276.
"Godfrey Diekmann writes in his acceptance of the Berakah Award: "I repeat,
not from liturgically revised texts nor from theorizing, but from the celebration of the
liturgy itself did the great new theological thrusts develop. . . . Not only do I believe
in lex orandi, lex credendi, but also in lex orandi, lex vivendi." Diekmann, 370-372.
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cautiously responding to the liturgical movement's emphases in Lutheranism, says
concerning this relationship:
But at the same time one must protest solemnly against the opus operatum and
against an overestimation of externals. The Church remains what she is, even
without her liturgy. She remains a queen, even in beggar's clothes. It is better
that everything else disappear and only the pure doctrine remain safe, than that she
walk in the ornament and embellishment of a glorious form of service which lacks
light and life because her doctrine has become impure. From Loehe we all could
learn that Lutheran principle: Lex credendi, lex orandi, . . . ."
Invoking, in inverted order, the phrase attributed to Prosper of Aquitaine, Sasse
contends that there exists a primacy of doctrine over liturgy. Later in the same article
he expands his thought,
It was again Pius XII who reminded his liturgical reformers and revolutionaries of
the truth that the famous Lex orandi, lex credendi must also be reversed. Nothing
can be liturgically correct which is not dogmatically correct. The Lex orandi, lex
credendi applies also to every false dogma . . . . Is the dogma still the standard
of your liturgical work? The dogma of the Church is for us Lutherans the
doctrinal content of the Scriptures as the Word of God.'
For Sasse dogma and theology serve by judging the theological appropriateness of the
liturgy.
Others view this hierarchical relationship in the opposite manner. Ronald
Bagnall writes, "For evangelical and catholic Christians, the rule of worship is the rule
of faith (and vice versa). Lex orandi, lex credendi."2° For Bagnall the liturgy serves
as the judging agent for the appropriateness of Christian doctrine. Erwin Smuda most

"Hermann Sasse, "The Liturgical Movement: Reformation or Revolution?"
Una Sancta (St. Luke the Evangelist, 1960): 22.
"Sasse, "The Liturgical Movement," 21.
"Bagnall, 19.
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clearly enunciates this viewpoint, arguing that Prosper of Aquitaine's dictum does
espouse a principle by which worship determines doctrine:
There is little doubt in the mind of this author that the Lex Orandi, Lex Credendi
principle is valid, namely, that the law of prayer determines the law of belief.
Lex Orandi coexists in healthy tension with Lex Credendi. Yet, it is the Lex
Orandi which is preeminent."
In a different context he expresses the same viewpoint:
Notice that Prosper does not indicate that the liturgy derives its influence from any
teaching authority in the church (magisterium). The worship practice itself is
enough of an authority and needs no external stamp of approval. When viewed in
this manner the lex supplicandi is understood as that which constitutes the lex
credendi. Thus it could be implied that such teaching is the primary teaching of
the church. Whereas, the teaching which comes from the theologians and
hierarchical sources is considered secondary, or as merely extrapolations of what
is central and fundamental. Theologians who engage in theological reflections are
themselves nurtured by the divine Presence encountered worshipfully week after
week with their peers in the faith. They do not produce it. Lex supplicandi legem
statuat credendi asserts that the primary theologian in the church is the church in
its liturgical assembly in each and every one of its members.'
Smuda does not deny that doctrinal reflection can influence worship," but he argues
that it in no way determines worship. In fact, for him, doctrinal theology is so weak
that it cannot even create faith. On the basis of his understanding of Prosper's
dictum, he maintains the priority of liturgy as the determining factor of relevant
doctrine.

"Smuda, 71.
"Smuda, 4; See also Stevenson, 231-32.
'See Smuda, 21-22.
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Yet is this the proper understanding of Prosper's dictum? Is it even a dictum?
And what role does Scripture play in relationship to the liturgy?" When Smuda says
that "the Fathers of the early church thought nothing of citing liturgical formulations
when making a doctrinal assertion,' he does not indicate on what basis they believed
they could do so nor what weight they believed the liturgical citation carried in
"proving" the doctrine.
Paul De Clerck has provided an excellent assessment of the meaning of
Prosper's phrase in its original context and according to Prosper's intent. Prosper's
adage was preserved in a collection of works inveighing against the Semi-Pelagians in
defense of Augustine, a collection termed the Celestinian Capitula.' The actual
phrase from which the adage la Orandi, lex Credendi" originates is "ut legem
credendi lex statuat supplicandi" that De Clerck translates as "in such a way that the
order of supplication determines the rule of faith."" Contending against the semi-

'Even Smuda acknowledges Scriptures role as a norm: "What is the
relationship of Scripture to the lex orandi? The consensus of the Fathers is that
Scripture is the norm. It is a source and a norm. Yet, the teaching of the church
seems to have others sources, such as tradition, worship, and experience." Smuda,
58.
"Smuda, 10.
'Paul De Clerck, "Lex orandi, lex credendi': The Original Sense and
Historical Avatars of an Equivocal Adage," trans. Thomas M. Winger, Studia
Liturgica, in press, p. 4; For more information on Prosper of Aquitaine see pp. 5-7;
Also see Karl Federer, Liturgie and Glauhe: `Legem credendi lex statuat supplicandi'
(Tiro Prosper von Aquitanien), eine theologiegeschichtliche Untersuchung, (Freiburg
in der Schweiz: Paulusverlag, 1950).
"De Clerck, 5.
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Pelagians, Prosper argues from a Biblical and liturgical basis that supplications made
by the priest in the liturgy determine how one understands faith and its beginning,
namely that faith cannot be born apart from the grace of God.
Traditionally the lex supplicandi has been understood to be defined by the
supposed actual form of prayers to which Prosper alludes in his argument. As De
Clerck indicates, "The lex orandi would be the liturgical text, which untangles the
theological debate and establishes the lex credendi." 28 However, by analyzing the text
in its context and in comparison to a similar phrase in Prosper's De Vocation? and in
light of Karl Federer's interpretation of the text, De Clerck arrives at manifestly
different conclusions. The lex supplicandi does not refer to the liturgy in general or
to specific liturgical prayers, but to the precept, the regula, of the apostle Paul in 1
Timothy 2:1-2 for supplications to be made for all men, which is the basis of
Prosper's argument in De Vocation.
De Clerck then contends convincingly that the content of the lex supplicandi
(and thus the lex orandi) is three-fold: Prosper argues for the necessity of grace in
conversion upon three levels. The lex supplicandi refers on the first level to the
recommendation of Paul, which Prosper makes into a law, that Christians pray for all
people. On the second level the lex supplicandi refers to 'The church's response to the
command by obeying it."" Prosper's argument is supplemented here by the fact that

'De Clerck, 11.
"For De Clerck's analysis see pp. 7-11.
"De Clerck, 14.
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the church's response has been apostolic (ongoing since the time of the apostles),
universal, and respected by all. On the third level the lex supplicandi refers to the
actual content of the prayers, the liturgical formulation. Of this third level De Clerck
states that
the liturgical formulas have value as a theological argument only insofar as they
are founded on scripture and attested by tradition. In other words, the liturgical
argument is not isolated . . . what is said in prayer is credited with theological
value to the degree that it is based on biblical revelation as the universal Church
understands it. Prosper does not oppose Bible and liturgy, any more than he
separates liturgy and tradition. In his mind, one may have recourse to the prayers
of the Church in order to resolve the controversy on grace because they
correspond to a biblical mandate, and are the expression of the living tradition of
the Church. Such is the significance of the phrase ut legem credendi lex statuat
supplicandi, seen in its context."
According to De Clerck any appeal to the liturgy as a proof for doctrine is always
derivative, based on the tradition of the church and primarily on biblical witness." It
would appear that, on the basis of De Clerck's argument, one might be able to say not
only lex orandi, lex credendi, but also lex credendi, lex orandi.
De Clerck inveighs against such a possibility. Contra De Clerck, Pope Pius XII
in his encyclical "Mediator Dei" of 1947 reverses the phrase:
But if one wishes to discern and determine in an absolute and general fashion the
relationship between faith and the liturgy, one could rightly say: "Lex credendi
legem statuat supplicandi." Let the rule of belief determine the rule of prayer."

"De Clerck, 22.
"Martimort argues in a similar manner in The Church at Prayer, 1:277, 280.
"Pope Pius XII, "Mediator Dei," in Acta Apostolicae Sedis 39 (1947); quoted
in De Clerck, 4.
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De Clerck attests that this reverses the intention of Prosper's phrase. Prosper
advocates a dynamic view of the relationship between theology and the liturgy. The
liturgy can provide proof for the truth of doctrine, in a derivative sense. Pius XII's
reversal of the phrase goes to the opposite extreme of the traditional interpretation of
Prosper's adage. Since De Clerck has shown the traditional interpretation to be
inadequate, the argument of Pius XII is unnecessary. The liturgy is neither the source
nor the final proof for the truth of Christian doctrine. However, it can serve as a
legitimate witness to the truth of Christian doctrine provided it correlates faithfully
with Christian tradition and with the biblical mandate and witness for such practices.
Can the views of De Clerck, who rejects the possibility of lex credendi, lex
orandi, be reconciled with Hermann Sasse's view, as cited earlier, that doctrine must
determine liturgy? The proper question to ask is what does Sasse mean by doctrine?
This statement sheds some light:
A liturgical renewal is impossible unless the Church is prepared to take seriously
the doctrine which is witnessed to and sung in the liturgy. Liturgy and dogma
belong together; you cannot have the one without the other. Dogma represents
the doctrinal content - and therefore the truth content - of the liturgy. (It is for
this reason that the liturgy can help men achieve a new understanding of the
doctrines and creeds of the Church)"
For Sasse dogma, truth content, is always determined by Scripture. Therefore, when
he advocates lex credendi, lex orandi he is simply advocating that Scripture serve as
the foundation for doctrine. The liturgy's proof of the truth of doctrine, and thus its

`Hermann Sasse, "Liturgy and Lutheranism," Una Sancta 8 (Annunciation
1948): 12-13.
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power to teach, is derivatory. Sasse and De Clerck apparently are advancing the same
view of the relationship between theology and the liturgy.
The foregoing has demonstrated that there are a number of varied relationships
between theology and the liturgy. The phrase lex orandi, lex credendi carries in its
womb a variety of implications for examining the relationship between theology and
the liturgy. The phrase indicates that the church should strive to establish unity
between its theology and liturgy. However, the phrase does not assume that unity.
The church shapes both its theology and its liturgy. When the church assembles to
worship through its liturgy, it confesses what it believes in theology. Likewise, what
is confessed, sung and prayed can in turn teach and shape the faith, piety and theology
of laity and theologians alike. Undoubtedly the liturgy can shape theology and
theology can shape the liturgy, but neither guarantees the truthfulness of the other.
Only when the church steps outside of this circular relationship can she ascertain what
is truthful about either her theology or her liturgy.

Historical—Liturgical Inquiry: A Theological Locus
That effort to determine what is truthful about the liturgy, whether for the sake
of preparing a new liturgy for the present day or for the sake of defining and
understanding the liturgy better, begins in the realm of history. On the basis of
Prosper's three-level argument, Paul De Clerck constructs a basic methodology for
examining the liturgy and applies it to the rite of confirmation:
To think about confirmation in light of the original sense of the adage is to ask
oneself, first of all, what scriptural lex it obeys; then how the Church, in the
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particular concretizations which realize its universality responds to these data
which found it; and finally, how the liturgies in their rites and in their texts
celebrate confirmation. He would then have made only part of the theological
task, since it would remain to perceive the needs of Christians today and to see
how to respond to them. But without this first phase of research, one would have
neglected to be faithful to the tradition which pleads ut legem credendi lex statuat
supplicandi. 35
It is that first phase of research that engages this study as it examines the rites of the
vocational process of forming pastors in the city of Braunschweig and the duchy of
Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel from the onset of the Reformation until the beginning of
the nineteenth century. This study will explain how those rites witness to the
doctrines of the office of the holy ministry and the church in that place and time. The
evidence will also be examined in light of church tradition and the scriptural mandate
for the office of the ministry. All this attempts to provide for Braunschweig and
Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel what Ralph Smith sampled on a broader scale in his
doctoral dissertation, "Ordering Ministry," for the entire sixteenth century. As Smith
states, "To study the rites in and of themselves is to uncover the primary experience
of what it meant to be an ordained minister in sixteenth century German evangelical
churches."' Although the liturgical witness is only part of the data for this

"De Clerck, 32-33.
"Ralph F. Smith, "Ordering Ministry: The Liturgical Witness of SixteenthCentury German Ordination Rites" (Ph.D. diss., University of Notre Dame, 1988),
10. As Smith notes, few have attempted such an investigation: "The difficulty is that
few scholars have inquired into what the actual ordering was in the same period,
before proceeding to their interpretations of the doctrine of the ministry. It is, in part,
an issue of the relationship captured in the phrase lex orandi, lex credendi. There is
no question that theological speculation (the lex credendt) about divine institution of
the ministry, the biblical witness, and precedents for practice set in the early church
(as the reformers understood them) influenced the shape of the new rites (the lex
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experience, it is nonetheless a part that must be examined on its own terms. Thus, it
is essential to observe Smith's dictum: "It is necessary to refrain from asking questions
which seek to locate ordination in a broader stream of theological concern (for
example, to investigate its Jewish roots, its New Testament origins, or pertinent
patristic practices), or to treat it in the context of another issue.""
Therefore this study intends to examine the rites on their own merit as historical
evidence of the theological understanding of church and ministry that arose in a
specific context—a contextual-historical study of rites concerned with forming pastors.
As Smith asserts, "Liturgical events such as ordination do not occur in a vacuum.
They are supported by an attendant structure which influences the way in which they
are experienced and understood.' The political, cultural, theological, and
ecclesiastical context will be considered in order to determine the milieu and mindset
in which the rites were framed and celebrated." Having determined the context, its
impact upon the rites will be assessed. Consideration will be given to the possibility
that some of the rites may have been prepared in response to emergencies or
temporary situations, possibly affecting the component parts, the content, and the

orandi). But liturgical theology has shown that theology (teaching) is not directly

translatable into worship just as worship (rite) is not reducible to texts or teaching."
Smith, 10-11.
"Smith, 13-14.
"Smith, 279-80.
"See Martimort, 1:279.
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theological impression given those participating.4° An assessment will then be made as
to what degree liturgical and theological unity is maintained in the rites from era to
era."
An interpretive-synthetic methodology will be applied to the rites examined, that
is, the content of the rites and the context will be analyzed together in order to answer
the question: What did the Lutheran churches of Braunschweig and BraunschweigWolfenbiittel apparently understand themselves to be doing when they called, elected,
examined, ordained, and installed men? This effort will also shed light on how they
conceived the relationship between the various offices in the church, the nature of
ecclesiology, particularly the relationship between the church universal and the church
in loco, and the relationship between the three estates—state, clergy, and laity—in the
vocational process of forming pastors. Only by such an assessment will the church be
able to answer the question for itself today: How should we call, elect, examine,
ordain, and install pastors today in continuity with church tradition and in conformity
with the scriptural mandate that the church shall have shepherds?

'Smith, 12.
"Admittedly personal judgement is involved here. As Smith states: "In making
a case for liturgical continuity, of course, much depends on the kinds of questions
asked and on decisions made regarding what degree of comparability in form and
content constitutes genuine continuity." Smith, 278.

CHAPTER II
THE FORMATIVE RITES IN BRAUNSCHWEIG
AND BRAUNSCHWEIG-WOLFENBUTTEL

The city of Braunschweig and the duchy of Braunschweig-Wolfenbilttel in many
ways typified the north Saxon territorial cities and principalities. Certainly
Braunschweig-Wolfenbilttel would fit the description Lewis Spitz provides of the
territorial states at the onset of the Reformation:
The most striking political development of the early sixteenth century was the rise
of the national monarchies in the west and of the territorial states within the Holy
Roman Empire. The new monarchies did not set a pattern markedly different
from the traditions of their medieval predecessors, but there was a notable
difference in the degree of centralization in government; in the pervasiveness of
the power of the state; and in the success of energetic monarchs in controlling
noble opposition and enforcing their own will. They were not absolutist in any
genuine sense . . . . But compared with earlier monarchs and with the Holy
Roman Emperor, they were clearly in the ascendancy.'
The power of the dukes was certainly on the rise in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel as
evidenced by Duke Heinrich the Younger's (r. 1514-1568) vigorous opposition to the
Reformation's onset in his territory and the powerful direction his son, Duke Julius (r.

'Lewis W. Spitz, The Protestant Reformation 1527-1559, The Rise of Modern
Europe Series, ed. William L. Langer (New York: Harper and Row, Publishers,
1985), 36.
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1568-1589), exercised upon his succession to introduce the Reformation into the
territory.

The Reformation in the City of Braunschweig
Not unlike Wittenberg, the first stirrings of the Reformation in the city of
Braunschweig began with a monk. Gottschalk Kruse, a brother in the cloister of St.
Aegedian, had struggled, much like Luther, over the freedom of his soul in relation to
God. Kruse studied in Wittenberg from April 1520 to December 1521. In 1520
Luther published "The Freedom of a Christian" which must have helped ease Kruse's
struggles and clarified his thinking.' After returning to Braunschweig Kruse began
proclaiming the gospel in the city until he was forced to leave in 1526. He carried on
extensive correspondence with Luther leading Luther later to recommend him to Duke
Ernst the Confessor for the position of court chaplain in Braunschweig-Luneburg.
At the time of Kruse's evangelical preaching, the city of Braunschweig was also
experiencing a rise in its prestige, independence and authority. Spitz observes that
the cities in the Holy Roman Empire at the Reformation's onset:
Like the territorial principalities . . . were in the ascendancy. . . . Governed by
city councils and mayors who were really controlled by the merchant oligarchies,
with some influence being exercised by lesser guilds, the cities enjoyed a large
measure of freedom and independence. During the fifteenth and early sixteenth
centuries they enjoyed great prosperity . . . . But the cities were not organized to

Eirgens, "Die Reformation in der Stadt Braunschweig von den Anfangen
bis zur Annahme der Kirchenordnung," in Die Reformation in der Stadt
Braunschweig, ed. Stadtkirchenverband Braunschweig (Braunschweig:
Gesamtherstellung Druck- and Verlagshaus Limbach, 1978), 28.
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protect their mutual interests and had little collective political power, no matter
how prosperous they became.'
That was true even in north Saxony where the old medieval Hanseatic League, of
which Braunschweig was a principal member, exercised little political power and less
economic muscle at the beginning of the sixteenth century. Yet in relation to the
duchy of which it was a part, Braunschweig exercised significant independent power.
In an article entitled "The Reformation in the Hanseatic Cities," Heinz Schilling
contends that the Reformation in the Hanseatic cities was unique. This Hanseatic City
Reformation, an urban movement similar to the reform in the imperial cities in the
south and southwest, took place in two waves: 1527-28 and 1531-32.4 In the first
stage, of which Braunschweig was a part, the burghers simply demanded the
reformation. The second wave in cities such as Hamburg and Liibeck "was a burgher
reformation supported by craftsmen."' The actions of the burghers clearly

'Lewis W. Spitz, The Renaissance and Reformation Movements, vol. 2, The
Reformation, rev. ed. (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1987), 320-21.
Heinz Schilling, "The Reformation in the Hanseatic Cities," Sixteenth Century
Journal 14 (1983): 444. Although Braunschweig was not technically a free imperial
city, it was able over time to parlay its economic strength and political importance
into latitude nearly equal that of the cities protected by the emperor. The classic work
on the free imperial city reform is Bernd Moeller, Imperial Cities and the
Reformation: Three Essays, ed. and trans. H. C. Erik Midelfort and Mark U.
Edwards, Jr. (Durham: Labyrinth Press, 1982). Another study taking a broader
sweep beyond the imperial cities is Steven E. Ozment, The Reformation in the Cities:
The Appeal of Protestantism to Sixteenth-Century Germany and Switzerland (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1975).
4

'Schilling, 446.
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demonstrate the independent power the Hanseatic cities possessed over against their
duchies. Schilling says of these cities:
`Hanseatic City' instead designates those provincial towns which were set off from
most territorial towns by the tradition of municipal freedom and or economic
significance, and which functioned as partners in dealing with their respective
princes. . . . It was primarily the towns—most of them members of the Hanseatic
League, with many trans-territorial connections and considerable fmancial and
economic strength—that stood in opposition to the rulers' state-building policy. In
small or medium territories the Hanseatic towns still had a predominant and very
independent position, and their burghers guarded their traditional autonomy
suspiciously.'
The burghers guarded their autonomy by means of a mindset that raised communal
principles and communal strength above oligarchic and centralizing tendencies in the
city councils and territorial governments. Schilling contends that these communal
principles and interests manifested themselves in both the domestic and religious
realms. "A strong communal tradition and feeling" served "as the basis for the
burghers' claim on participation in secular as well as religious matters." Their
participation took the form of influencing the nomination and election of magistrates
responsive to the burghers' demands in the domestic and religious realms. Eventually
the burgher committees in many cities simply assumed authority until a responsive city
council was elected. Through such political maneuvering the successful introduction
of the Reformation was guaranteed.
The cities not only had to demonstrate independence from their oligarchic city
councils but also from their dukes as well. Schilling states:

'Schilling, 445.
'Schilling, 453.
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In the earliest stage of the North German Reformation the religious and political
lines were quite clear: with the exception of Ernst der Bekenner, duke of
Braunschweig-LUneburg, all territorial rulers took the side of the old church.
Consequently, a successful Lutheran Reformation meant at least a demonstration
of municipal independence from territorial tutelage, in most cases even a real short
term expansion of the town's autonomy based on medieval tradition and privilege.
. . . The tendencies of the early modem state to close off their territories . . .
were weakened and set back for a generation.'
This was no more readily true than in Braunschweig. From 1491 until 1671 the city
would struggle with the respective dukes of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel over the status
of the city's autonomy in political and ecclesiastical matters.' Yet as Schilling points
out,
the tradition of the Hanseatic City Reformation and its communal impetus did not
disappear at all. Some towns and their burghers maintained considerable influence
on the respective city churches. The Lutheran congregation often took part in the
election of its pastors.'
Braunschweig was no exception."
The burghers in Braunschweig eventually forced the city council to introduce
the Reformation, so Gottschalk Kruse's efforts in Braunschweig did not go to waste.
After his departure, pastors in the city began to spread the evangelical teaching among
the people:2 The lower middle class and the guilds readily received the new teaching,

'Schilling, 453-54.
'Only during the superintendency of Martin Chemnitz and the reign of Duke
Julius was the relationship between the duke and the city harmonious. See J. A. 0.
Preus, The Second Martin (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, forthcoming).
'Schilling, 455.
"See later pages 40, 62.
"-Gustav Plath and D. Hermann Schuster record an incident in the Bruderkirche
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while the city councils and the cloisters were opposed to it.13 The new teaching's
welcome reception among the lower middle class and burghers, along with the
burghers' demands for social, political, and religious change—especially the urging of
a craftsman named Winkel—led the city council to call the Wittenberg theologian and
reformer Johannes Bugenhagen" to Braunschweig in 1528.'5 As a result of
Bugenhagen's work, a church order for the city was issued in 1528 that served as a
model church order for north and central Germany, particularly the cities of Hamburg
and Lubeck:6 The Reformation was conducted in Braunschweig in a very turbulent

in which the congregation, hearing a priest preaching according to Roman Catholic
doctrine, cried out to him: "Priest, you lie. The Bible teaches otherwise." Kleine
Kirchengeschichte Niedersachsens, ed. Paul Albers (Hannover: Lutherhaus Verlag,
1965), 41.
"Wilhelm Rauls, "Frommigkeit und Bekenntnis in der Braunschweigischen
Landeskirche," in Vier Jahrhunderte Lutherische Landeskirche in Braunschweig:
Festschrift zum 406Yahrigen Reformationsjubilaum der Braunschweigischen
evangelisch-lutherischen Landeskirche im Jahre 1968, ed. Friedrich W. Wandersleb
und Martin Wandersleb (Wolfenbiittel: Landeskirchenamt, 1968), 33.
'''See outline of Bugenhagen's life in Jeffrey P. Jaynes, "`Ordo et Libertas':
Church Discipline and the Makers of Church Order in Sixteenth Century North
Germany," Ph.D. diss. (The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1993), 350-51.
For the influence of Bugenhagen upon the evangelical understanding of the office of
the ministry through his church orders see Jaynes, 20-21, 95.
"See Plath, 41-42; Georg Schnath, Hermann Liibbing, Giinther MohImam,
Franz Engel, Dieter Brosius, and Waldemar Rolubein, Geschichte des Landes
Niedersachsen, 2nd ed., Geschichte der deutschen Lander, (Wiirzburg: Verlag Ploetz
KG, 1973), 26; and Carl J. BOttcher, ed., Germania Sacra. Ein Topographischer
Fiihrer durch die Kirchen- und Schulgeschichte deutscher Lande (Leipzig: Verlag von
Justus Naumann, 1874), 758, who indicate that Bugenhagen preached in Braunschweig
from the beginning of May until the beginning of October. In 1529 Bugenhagen
returned from Hamburg to Braunschweig to reconcile some outstanding problems.
'611auls, 33.
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manner: ecclesiastical art was destroyed, vestments were burned, and monks
immediately left the cloisters. Thus the city of Braunschweig received the
Reformation 41 years ahead of its duchy. It was one of the first north Saxon cities to
do so, one year ahead of Hamburg and three years ahead of Lubeck, fellow members
of the Hanseatic League.
In the years from 1528-1569 the city's religious life was guarded well by its
four superintendents: Martin Gorlitz (1528-42), Nicolaus Medler (1545-51), Joachim
Marlin (1553-67)", and Martin Chemnitz (1567-84)". All four, especially the latter
two, were staunch defenders of Lutheran Orthodoxy:9 Martin Chemnitz was perhaps
the most accomplished Lutheran theologian in the late stages of the Reformation
following Martin Luther.' He had previously served for one year as a lecturer on
Melanchthon's Loci Communes at Wittenberg and then as the coadjutor under Joachim
Marlin, the first superintendent of Braunschweig, from 1554-67.21 Chemnitz's

"See Jaynes, 169, 361-62 and Bottcher, 759.
"'See outline of Chemnitz's life in Jaynes, 351-52.
19J. A. 0. Preus, The Second Martin.
"Chemnitz, armed with the financial support and a leave of absence from the
city of Braunschweig, received his doctorate from Rostock in 1568. Jaynes, 187; J.
A. 0. Preus, The Second Martin.
'In succeeding Marlin, Chemnitz, who throughout his career was in great
demand elsewhere, further attempted to strengthen the office of superintendent and to
hinder city council interference in ecclesiastical matters, Jaynes, 187. He learned
from Marlin, of whom Jaynes states, "His battles with two princes had caused Marlin
to give special attention to the independence and power of the pastoral office."
Jaynes, 169. See also Jaynes, 180.
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writings are voluminous and he was one of the proponents of Lutheran theological
concord that lead to the writing of the Formula of Concord, much of which came
from his pen.
Chemnitz solidified the Reformation in the city particularly through his
proposals to the city council prior to accepting the position. He wanted to maintain
the freedom of the church in regard to ecclesiastical matters, with the city government
serving a supporting role. To that end, Chemnitz strove in his proposals to preserve
unity of thought and action within the ministerium and in the relationship between the
ministerium and the city council. He provided these directives concerning the calling
of pastors:
As far as the ministerium is concerned it is necessary that the honorable Council
will hold to the concept that unity must be preserved within the ministerium, and
thus no preacher can be received or called into the conference, without the consent
of the conference or ministerium, who has not met with and been examined by the
conference, and no person may be installed in office without the consent of the
superintendent and the ministerium."
Chemnitz was officially called to the office of superintendent on September 20, 1567,
installed on October 15, and his requests were granted." As a result of his proposals

"Martin Chemnitz, "Braunschweig Proposals," in Eduard Preuss, ed., Examen
Concilii Tridentini (Berlin: Gust. Schlawitz, 1861), 933; quoted and translated in J.
A. 0. Preus, The Second Martin.
'Chemnitz, "Braunschweig Proposals," translated in J. A. 0. Preus, The
Second Martin; Jaynes says that Chemnitz's efforts resulted in "one of the strongest
statements regarding the office of superintendent." Jaynes, 270-72.
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he and the other pastors in the city were able to call the people to repentance and
maintain church discipline, thus invigorating the people's faith and life.'

The Reformation in the Principality of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel
The principality of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel was part of the hereditary
territorial lands of the Welfischen (or Guelph) noble line." The genealogy of the
ruling lines, like many royal families, developed in a complicated manner over the
centuries with certain lines dying out, others assuming their place, and lands being
divided and consolidated in the process.' Throughout the history of the duchy of
Braunschweig-LUneburg three distinct lines, or houses, possessed the Wolfenbiittel
parts of the duchy. At the time of the Reformation the Middle Line was in power,
Heinrich the Younger and Julius being the fifth and sixth rulers in that line.
The Reformation was introduced into various portions of the duchy relatively
early. In 1528 Braunschweig-Luneburg, under the leadership of Ernst the Confessor,
received the Reformation." After 1538 Braunschweig-Grubenhagen and

'Chemnitz, "Braunschweig Proposals," translated in J. A. 0. Preus, The
Second Martin.
'The information regarding the family history is taken from Jirf Louda and
Michael Maclagan, Heraldry of the Royal Families of Europe (New York: Clarkson
N. Potter, 1981), 195-98 and Schnath, 26.
26Please

see Appendices 1, 2, and 3 for further clarification.

"An important event for the beginning of the Reformation in BraunschweigLiineburg and North Saxony in general was the battle over the Hildesheim religious
foundations. For more details see Plath, 32.
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Braunschweig-Kalenberg (Kalenberg-Gottingen), the two other primary principalities
in the duchy, followed suit." Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel was indeed one of the last
territories to receive the Reformation. In effect, it received the Reformation twice.
The duke at the time, Heinrich the Younger," virulently opposed the Reformation, so
the city of Braunschweig's reception of the Reformation raised his scorn. Since
Braunschweig and the city of Goslar, which had also received the Reformation,"
ignored the threats of Heinrich, he decided to use force. After issuing various threats
he led an unsuccessful assault on Braunschweig in 1545. The cities managed to resist
Heinrich with the assistance of Landgrave Philipp of Hesse and Elector John
Frederick of Saxony. Heinrich was forced to leave Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel in
1542 after a short campaign by the forces of the Schmallcald League and assembled an
army with the help of the Roman Catholic city of Liga. But in 1545 the forces of the

"Reformation teaching had begun in Braunschweig-Kalenberg and
Braunschweig-Grubenhagen as early as 1529 and was well established by 1538 when
the Reformation was officially established. See Hajo Holborn, A History of Modern
Germany (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1959), 1:206, 220. In addition to the four
duchies, there was one free imperial city in the North Saxon area, Goslar. See also
Jaynes, 104-13, 119-21.
J. A. 0. Preus, quoting Philip J. Rhetmeyer, says that he was "'a warlike
duke,' and indeed he was, politically, militarily, ecclesiastically and personally" (The
Second Martin). See Philip J. Rhetmeyer, Antiquitas Ecciesiastica Inclyta Urbis
Brunsviga, Pars VII (Braunschweig: Christoph Friedrich Zilligers, 1756), 3:316. This
is the Duke Heinrich against whom Luther wrote his virulent attack, Against Hans
Wurst. Heinrich had also allowed the Reformation to gain a foothold in various
mountain cities in the interior of the principality and through freedoms he had granted
to individual noble residences such as Warberg, Holtensen, and Brunkensen.
"Goslar accepted the evangelical teachings at the Diet of Speyer in 1526 and
received an evangelical church order, prepared by Nikolaus von Amsdorf, in 1531.
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Schmalkald League defeated him and captured him in battle." However, Heinrich
reacquired his lands with the defeat of the Schmalkald League's forces on April 24,
1547, at the hands of Emperor Charles V. Heinrich besieged the city of
Braunschweig again for eight weeks but was unable to force it to capitulate.
Heinrich struggled to reassert Roman Catholic teaching and practice in his
principality. He even borrowed a practice introduced by the reformers, conducting a
church visitation in 1551." During the five years of his absence, Reformation
teachings had gained a considerable foothold. Bugenhagen had been called to the
territory in 1542 to conduct a church visitation (5 October-12 November). In 1543
the first church order, was prepared by Bugenhagen, Martin Gorlitz, the
superintendent of the city of Braunschweig, and Antonius Corvinus, at the time
territorial superintendent in Braunschweig-Kalenberg." As a result of the new church
order they were able to call evangelical pastors and superintendents. However, the
new church order did not take hold successfully immediately. This led to a second
visitation by the reformers in 1544.34 Even after the second visitation the church order

'The city of Braunschweig had joined the Schmalkald League on June 11,
1531; concerning the Schmalkaldic War against Heinrich see Harold J. Grimm, The
Reformation Era: 1500-1650, 2nd ed. (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1973),
180-81; also see J. A. 0. Preus, The Second Martin.
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J. A. 0. Preus, The Second Martin.

"Emil Sehling, "Furstentum Wolfenbiittel" [introduction to section], in Die
evangelischen Kirchenordnungen des sechzehnten Jahrhunderts, ed. Emil Sehling
(Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1955), 6/1:4; see outline of Corvinus'life in Jaynes, 35354.
'Sehling, "Fiirstentum Wolfenbiittel," 6/1:4.
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was essentially abandoned." Thus, the principality had its first taste of the
Reformation."
The actual or lasting Reformation of the territory which took hold began June
11, 1568, when Heinrich the Younger's son, Julius, became duke at the death of his
father. Julius was a firm supporter of the Reformation." At a young age he had
advocated Reformation teachings's and thus incurred his father's anger." Dissimilar to
his father in many ways, Julius was like him in being a ruler who wished to make all
important decisions, even ecclesiastical decisions, alone. Once made, he never
wavered from decisions and was extremely sensitive to criticism." He participated in

"Jaynes, 211, n. 118.
'See Plath, 42; Sehling, "Fiirstentum Wolfenbatel," 6/1:3-11; Kurt
Kronenberg, "Die Reformation im Lande Braunschweig," in Vier Jahrhunderte
Lutherische Landeskirche in Braunschweig: Festschrift zum 400ftihrigen
Reformationsjubilaum der Braunschweigischen evangelisch-lutherischen Landeskirche
im Jahre 1968, ed. Friedrich W. Wandersleb und Martin Wandersleb (Wolfenbiittel:
Landeskirchenamt, 1968), 9; and Jaynes, 94-98, 128-30.
"For more information on the life of Julius see J. A. 0. Preus, The Second
Martin.
"According to J. A. 0. Preus, The Second Martin, on the basis of Horst
Reller, "Die Auseinandersetzung zwischen Herzog Heinrich d. J. und Herzog Julius
von Braunschweig-LUneburg in den Jahren 1553-1568. Ein Beitrag zur Biographie
von Herzog Julius," Jahrbuch der Gesellschaft ftir niederstichsische Kirchengeschichte
67 (1969): 91-106, indicates that it is impossible to determine exactly why or when
this conversion occurred.
"Kronenberg, 9. Rauls indicates that Heinrich the Younger for a short time
imprisoned his son and even disinherited him. Rauls, 33. Eventually they were
reconciled, see J. A. 0. Preus, The Second Martin.
"ICronenberg, 10. Kronenberg notes the various ecclesiastical officials and
theologians who incurred his wrath throughout his reign: M. Nicolaus Budanus, the
first general superintendent of Wolfenbiittel, Hermann Hamelmann, the first general
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all ecclesiastical conferences and repeatedly asserted his point of view. He never
allowed his ecclesiastical officials to promote their authority at the expense of his
own."
On July 28, 1568, Duke Julius invited Martin Chemnitz to WolfenbUttel to
discuss the reformation of his territory.' After meeting with Chemnitz, Julius
immediately sought to solidify the nascent Reformation in the land by conducting a
general church visitation. For this purpose he requested the assistance of his cousin,
Duke Christoph of Wurttemberg, who sent him Jakob Andreae,' then chancellor of
the University of Tubingen, on a temporary basis. Julius also sought help from
Elector August of Saxony (Kursachsen), who eventually sent him Nikolaus
Selnecker," who became the second general superintendent of the principality.
Concerning the decisions of Julius, Jaynes states,
Chemnitz was essential to the success of this enterprise, but Chemnitz knew from
the outset that he needed help. Duke Julius had someone already in mind—the
Tubingen reformer and Wiirttemberg court preacher Jacob Andreae. . . . As the
disciple of Johannes Brenz, Andreae had worked on the innovative Wiirttemberg

superintendent of Gandersheim, Dr. Timothy Kirchner, the third general
superintendent of the principality, the court preacher M. Johann Malsius, even Martin
Chemnitz and Nicolaus Selnecker. According to Gottfried G. Krodel the duke could
drastically influence the religious lives of all the people in his realm. "Luther and the
Opposition to Roman Law in Germany," Lutherjahrbuch 58 (1991): 15.
"Kronenberg, 10.
42J. A. 0. Preus provides a full picture of the reformation of the territory in
The Second Martin.

"See outline of his life in Jaynes, 347-48.
"See the outline of Selnecker's life in Jaynes, 369-70.
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orders completed in 1553 and 1559. The Wiirttemberger had composed previous
orders for the Reichstadt Rotthenburg (Tauber) in 1558 and for the duchy of
Pfalz-Neuberg in 1560."
The reformation in Braunschweig was certainly in good hands."
Julius appointed Chemnitz, Andreae, and Peter Ulner, abbot of the cloister
Berg at Magdeburg (who later left the Lutheran church), to the general church
visitation team which also included a number of laymen." The general visitation was
conducted from October 10 through November 15, 1568." Preus states that it "was
carried out on the basis of the Church Order which Chemnitz had prepared before the
arrival of Andreae and which was revised after the visitation and appeared [January 1,
1569] in revised form as the Church Order of Braunschweig-Liineburg of 1569.""
The latter also eventually included not only a complete agenda section but also a
cloister order and a code of church law," including a doctrinal confession of the

"Jaynes, 188.
*Concerning the relationship between Chemnitz and Andreae see Jaynes, 189.
"See Kronenberg, 13-14, and Bottcher, 759.
J. A. 0. Preus, The Second Martin; see also Jaynes, 187-89.
J. A. 0. Preus, The Second Martin; he cites Jobst Ebel, "Herkunft des
Konzeptes der Konkordienformel, Die Funktionen der ftinf Verfasser neben Andreae
beim Zustandekommen der Formel," Zeitschri ft fiir Kirchengeschichte 91 (1980): 247,
and Rhetmeyer, 3:338 and 3/Beylagen:243.
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"Duke Julius was energetic in enforcing both the ecclesiastical law and
ensuring pure doctrine throughout his land. He removed pastors who did not live up
to his demands regarding their teaching and life. He influenced patrons and their
rights, even calling pastors himself when the patron did not follow his wishes. He
curbed corrupt medieval practices such as pastors who were called but vacant from
their parishes. Concerned about the education of his clergy he erected a school in
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territory." In addition, on February 2, 1569, Julius appointed Chemnitz general
superintendent of the territory as well as the consistory's ecclesiastical councilor to the
duke. Chemnitz intended to serve full-time as the general superintendent of the city
of Braunschweig while serving as the territory's superintendent only part-time. This
arrangement was not feasible, leading Chemnitz to resign the latter position and
allowing Selnecker to be appointed general superintendent of the principality."
Chemnitz, however, continued as the duke's closest ecclesiastical advisor."

Gandersheim which in 1576 became the University of Helmstedt. Although he might
be criticized for many things, Julius was a tireless ruler who gave much in time,
money and personal energy toward the reformation of his territory. Kronenberg, 1011.
'This doctrinal section was the official doctrinal confession of the territory
prepared by Chemnitz, later revised, and published in 1576 as the Corpus Doctrine
Julium, a direct predecessor to the Formula of Concord. Sehling, "Fiirstentum
Wolfenbiittel," 6/1:6.
At the time the general superintendent had oversight of the five regional
general superintendents: Wolfenbiittel, Helmstedt, Bockenem, Gandersheim, and
Alfeld. Selnecker also had oversight of the new university at Helmstedt. However,
his introduction of a work of Melanchthon at the school led to his decision to leave
the territory in 1573. His successor Timothy Kirchner held a number of positions
simultaneously including general superintendent, first vice-rector of the university, and
leader of the consistory. His successor, Basilius Sattler, served until 1624 under three
different dukes and provided strong guidance to the landeskirche assuring the
reformation's success.
For details on the development of the consistory and the ecclesiastical
government see Kronenberg, 24-25. There was great flux initially not only in who
held the positions of authority but also in the power of the consistory, the nature of its
headship, and its relationship to the government.
52

"Kronenberg, 11. This relationship continued until 1579 when the duke
removed Chemnitz from his councilor's position due to Chemnitz's outspoken
opposition to the consecration of the duke's son as Roman Catholic bishop of
Halberstadt.
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The Kirchenordnung of Duke Julius, which became synonymous with his name,
was the joint work of Chemnitz and Andreae.' The cloister order and the
ecclesiastical law sections of the church order were prepared by Andreae on the basis
of the Wiirttemberg church order of 1559. Chemnitz prepared the various worship
rites in the church order primarily on the basis of the Liineburg church order of
1564." The church order was also introduced in ICalenberg-Gottingen in 1584-85
when Julius gained control of that territory as well." Of the Kirchenordnung of Julius

'Speaking of the process of preparing church orders, Jeffrey Jaynes states:
"Territorial authorities, primarily princes, tended to dominate in the religious, as well
as political arena. Although there were exceptions, like Goslar, Magdeburg, and
later, Luneburg, the creation, and implementation of church orders became almost
exclusively a territorial enterprise. Even the introduction of consistorial courts pushed
ecclesiastical developments in this direction. The actualization of the landesherrliche
Kirchenregiment had commenced in northern Germany, yet the authors of the church
orders still directed the process." Jaynes, 177.
This statement reflects Jaynes' thesis that properly understanding the process
of church order production requires an examination of that process vis-a-vis the transterritorial network of church order authors. He contends against the dominant
approach, initiated by Emil Sehling, which analyzes the church orders by grouping
them according to various families of orders according to the territories from which
they originated. Sehling argued for such an approach because he believed the "princes
controlled the entire process of reform." Jaynes, 85. Although Jaynes finds the
family approach helpful (he indicates that most scholars have come to accept five
distinct families 1881), without assessing the impact of the church order authors'
network a full picture is not provided. It fails to account for the efforts of the authors
and conceals the impact of unique local and territorial concerns. Jaynes, 90. His
description of the process is certainly apt for Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel. See also
Jaynes, 158.
"Kronenberg, 15. Rauls indicates that the model for the Liineburg church
order was the Mecklenburg church order of 1552, with which Melanchthon assisted.
Rauls, 33. See Jaynes on the composing of the Liineburg order. Jaynes, 183-84.
"Sehling, "Fiirstentum Wolfenbiittel," 6/1:5; see also J. A. 0. Preus, The
Second Martin.
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Kurt Kronenberg says, it was "such a consistent work that it influenced the
ecclesiastical development of the land of Braunschweig in a very decisive and
influential way, even encouraging discussions toward the Formula of Concord.""
The church orders served to maintain peace and secure the proclamation of the
gospel. Although many have contended that the church orders violated the freedom
inherent in the evangelical message," Jaynes contends that in the minds of the
reformers and the authors of the church orders, freedom and order went hand in hand,
order guaranteed the freedom of the gospel. That is why they were prepared."
These reformers expressed their understanding that disorder, more than tyrannized
consciences, threatened the well-being of the church and the individual Christian.
They advocated their understanding of harmonious church orders as a way to
avoid divine displeasure, to silence detractors and critics, and to guarantee
personal and spiritual health. Ultimately church order was necessary to insure
"the two critical components of church life: preaching and the sacraments."'

"Kronenberg, 16.
"See especially Gerald Strauss, Law, Resistance, and the State: the Opposition
to Roman Law in Reformation Germany (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986);
also see the responses by Gottfried G. Krodel, "Tvangelische
Bewegung'—Luther—Anfange der lutherischen Landeskirche: Die ersten jahre der
Reformation im Schnittpunkt von Kirchengeschichte und Sozialgeschichte," in Luthers
Wirkung: Festschrift fur Martin Brecht zum 60. Geburtstag, ed. Wolf-Dieter
Hauschild, Wilhelm H. Neuser und Christian Peters (Stuttgart: Calwer Verlag, 1992);
"Luther and the Opposition to Roman Law in Germany," Lutherjahrbuch 58 (1991):
13-42; and "The Opposition to Roman Law and the Reformation in Germany," The
Journal of Law and Religion 10 (1993-94): 221-66. Jaynes analyzes Strauss'
contentions as well as those of others. Jaynes, 13-25.
"Jaynes, 59, 162.
'Jaynes, 64-65.
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Church orders, and the application of discipline that went along with it, provided a
framework in which the freedom of the gospel would not be abused and become a law
itself."
The church orders not only guarded against the tyranny of abused freedom but
often thwarted the tyranny of the state over ecclesiastical and theological affairs.
Jaynes writes, "Individuals like MOrlin, Chemnitz, and Heshusius advocated church
orders as a means to guarantee a degree of autonomy in ecclesiastical affairs, and had
no interest or desire to contribute to the centralizing principle like Albrecht of Prussia
or Julius of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel."' For the authors of the church orders, such
as Bugenhagen and Chemnitz, establishing order and maintaining discipline served the
upbuilding of the church in the city or territory, not state-building.' As will be seen,
the rites for the vocational process of forming pastors contributed to this defense of
ecclesiastical rights vis-a-vis state control.

Martin Chemnitz's Understanding of the Office of the Holy Ministry
Before examining the rites themselves it would be helpful to examine how the
framer of those rites, Martin Chemnitz, understood the office of the holy ministry."

'See Jaynes, 2, 29, 83, 132 and Kronenberg, 16.
'Jaynes, 341.
"Jaynes, 286.
"For a summary of Chemnitz's understanding of the office of the holy ministry
see James H. Pragman, Traditions of Ministry (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing
House, 1983), 48-57.
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Chemnitz enunciates his understanding of the ministerial office in three accomplished
theological works: his Examen Concilii Tridentini (1566), Enchiridion (1569), and
Loci Theologici (1591)." In all three works Chemnitz's confession of the doctrine of
the pastoral office is consistent and fully developed.
How did Chemnitz confess the doctrine of the office of the holy ministry? He
enunciated a view of the office that anchors it in the gospel of Jesus Christ. For
Chemnitz, the office of the ministry was a ministetiune of the gospel to the church of

Each of his major works approaches the exposition of doctrine in a different
way. The Examen was intended as an examination and appraisal of the supposed
reform of papal doctrine as contained in the Canons and Decrees of the Council of
Trent. The Enchiridion was intended as a handbook of Christian doctrinal questions
and answers for the examination of pastors, for the use of pastors as a summary
review of pure doctrine, and for the laity as a means of judging the voice of their
pastors according to the voice of Christ. The Loci Theologici was intended as a
detailed explanation of the Loci Communes of Philip Melanchthon and was the first
comprehensive and systematic elucidation of Christian doctrine after the Reformation.
Martin Chemnitz, Ministry, Word, and Sacraments: An Enchiridion, ed. and
trans. Luther Poellet (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1974); Martin
Chemnitz, Enchiridion. Handbuchlein der vornehmsten Hauptstueke der christlichen
Lehre, ed. A. L. Graebner (Milwaukee: Georg Brumder, 1886).
Martin Chemnitz, Loci Theologici, vol. 2, trans. J. A. 0. Preus (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1989); Martin Chemnitz, Loci Theologici, vol. 3, ed.
Polycarp Leyser (Frankfurt: I. Spies, 1599).
Martin Chemnitz, Examination of the Council of Trent, vol. 2, trans. Fred
Kramer (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1971); Martin Chemnitz, Examen
Concilii Tridentini, ed. Eduard Preuss (Berlin: Gust. Schlawitz, 1861).
'Chemnitz uses four words to describe the ministry: ministerium, dienst or
kirchendienst, amt or predigtamt, and doctoribus. He prefers ministerium in the
Examen and Loci, while he utilizes dienst and amt in the Enchiridion. These words,
each with their own nuance, refer to the ministry of the Gospel, the ministry of Word
and sacrament, which involves primarily preaching and teaching the Word of God, the
administration of the sacraments, and the shepherding of the people of God.
Chemnitz does not conceive of the ministerium apart from the men called to fill it.
For him, where there is a ministry there are ministers.
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Christ. It was an instrument of God established to serve to the church the gospel, the
forgiveness of sins in Jesus Christ,' for the sake of the building up and growth of the
Church (Ephesians 4:16)." Chemnitz understood the ministry of the church to be "a
spiritual or ecclesiastic office' that was instituted and ordained by God for the
carrying out of certain, given functions for the sake of the church.
The functions of the church are threefold and encompass the means which God
established for the giving of the gospel to his people. Chemnitz summarizes these
well in his Enchiridion: the minister is "to serve the church with the preaching of the
Word and the administration of the sacraments and the use of the keys."" The first
function is the feeding of the church of God with the "doctrine of the divine Word"
(Acts 20:28; Ephesians 4:11; 1 Peter 5:2),7' the proclamation and preaching of the
gospel. The second function of the church that the minister is to serve is the
administration and distribution of the sacraments (1 Corinthians 11:23 and Matthew
28:19)." The third function of the church which the ministry is to serve is the

'See Pragman, 51.
'Chemnitz, Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 16; Enchiridion, ed. Graebner, 6.
'Chemnitz, Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 26; Enchiridion, ed. Graebner, 10.
xChemnitz, Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 38; Enchiridion, ed. Graebner, 29.
'Chemnitz, Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 26; Enchiridion, ed. Graebner, 11; see
also Pragman, 50.
'Chemnitz, Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 26.
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administration of the keys of the church by the remitting or retaining of sins (Matthew
16:19 and John 20:23)."
The relationship between the church and the ministry, therefore, for Chemnitz,
is bound to the functions of the church. Neither the teachers nor the hearers," those
who make up the church, lord it over the other in the church. Rather, the teachers
impart the gospel in its purity to the hearers, and the hearers receive that gospel in
purity from the teachers.' What binds the two groups together are the gospel and the
functions, the teaching of the gospel and the means of grace.
So that the gospel may be proclaimed by the ministry, God raises up men, that
is, God fills the office.' Chemnitz states that God has prescribed in his Word a form
regarding the call, doctrine, and life of those to whom the functions of the church are

'Chemnitz, Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 26.
"Chemnitz conceived of the church as properly composed of teachers and
hearers, pastors and laity. In the 1659 edition of the Loci Theologici edited by
Polycarp Leyser the heading of the fourth section under the loci "De Ecclesia" reads:
"De Doctoribus & Auditoribus Ecclesiae," literally, doctors and hearers. Loci
Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:706, 713; Loci Theologici, ed. Leyser, 279.
Hans-Christoph Rublack states that "A Lutheran pastor communicated religious
knowledge; this was the core of his understanding of his profession. He called
himself a teacher in the sixteenth century." "Success and Failure of the Reformation:
Popular 'Apologies' from the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries," in Germania
Illustrata: Essays on Early Modern Germany Presented to Gerald Strauss, ed. Andrew
C. Fix and Susan C. Karant-Nunn, Sixteenth Century Essays and Studies, edited by
Charles G. Nauert, Jr., vol. 18 (Kirksville, MO: Sixteenth Century Journal
Publishers, 1992), 161-62.
"Pragman, 56.
'Loci Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:686.
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to be entrusted.' The election . . . takes place through the church . . . with a
definite order,"" that is, a certain process of calling a candidate. Chemnitz uses a
number of terms connected to the entire process: call, election, nomination,
examination, ordination. These terms cannot be defined vis-a-vis one another with
absolute specificity, but it appears that every process of calling included three
elements: a call issued to a candidate, an examination of the candidate's life and
doctrine, and an ordination of the candidate. One could surmise from this that the
form for the "making of a pastor" is a single process that could be denoted broadly by
the term call" and that involves three related aspects: legitimate call-election,
examination, and ordination.'
The process of placing men into the office of the holy ministry is the Lord's.
The Lord entrusts the office to the pastors through a legitimate call, narrowly
understood, the first aspect of the process.' The means instituted and ordained by

"Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 26-27; Enchiridion, ed. Graebner, 11.
"Loci Theologici, trans. J. A. 0 Preus, 2:702.
"Pragman fails to note that Chemnitz could use the term call in both a broad
and narrow sense. Pragman, 52. See the Loci Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus,
2:698-706, where the term "call" is used to denote the entire process.
'Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 27, 34-35; Examination of the Council of Trent,
trans. Kramer, 2:708-709; see also Pragman, 53.
"Loci Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:699. Chemnitz cites numerous
passages to clarify that the action of calling is the Lord's action. In Enchiridion,
trans. Poellet, 32 are Acts 20:28, 2 Corinthians 5:19-20, Ephesians 4:11, 1
Corinthians 12:28; in Loci Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:700 are 1 Timothy
4:14, 2 Timothy 1:6, 2:2; see also Loci Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:699 and
Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 26, 29.
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God for the bestowal of a legitimate call is through the voice of the entire church (1
Tim 3:2-7; Titus 1:5-9)." Thus the call through the voice of the church is divine."
Chemnitz's understanding of the entire church is all-inclusive. No part of the
church is to be excluded from the responsibility of calling, whether laity, including the
prince and government officials, or pastors. Chemnitz states, "election or calling
certainly belongs in some way to the whole church, so that in their choosing and
calling both presbyters and people are partners."'
Through the examination process the church could be sure that it was calling a
person committed to sound doctrine, who was apt to teach, and led a life worthy of
that doctrine. For Chemnitz, it is vital that the pastor called not be an intruder or
usurper who will lead the church of Christ astray by his teaching. By encouraging the
practice of examination Chemnitz wants to guard against someone entering the office
who will lead people to doubt that the word and the teaching of the word that
proceeds from his mouth is in fact the Lord's, or that the sacraments that the pastor
administers truly deliver the forgiveness of sins."

'Examination of the Council of Trent, trans. Kramer, 2:678.
'Examination of the Council of Trent, trans. Kramer, 2:706; see also Pragman,
52.
"Examination of the Council of Trent, trans. Kramer, 2:709; Examen Concilii
Tridentini, ed. Preuss, 485; see also Pragman, 52-3.
'Chemnitz contends for the importance of examination not because he
possesses Donatistic tendencies. He does not believe the power and effect of God's
word and the sacraments depend on a holy and pure pastor who administers them.
That Chemnitz is attempting to close the door to the possibility of doubt or weakening
of faith within the hearers when their pastor seems ill-fit for the office is clear in this
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A candidate that has received a call, been elected, and been examined and
approved is certainly fit to fill the office of the ministry as far as Chemnitz is
concerned. But that raises a question for him: "If a legitimate call consists in the
things that have been said so far, what, then, does the public rite of ordination
confer?' Chemnitz then provides five distinct and "very, weighty reasons" for
ordination to be observed and enacted.'
Chemnitz's first reason is
that, because of those who run and have not been sent, a call ought to have the
public testimony of the church. But that ceremony or rite of ordination is nothing
else than the kind of public testimony by which the call of that person who is
ordained is declared before God and in his name to be regular, pious, legitimate,
and divine."

statement: ". . . It is absolutely of great importance for the way of salvation that he
who receives it believes" (Loci Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:718). In
opposition to the answers of the Donatists, Chemnitz points to the Lord behind the
minister, who is still efficacious through the ministry of an unbelieving pastor (Loci
Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:716). Chemnitz calls for examinations because
that will help to allay any doubts about the legitimacy of a pastor's call into the office
of the ministry.
"Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 36; Enchiridion, ed. Graebner, 25; Also Loci
Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:704.
"Pragman also discusses these reasons, 54-56.
"Examination of the Council of Trent, trans. Kramer, 2:704; Examen Concilii
Tridentini, ed. Preuss, 479.
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Ordination provides full assurance about the legitimacy of the call." Thus ordination
affirms and confirms before God and the entire church that this candidate has been
properly called-elected, examined, and ordained.
Chemnitz's second reason for observing ordination is that by that rite, as by a
public designation or declaration, the ministry is committed in the name of God and of
the church to him who has been called.' Chemnitz believes that there is a bestowal
of the office at ordination. Or another to put it another way, Chemnitz views the
office and the candidate called as coming together in ordination. A third basis for
ordination is that
by this very thing also, as by a solemn vow, he who has been called becomes
obligated to the church in the sight of God to render the faithfulness in the
ministry that the Lord requires in his stewards, regarding which he will also judge
them.'
A fourth basis for the rite of ordination is that "the church is reminded that it is
to recognize that this pastor has divine authority to teach, and to hear him in the name
and place of God."" This last reason further supports the reality that neither the
church nor the office of the holy ministry are subordinated to one another. The
pastor's authority is understood in terms of service, not as an absolute authority over

"Examination of the Council of Trent, trans. Kramer, 2:693; see also Pragman,
53.
"Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 36; Enchiridion, ed. Graebner, 25; Loci
Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:704.
trans. Poellet, 36; Enchiridion, ed. Graebner, 25-26; Loci
Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:705.
91Enchiridion,

"Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 36; Enchiridion, ed. Graebner, 26.
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the church. The pastor's authority over the church rather is to be lived out by means
of his service of teaching, preaching and administering the gospel to the church.
Anytime the pastor understands or enforces his authority over the church as an
absolute, he departs from the proper understanding of the ministry as an office of
service.
Finally, Chemnitz highlights his fifth reason for maintaining the rite of
ordination. He states,
and this is most important: That rite is to be observed for this reason, that the
whole church might, by common and earnest prayers, commit to God the ministry
of him who is called, that He, by his Holy Spirit, divine grace, and blessing,
might be with his ministry (Gen. 48:14; John 20)."
Ordination affirms and commits the presence of God in the word [including teaching]
and sacrament ministry of a newly ordained pastor. Ordination thus highlights the
entire process of calling someone to the ministerial office.
Chemnitz clearly holds ordination in high esteem. What then does he consider
the heart of ordination? Chemnitz speaks only of the laying on of hands and prayer,
actions he obviously considered central to the rite. Chemnitz cites the very same
reasons for the laying on of hands and prayer as he did for ordination itself since the
laying on of hands and prayer are the central actions in ordination."

"Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 36; Enchiridion, ed. Graebner, 26; Loci
Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:705; see also Pragman, 49.
"This is made very clear in the Examination of the Council of Trent where
Chemnitz asserts that the laying on of hands best suited conveying the meaning and
purpose of ordination. Examination, 2:693-94. See also the Enchiridion, trans.
Poellet, 36-37; Enchiridion, ed. Graebner, 26-27; also summarized in three points in
Loci Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:705.
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This raises the question whether Chemnitz, with the Apology to the Augsburg
Confession, is willing to call ordination a sacrament?' In the Enchiridion, Chemnitz
quotes Melanchthon's definition of a sacrament: "It is a divinely instituted rite, added
to the promise given in the gospel, so that it becomes a testimony and pledge of the
promise of grace that is set forth and applied.' On the basis of this definition
Chemnitz goes on to identify the essential components of a sacrament: a visible
element in an outward ceremony or rite which is instituted by Christ and a word or
promise of grace that gives, confirms, and seals the promise of grace." For Chemnitz
this definition yields two sacraments in the New Testament. According to this
definition ordination is not a sacrament since it has no visible element instituted by
Christ (Matthew 18; Mark 16)."
Although a legitimate call and ordination is established by the God's promise in
his word and conveys divine blessings, the strength to fulfill the office, nevertheless

""If ordination is interpreted in relation to the ministry of the Word, we have
no objection to calling ordination a sacrament. The ministry of the Word has God's
command and glorious promises." Apology 13:11; in Theodore G. Tappert, ed., The
Book of Concord (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1959), 212.
"Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 109; Graebner's edition does not provide
Melanchthon's definition.
"Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 109.
98' Now the ministry of the Word and the sacraments has divine promises, and
the prayer at ordination rests on these, but these promises are not to be tied to the rite
of the imposition of hands, about which there is neither a command of Christ nor such
a promise as there is about Baptism and the Lord's Supper." Examination of the
Council of Trent, trans. Kramer, 2:695. Also see Enchiridion, trans. Poellet, 111.
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ordination is not a sacrament in the same way as Baptism and the Lord's Supper.
Baptism and the Lord's Supper are means or instruments through which God
applies and seals the promise of reconciliation or forgiveness to individual
believers who use Baptism and the Lord's Supper. Ordination is not such a means
or instrument."
On the basis of this restricted definition, Chemnitz denies that ordination is a
sacrament.m° But that does not mean he denies that ordination might be a sacrament
in a broader sense as the Apology to the Augsburg Confession understands ordination:
If ordination is understood in this way, of the ministry of the Word and
sacraments . . . then we have no objection to calling ordination a sacrament. And
there [Apology] the words are added, 'We shall not object either to calling the
laying on of hands a sacrament.' For that the term sacrament covers a wide range
of meanings.nm
If ordination or the office of the holy ministry can be called a sacrament, it is because
of its relation to the means of grace. As Chemnitz states, "Ordination, therefore, has
indeed a promise of the efficacy of the ministry for salvation to everyone who
believes.""n This promise is contained in the gospel and the institution of the means
of grace by the Lord. Thus the sacramental nature of ordination—even of the entire
call process—and the ministry is derived from the promises attached to the gospel.

"Examination of the Council of Trent, trans. Kramer, 1:21-22, 40-41 and
2:694-95; Examen Concilii Tridentini, ed. Preuss, 480.
'"See also Pragman, 54-55.
'°'Examination of the Council of Trent, trans. Kramer, 2:694.
''Examination of the Council of Trent, trans. Kramer, 2:40; Examen Concilii
Tridentini, ed. Preuss, 234; see also Pragman, 56.
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Pre-1569 History of the Liturgical Rites
The liturgical rites for the vocational process of forming pastors in the
Landeskirche of Braunschweig did not arise in a vacuum. Before proceeding to the
first rites prepared in the duchy's Landeskirche, one must understand the liturgical
tradition from which these rites developed."
A study of the liturgical tradition most profitably starts where the liturgy itself
begins, with Scripture. Does the New Testament give any indication, however, as to
how men were placed into the office of the ministry? Does it provide any kind of
normative "ordination rite?" The New Testament contains no passages in which Jesus
Christ gives to his disciples a specific command (as happens with the Lord's Supper
and Baptism) on how to make men overseers in his church.' On the basis of Acts

'A good summary of the pre-reformation period is available in Ralph F.
Smith, "Ordering Ministry: The Liturgical Witness of Sixteenth-Century German
Ordination Rites" (Ph.D. diss., University of Notre Dame, 1988), 23-59.
'Of course the reader might debate whether there is an office of the ministry
established by Christ in the New Testament. For the purposes of this thesis, the
author has assumed a Lutheran, confessional position regarding the establishment of
such an office in the New Testament. For discussion of the Lutheran position
regarding the office of the holy ministry see: Norman Nagel, "The Office of the Holy
Ministry in the Confessions," Concordia Journal 14 (1988): 283-99; Werner Elert,
The Structure of Lutheranism, trans. Walter A. Hansen (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1962), 339-85; Holsten Fagerberg, A New Look at the Lutheran
Confessions, 1529-1537, trans. Gene J. Lund (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House,
1972), 226-50; Robert Kolb, "The Doctrine of Ministry in Martin Luther and the
Lutheran Confessions," in Called and Ordained: Lutheran Perspectives on the Office
of the Ministry, ed. Todd Nichol•and Marc Kolden (Minneapolis: Fortress Press,
1990), 49-66; James H. Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1983), 13-57; Arthur Carl Piepkorn, "The Sacred Ministry and
Holy Ordination in the Symbolical Books of the Lutheran Church," in Lutherans and
Catholics in Dialogue IV: Eucharist and Ministry (New York and Washington, D.C.:
U.S.A. National Committee of the Lutheran World Federation and the Bishop's
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6:6 and 13:2 it is clear that the apostles appointed men to the office of the holy
ministry in the New Testament—deacon, presbyter, bishop—by means of the laying
on of hands and prayer.' As Hermann Sasse indicates, however, there was a great
deal of variety in this practice:
A person was usually placed in the orders and offices of the congregation by the
laying on of hands with prayer. This laying on of hands could be done by a
single person, as the apostle Paul did (II Timothy 1:6). Or it could be done by
the presbytery (I Timothy 4:14), or by both, as was apparently the case with
Timothy, or by a whole congregation through their representatives (Acts 13:3)."
It is clear from Sasse's citations that both the apostles and the congregations were
involved in the electing and ordaining of pastors.' Part of the orderly way of placing
men into the office of the ministry was by means of the laying on of hands and
prayer. As Walter Clancy indicates, it "formed the substance of the rite of ordination
as subsequently developed' in the church.

Committee for Ecumenical and Interreligious Affairs, 1970), 101-19; Edmund
Schlink, Theology of the Lutheran Confessions, trans. Paul F. Koehneke and Herbert
J. A. Bouman (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1961), 226-69; Thomas M. Winger,
"Augsburg Confession IV and V: Justification, Means of Grace, Office of the Holy
Ministry," Concordia Student Journal 15 (Lent 1992): 15-27.
Cheslyn Jones, Geoffrey Wainwright, and Edward Yarnold, ed., The Study
of Liturgy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978): 295-96.
cos

'Hermann Sasse, "Ministry and Congregation: A Letter to Lutheran Pastors,"
in We Confess, trans. Norman Nagel, vol. 3, The Church, We Confess Series (St.
Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1986), 80.
""See the Treatise on the Power and Primacy of the Pope, 70-71 in Tappert,
332; also see Sasse, We Confess, 3:80.
1' Walter B. Clancy, The Rites and Ceremonies of Sacred Ordination (Canons
1002-1005): A Historical Conspectus and a Canonical Commentary, The Catholic
University of America Canon Law Studies (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic
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Other than the Biblical witness there is little to help determine the liturgical
process of forming pastors in the first two centuries of the church's existence. The
first evidence available comes from the Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus probably
written around the year A.D. 215. Subsequent liturgical documents such as the
Canons of Hippolytus, the Apostolic Constitutions, and the Testamentum Domini, all
probably written in the fourth and fifth centuries, appear to have been influenced by
the rite of Hippolytus.' The history of the vocational process of forming pastors
following this formative period shows signs typical of other developing liturgical rites:
accretion and augmentation."' In Western Christendom this process of accretion in
the rite of ordination was brought to a culmination in the revised pontifical of the
Roman curia prepared by William Durandus of Mende (1237-1296). This revision
was widely accepted in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and gave final form to
the pontificals and rites of the Roman church up until the Second Vatican Council."

University of America Press, 1962), 6.
'These documents as well as other liturgical rites regarding ordination are
provided in English translation and analyzed thoroughly in Paul Bradshaw, Ordination
Rites of the Ancient Churches of East and West, (New York: Pueblo Publishing
House, 1990); also see Clancy, The Rites and Ceremonies of Sacred Ordination;
Pierre De Puniet, The Roman Pontifical: A History and Commentary, trans. Mildred
Vernon Harcourt (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1932); Bruno Kleinheyer, Die
Priesterweihe im Romischen Ritus: Eine Liturgiehistorische Studie, Trierer
Theologische Studien (Trier: Paulinus-Verlag, 1962).
"°Philip H. Pfatteicher, Commentary on the Occasional Services (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1983), 176-77.
"For a translation of the medieval rite of Durandus see Smith, 338-49. For
an outline of the rite see appendix 5. This version of the Durandus' rite was prepared
by Augustine Patrizi Piccolomini under Pope Innocent VIII in 1485.
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The accretions significantly altered the significance and meaning of the act of
ordination. Speaking of the significance of the ordination prayer and the laying on of
hands in the Roman Pontifical of pre-Vatican II times, De Puniet states:
These are the most solemn words in the whole ordination; they express clearly the
effect which, in conjunction with the laying on of hands, they produce: they
transmit the true priesthood of Christ with its indelible character, and with the
prerogatives attached to it, especially the power to offer the holy sacrifice and to
dispense the sacraments, together with the graces necessary for the fulfillment of
all priestly duties."'
The most dramatic addition to the order are the words that are spoken at the
delivery of the chalice and the paten. They read as follows:
Receive the power to offer the sacrifice to God and to celebrate the mass for the
living as well as for the dead. In the name of the Father and of the Son and of
the Holy Spirit. Amen.'"
This formulary demonstrates how fully the Roman rite of ordination had departed
from the tradition of Hippolytus. Aquinas thought this to be the essential part of the
rite through which the power of orders was received."' This formulary indicates that
ordination is now understood to confer the right to offer the sacrifice of the mass, the
bloodless sacrifice of Christ on the altar for the procuring of the pardoning of sins."S
This is a denial of Christ's once-for-all sacrifice on the cross for the sins of the whole

"ZDe Puniet, 252.
Andrieu, ed., Le Pontifical Romain au Moyen-Age, vol. 3, Le
Pontifical de Guillaume Durand (Citta Del Vaticano: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana,
1940), 370.
'Clancy, 14.
"SSee Fagerberg, 238.
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world. The priest no longer is ordained into Christ's office but into an office that
directly opposes that of Christ because it seeks to appease God on the basis of new
sacrifices required in addition to the sacrifice of Christ. This example underscores
how the accretions altered the understanding of the office of the holy ministry and the
rite of ordination.

The Rites of the City of Braunschweig, 1528-1571
At the beginning of the Reformation there was little need for liturgical rites for
the vocational process of forming pastors. Most of the early reformers had been
ordained as priests under the papacy. The first evangelical ordination was conducted
in Wittenberg in 1525 of Georg Rorer."' Until the 1540s and '50s ordinations were
few and far between. Only with the advent of the second generation of reformers and
the conversion of more territories and cities to the reformation cause did the need for
rites of the vocational process become acute.
In 1528 when Bugenhagen conducted the reformation of the city of
Braunschweig, his church order did not contain any rite connected with the vocational
process—no rite of ordination or installation. However, Bugenhagen had given
instructions in his 1528 church order regarding the placement of pastors. He had
placed the appointment of pastors to the city churches principally in the hands of the
city—the city council and the consistory—preempting the ducal right of patronage. A

'The first evangelical ordination rites were those of Hesse (1526) and
Hamburg (1529). Smith, 9, 123-39.
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city council committee declaration in 1560 solidified these arrangements throughout
the five regions of the city."' Bugenhagen's church order was republished in high
German in 1531 and in a slightly revised edition of 1563 (in one volume with the
Corpus Doctrine for the city of Braunschweig). Neither of these editions contained
any new rites for the vocational process of forming pastors. Only in 1571 did the city
council publish official regulations detailing the process for the nomination, call and
acceptance of pastors in the five regions of the city. This pastoral code entitled "An
Order, How the Nomination, Call, and Reception of Preachers Shall Be Conducted
Uniformly and With One Accord in All the Churches of Braunschweig"' was
prompted by a situation in which the city council revoked a call it had issued because
the man turned out to be unworthy for the position."9 The code was prepared by
Martin Chemnitz and subscribed to by all the pastors of the consistory.'"
The pastoral code of 1571 outlines in detail the process by which pastors are to
be placed in the city churches. Like Bugenhagen's directives of 1528, the code

"'Martin Wandersleb, Erbe und Aufirag der Reformation, Ausstellung im
Stadtischen Museum Braunschweig (Braunschweig: Buchdruckerei Franz Oetheimer,
1968), 46.
"8"Ordnunge, wie es hinfuro mit den nominationibus, vocationibus und
annhemunge der herren predicanten in den kirchen zu Braunschweig gleichformig und
einhellig gehalten werden soil, berathschlagt, gewilligt und beschlossen," (1571), in
Sehling, 6/1:456-58. See appendix 6. (Unless otherwise indicated, translations are
my own.)
"9J. A. 0. Preus, The Second Martin.
'9. A. 0. Preus, The Second Martin; see also Wandersleb, Erbe und Auftrag
der Reformation, 46.
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maintains the city's rights to place its own pastors. No mention is made of the duke
of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel's right of patronage. The process for appointment
occurred in this way: Before the election of any candidates, prayer was to be
conducted in all the churches of all five city regions until a person was nominated or
elected. The individual was then presented in all five regions as the one elected for
that vacancy. This was to insure that a conflict did not develop over the
election/nomination between the members of the consistory and the leaders of the
congregations and the regional councils. The candidate's conduct and doctrine could
be examined openly by all. If the regional leaders and councilmen knew of something
troubling in the life or doctrine of a candidate they had nominated or candidates they
were considering, they were to report this to the consistory for it to make the final
determination. It was hoped this would forestall problems later on.
Once all the parties had been notified of a nomination/election, the
confirmation of that selection could take place. The instructions read:
Now if the people are in all respects pleased with the election, the election of the
nominated person should be confirmed in the form of a call . . . with the
conditions that the called candidate shall be examined by the entire ministerium
before the installation. If he is found to be qualified for the office and to hold
pure doctrine, then the call will be completely confirmed and completed."'
Both new candidates and those already ordained were examined. The examination
was conducted by the consistorial leaders, and representatives from the five regions
were allowed to attend to insure that the consistory did not prejudge the candidate and

`Z"`Ordnunge, wie es hinfuro mit den nominationibus," in Sehling, 6/1:457.
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to enable the representatives to report to their congregations whether the candidate
passed the examination.
Once the examination was concluded the regional council could present' the
candidate before the consistory to be received as a member and to pledge himself to
the city's Corpus Doctrine and submit himself to the city's church order. These
actions were then reported to the congregation from the pulpit, and the candidate, if
he was not ordained, was ordained "according to established, godly, Christian practice
in the church"' by the superintendent or coadjutor. The reference to ordination does
not indicate what ordination rite was to be used. Presumably they would have used
Luther's rite as contained in the 1543 and 1569 church orders of the principality since
the 1528 Braunschweig city church order contained no ordination rite. If the
candidate was already ordained and
as a result of it no additional ordination was necessary, nevertheless to prove that
he formerly held the office, he will be entrusted to his new preaching office
through the superintendent or coadjutor's sermon before the entire congregation.
In this way he will be presented to the church as their Seelsorger and they to him
as his flock. By this both the preacher and the hearers will recall that he became
their pastor according to God's Word, with prayer, in the presence of God, his
angels, and the entire congregation.'

'The pastoral code throughout the entire process allows the opportunity for the
parties involved—the city council and the consistory—to decide not to place the man
elected in the position originally designated. Especially after the examination, the city
council and government leaders could decide not to accept the candidate. See
"Ordnunge, wie es hinfuro mit den nominationibus, etc.," in Sehling, 6/1:457.
""Ordnunge, wie es hinfuro mit den nominationibus," in Sehling, 6/1:458.
"A"Ordnunge, wie es hinfuro mit den nominationibus," in Sehling, 6/1:458.
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What is perhaps most interesting in these regulations is the concern that things be done
in order. Presumably this was intended to forestall any doubt on the people's part
that this man was truly their pastor and qualified to be so. In the case of installation,
through the sermon the superintendent would link the congregation and its new pastor
together and affirm the legitimacy of his call to serve them. This again demonstrates
the desire of the regulations that no-one be left in doubt about who their pastor was or
whether he was qualified to be their pastor. If the people doubted their pastor, then
they might doubt his preaching and the sacraments he administered, leading them also
to doubt their faith. That is what the regulations were framed to prevent. The goal of
the pastoral office was to strengthen faith, not weaken it.

The Ordination Rite of the 1569 Church Order of Braunschweig-WolfenbUttel'
By 1539 the need for evangelical pastors was acute throughout the lands that
had received the Reformation, so Elector John Frederick of Saxony requested that
Martin Luther prepare an order for the examination, calling, and ordination of
candidates. Luther prepared an order but he never had it published.' Luther's rite

""Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii, herzogen zu Braunschweig
und Luneburg etc. Wie es mit lehr und ceremonien unsers fiirstenthumbs
Braunschweig, Wulffenbiitlischen theils, auch derselben kirchen anhangenden sachen
und verrichtungen hinfurt (vermittelst gottlicher gnaden) gehalten werden sol," (1569),
in Sehling, 6/1:188-89. See appendix 7.
'Paul Zeller Strodach's introduction to "The Ordination of Ministers of the
Word" in Liturgy and Hymns, vol. 53 of Martin Luther, Luther's Works, ed. Ulrich
S. Leupold, gen. ed. Helmut T. Lehmann and Jaroslav Pelikan (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press; St. Louis, Concordia Publishing House, 1955-), 122-23. (Henceforth different
volumes of Luther's Works will be cited LW, for example, LW 53:122-23. Smith
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certainly set the theological tone for other rites of ordination into the office of the holy
ministry. It played a formative role in assisting territories as they prepared their own
various rites to serve their situations and needs, even though Luther never intended his
order to be imposed upon all of Germany. In the introduction to his Deutsche Messe
he writes, "That is not to say that those who already have good orders, or by the
grace of God could make better ones, should discard theirs and adopt ours. For I do
not propose that all of Germany should uniformly follow our Wittenberg order."'"
Rather than attempt to prepare their own rite of ordination from scratch, most
territorial reformers did look to the church's liturgical tradition, including Luther's
rite. The duchy of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel simply adopted Luther's order carte
blanche from the Church Order of Braunschweig-Luneburg of 1564,128 altering only
the instructions at the very end of the rite. On a scale of continuity, the Braunschweig
rite of 1569 is nearly as continuous with Luther's rite of ordination as possible.
Chemnitz and Andreae, after the ecclesiastical visitation to Wolfenbiittel in 1568,
apparently believed that Luther's order would best suit the needs of Braunschweig.

provides a comparison of the different manuscript versions of Luther's rite. Smith,
142-49.
"'Luther, "The German Mass" (1526), LW 53:62.
'281fKirchenordnung: Wie es mit christlicher Lere, Reichung der Sacrament,
Ordination der Diener des evangelii, ordentlichen Ceremonien, Visitation, Consistorio,
and Schulen im Herzogthumb Luneburg gehalten wird" (1564), in Sehling, 6/1:53537.
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There was precedent for using the ordination rite of Luther. In the 1543 church
order for Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel Bugenhagen had included Luther's rite."
Bugenhagen incorporates Luther's rite completely, only adding a direction at the
beginning prescribing that:
the elected preacher shall be sent to the superintendent, whoever is proved ready,
and shall be examined. If he is worthy he shall be ordained before the altar by
the superintendent, on a weekday, after the sermon and the latin litany (after
which all shall be exhorted from the pulpit to pray).'
This simply provides further clarification of who shall examine the candidate. As will
be seen, both Chemnitz as the superintendent and the consistory conducted the
examinations until they were transferred later to the university faculty at Helmstedt.
Given the history of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel, there was an obvious need
for theological stability and certainty. The first reform in 1542-47 and the subsequent
attempt by Heinrich the Younger to re-catholicize his territory probably confused both
pastors and people and led to doubt as to the nature of true evangelical theology.
Chemnitz and Andreae sought to teach evangelical doctrine through their church
order. Using Luther's rite of ordination assisted in that endeavor since, in the process
of placing a man in the office of the ministry, it taught the people the nature of the
evangelical pastoral office through the Scriptural language it used. Even the title of

'"Wo erwelde edder gevorderde predicanten apenbar anthonemende rind"
(1543), in Sehling, 6/1:69-71.
130"Wo erwelde edder gevorderde predicanten" in Sehling, 6/1:69; translation
by Ralph Smith, 225.
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the rite lent authority and even a guarantee of orthodoxy: "The Rite of Ordination as
Provided by Dr. Martin Luther."'
The simplicity of Luther's order is rather startling at first, but it is also
refreshing in comparison with the order found in the medieval Pontifical of Durandus.
Although Paul Zeller Strodach claims, "the rite of ordination Luther composed was an
entirely new creation. It had no more in common with the sacrament of ordination in
the Roman church,'" this is not an accurate representation of Luther's position vis-avis the Roman ordination rite. Luther's is no innovation. In many ways it continues
the medieval tradition.' In fact, much in Luther's rite hearkens back to the Apostolic
Tradition of Hippolytus. Like Hippolytus, the centrality of the laying on of hands and
prayer is readily apparent. Also, there is a return to the understanding that the
responsibility for electing, calling, and ordaining belongs to the entire church,
congregation and clergy. Ralph Smith contends that Luther wanted to affirm what he
believed to be of apostolic origin in ordination. Luther understood those apostolic
elements to he the laying on of hands and prayer, two rituals consistently present in
the medieval rites.' These two elements Luther retained as well as the approbation,
the admonition of the congregation and ordinand, the blessing, and the sign of the

131"Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:188.
`Luther, "The Ordination of Ministers of the Word" (1539), LW 53:122.
"For further details on the degree of continuity with the medieval tradition see
Smith, 60-65, 304-12.
'Smith, 167.
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cross. On the other hand, Luther eliminated those things that obscured the central
meaning and focus of ordination: the prayer—Exaudi nos, the bestowal of the symbols
of office, the anointing of the hands, the delivery of the chalice and paten, the second
imposition of hands, and the allegiance to the bishop.'" As far as Luther was
concerned, all these accretions of the interceding ages concerning consecration to the
priesthood had blurred the focus of ordination.
The reasons for eliminating these elements are most apparent in Luther's 1533
document, The Private Mass and the Consecration of Priests. Here Luther attacks the
ordination and consecration of priests on the basis that all it ordains the priest to is the
task of sacrificing private masses. Of this he says that priests
have been consecrated and have effected converions contrary to the ordinance and
intention of Christ, for Christ's intention is that we should celebrate the sacrament
or the mass in such a way that it might be distributed among his Christians and
administered to others. For a cleric should be a servant of the church in order
that he might distribute the sacrament and preach.'"
For Luther, to understand the priest as effecting the gift of God's grace through the
priest's sacrifice of the mass denied Christ's once-for-all sacrifice for sin on the cross,
thus denying the gospel itself.'" The theological significance of the ministerial office
resided in the fact that it was instituted by the Lord for the sake of serving the

'Refer to note 108, 109, 111; to compare the rite of Luther with the rite in
the Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus and other rites see appendix 4.
"'This is language that echoes AC 28. Luther, "The Private Mass and the
Consecration of Priests" (1533), LW 38:151.
'Kurt K. Hendel, "The Doctrine of the Ministry: The Reformation Heritage,"
Currents in Theology and Mission 17 (February 1990): 23.
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creation of faith in Christ's death and resurrection in the hearts of God's people.
Luther believed such faith was created by the means of grace, and that the Lord
instituted the office of the holy ministry as a sure and certain place for people to come
to receive those means of grace. It was the office of Christ himself, since, by means
of the office, Christ distributed the blessings, gifts and benefits of his death and
resurrection to the baptized.'"

"$Ralph Smith argues that Luther did not have a single or unambiguous
approach to the doctrine of the ministry. He says, "Yet it is not sufficient to explain
that Luther's various assessments of ordained pastoral ministry are only the result of
different periods in his career when he found himself battling different opponents.
This can result in a 'situation ethic' approach that leaves no room for continuity or
integrity in Luther's understanding." Smith, 60-61. What many studies contend is
that the continuity in Luther's understanding came from his understanding of the
means of grace in relationship to the office of the Holy Ministry. See such studies as:
Smith, 60-84; Charles J. Evanson, "The Office and Order of the Holy Ministry:
Luther and Lutheran," in And Every Tongue Confess, ed. Gerald S. Krispin and Jon
D. Vieker (Dearborn, MI: The Nagel Festschrift Committee, 1990), 153-78; Hellmut
Lieberg, Amt und Ordination bei Luther und Melanchthon, (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck
und Ruprecht, 1962); Richard W. Schoenleber, "The Sovereign Word: The Office of
the Ministry and Ordination in the Theology of Martin Luther" (Ph.D. disc., The
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 1983); Wolfgang Stein, Das Kirchliche Amt bei
Luther (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1974); Wilhelm Brunotte, Das geistliche
Amt bei Luther (Berlin: Lutherisches Verlaghaus, 1959). For other treatises see: Kurt
K. Hendel, "The Doctrine of the Ministry: The Reformation Heritage," Currents in
Theology and Mission 17 (February 1990): 23-33, and "The Word Must Be
Proclaimed: Luther on Ministry," Currents in Theology and Mission 15 (February
1988): 112-19.
For what Luther himself writes see: "That A Christian Assembly has the Right
and Power to Judge All Teaching and to Call, Appoint, and Dismiss Teachers,
Established and Proven by Scripture" (LW 39:301-14), "Concerning the Ministry"
(LW 40:3-44), "The Keys" (LW 40:321-78), "Infiltrating and Clandestine Preachers"
(LW 40:379-94), "The Private Mass and the Consecration of Priests" (LW 38:139214, perhaps the most comprehensive and clearest statement in regards to the office of
the ministry for Luther), and "On the Councils and the Church" (LW 41:3-178).
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What Luther includes in his ordination rite helps us understand his theology of
the pastoral office and the vocational process of forming pastors. Luther's order
begins by indicating that the candidates have been examined and that the congregation
is to pray for the candidates.'" The 1569 rite of Braunschweig expands on Luther's
instruction by providing both regulations regarding the filling of vacant parish offices
and examination questions to be asked the prospective candidate. They precede the
rite of ordination in the church order.
The regulations for filling parish vacancies emphasize that all vacancies must he
filled so that
the exhortatory teaching of the people may be successfully accomplished, the
accursed devil subordinated through the spirit of the flock, that the preaching
office may spread the true teaching everywhere or suppress all false teaching, that
the needy people may be led to the correct, saving doctrine and essential
knowledge of God . . . and that the blessing and salvation of our souls may not be
neglected.'
This desire guides the consistory and all those possessing the right of patronage' in
filling vacant parishes. The regulations carefully balance the patrons' rights and the
supervisory role of the consistory in regard to all potential pastors:
Wherever in our kingdom cities, villages, or country towns have oversight and
jurisdiction of the pastors, preachers and vicars assigned to individually endowed

'This instruction indicates that Luther held election, examination, and
ordination, and presumably call as well, not to be separate acts but different parts of
one act; as Elert states: "as early as 1523 Luther considers at least two acts necessary
for the appointment of a pastor and clearly distinguishes them from each other—the
election and the installation." Elert, 368.
"°"Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:182.
'Concerning the nature of the right of patronage see Kronenberg, 22.
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altars, these shall be preserved and remain independent . . . Our consistory [also]
shall have diligent oversight, attention, and supervision of such ministries, which
are so often vacant. They also have the right of patronage to bestow various
vacant positions upon learned and experienced servants and ministers.'"
The regulations try to safeguard the supervisory rights of the cities and villages and
the placement rights of the patrons while likewise guaranteeing that educated and
qualified men are placed into the pastoral office. Patrons are allowed to employ their
rights but they may not abuse that right by conferring parishes upon "undisciplined
persons."'" When an individual has been nominated for a specific parish he must first
be examined by the consistory and
when he is found according to the Augsburg Confession to be fit for service in the
church, well educated, and having led an honorable life as a Christian, and having
been able to prove such with sufficient documentation and testimony, will be
admitted and ordained by our consistory.'
Although not abrogating the privileges of patrons, city councils, villages, and others in
filling parish vacancies under their jurisdiction,'" the primary concern of the

1""Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:182.
'""Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:182; see
also Sehling, "Fiirstentum Wolfenbiittel," 6/1:9. Rauls indicates that duke Julius
issued a decree on January 2, 1569 that directed all patrons to dismiss unworthy
pastors and nominate new ones. Rauls, 32.
1""Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:182; see
also Sehling, 6/1:183 concerning the need for the candidate to provide testimony
regarding the way he has lived his life.
"It is interesting that the regulations do not mention the rights of the duke in
regard to patronage or placement of candidates. As has been discussed, Duke Julius
exercised great influence upon such decisions, often influencing patrons in regard to
certain candidates. Although the argument from silence is not conclusive, by failing
to mention ducal rights the regulations seem to maintain the church's independence
from the state in ecclesiastical affairs.
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regulations is that the people be provided with faithful pastors able to teach them the
gospel leading to and strengthening saving faith in Jesus Christ. So appropriate
candidates are to be provided, working as much as possible within accepted or
recognized channels and procedures for naming the man.
Nothing is mentioned in this section of the church order regarding the role of
the congregation in the calling and filling of its own parish. Following the blessing in
the rite of ordination, this rubrical admonition, not present in Luther's rite, appears:
But wherever half of the community, [that is] the parishioners, have rejected [the
ordinand] for honest and legitimate reasons, then, as discussed earlier, he will not
be imposed on them against their will.146
This indicates that the development of ecclesiastical polity in Braunschweig was not
such that the congregation's will in the calling of a candidate was ignored. A
candidate could not be imposed against the congregation's will.' Interestingly, this
admonition appears between the ordination rite and the installation rite, perhaps
indicating that a congregation could even reject a candidate after he had been
ordained.' The rite of patronage or of the will of the superintendent had not

""Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:189.
'Although Chemnitz discusses the "call" in detail in his writings (see earlier
pp. 38, 39, 40), it is not directly mentioned in the regulations. However, the
discussion regarding the filling of vacant offices, the examination, and the approval of
the congregation includes what would be considered as the parts of the call [narrow
sense] process.
'In fact "ordain" is not the last word in the sixteenth century throughout
Germany but rather is used often to indicate approval of the sending faculty or
consistory (especially if the ordinations were centralized). The candidate still had to
be accepted by the receiving consistory, usually through its superintendent.
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developed to such a degree that the congregation's will was entirely mitigated. Yet,
neither was the congregation given license to reject a candidate and ignore the will of
the entire church for selfish reasons.
Throughout this section of the church order, the concern for freedom and order
is readily apparent. The freedom of the patrons, city, councils, and the congregations
are not to be abused, yet the filling of parish vacancies—the nomination, election, and
call—must proceed in an orderly fashion to insure that those freedoms remain. The
regulations provide the framework in which the freedoms are assured.'
Since "faith comes from what is heard and what is heard comes through the
word of Christ" (NRSV Romans 10:17) and "how [can] they hear without someone to
proclaim him [Christi" (NRSV Romans 10:14), Chemnitz and Andreae, with the
examination questions, want to insure that the proclaimers preach and teach the pure
word of Christ. Each candidate was to be examined "in Latin and in private" s° by the
principality's ordained theologians and then present a public trial sermon with the
theologians present.' The "ordained theologians" would be the men, such as
Chemnitz, who had their doctorates. Eventually the examination was conducted by
the faculty at the Gandersheim school established by duke Julius which later was

'See pp. 34, 35.
t""Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:183.
"For Luther's attitude concerning trial sermons, see Elert, 368-69.
Kronenberg indicates that most of the examinations of potential new pastors in
Braunschweig-Wolfenblittel were conducted by Chemnitz. Kronenberg, 25. See also
J. A. 0. Preus, The Second Martin.
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elevated to a university and transferred to Helmstedt.'" Theological professors would
best be able to determine if a candidate's qualifications and his "seriousness and
industry" would enable him to govern the church beneficially. This review was taken
very seriously since a pastor is "entrusted to govern a church," but whoever "teaches
falsely" or "lives disgracefully" then "dangerously leads the church astray.'"53
Once a candidate has been nominated by a patron, city council, or other
properly authorized entity, and before he can be examined, he must be elected
(approved) by the consistory. The church order instructs the consistory to consider
three things:
First, concerning the candidate's education, what did he learn about religion and
what does he think of what he learned in comparison to the true, correct doctrine.
Second, concerning his life, how has he lived up to now and what does he do for
a living now and how does he conduct himself. Third, concerning his age, he
must not be too young . . . or be a new convert, otherwise [his pride] will
become inflated and he will fall into judgement.'
Once again, the concern is evident that the candidate be able to live a scandal-free life
and recognize correct Christian teaching in order for him to minister to a Christian
congregation and not lead the people astray, reflecting Chemnitz's emphasis of the
same concern.'"

mICronenberg indicates that not only the exams but also the ordinations were
centralized in Helmstedt while the duke commanded that the trial sermons be held in
the castle chapel in Wolfenbiittel. Kronenberg, 29. See also J. A. 0. Preus, The
Second Martin.
'""Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:183.
"4"Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:183.
'"Loci Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:706-10, 715-19. See p. 40, 42
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Having been nominated and approved, a candidate is now examined, by the
"ordained theologians."'" The instructions state that a candidate must be "questioned
and examined concerning the articles of our Christian faith, the holy, divine, prophetic
and apostolic Scriptures, the Augsburg Confession, and especially the articles of the
faith which are currently disputed between us and the papacy, and other false
religions, faiths and sects."' Then follows a list of model questions that the
theologians may asked the candidates. It includes items concerning God, the Son of
God, the Holy Spirit, the angels, the creation of the world, the fall of man, Christ's
incarnation, the law, the gospel, justification, Baptism, the Lord's Supper, absolution,
repentance, prayer, the church, marriage, and secular government.' There is also a
question under the heading "Concerning the Church-Preaching Office" that asks this:
Is the preaching office the key to heaven and an instrument through which the
Holy Ghost not only assembles people together as the Church, but also gives and
confirms faith in the heart and preserves believers in the faith?'"

156"Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:183. This
term is rather ambiguous. It could refer to any theologian in the territory. Thus both
the pastors in the consistory where the ordination occurs and the pastors in the local
consistory on the receiving end apparently might have been involved in the
examination. In Saxony the consistory on the receiving end conducted the
examination. In Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel it is not clear whether pastors from the
receiving consistory participated in the examination. The church order simply
mentions that the "ordained theologians" and the "appointed consistory" are to be
involved.
1""Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:183.
I'Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii , " in Sehling, 6/1 :183-86.
'"Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:184.
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The seriousness of the call into the office of the ministry is demonstrated here. The
question tells the candidate that he is being called into an office in which the Holy
Spirit will use him as an instrument to create faith in people's hearts. All in all, the
questions read much like a catechismal review, demonstrating the minimal knowledge
of the Christian faith needed to be able to educate the people of God and to strengthen
their faith.
The instructions regarding filling vacancies and the examination questions have
demonstrated how concerned the church order of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel is that
the congregations in the territory be provided with faithful pastors, learned in the
Christian faith.1' Well qualified pastors are needed because they serve in their office
as instruments of God. To that end the detailed regulations regarding the filling of
vacant parishes, the examination questions, the election by the consistory, the approval
of the congregation, and then the ordination and installation rites reflect Chemnitz's
understanding that these actions and rites were parts of a complete process. Chemnitz
could use the term "call" in a broad way to denote the entire process.' Chemnitz
stresses, both in his writings and in the church order, that nomination, call, election,
examination, ordination, and installation, all are to occur in the process of making a

'Elert says that "No matter what the case with respect to the significance
formulated confessions have for the church . . . obligation to them does not mean that
a foreign yoke is imposed on the pastor; it means that he has completed a period of
conscientious study which the congregation entrusting itself to him can demand of
him." Elert, 362.
"See pp. 38, 39, 40
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pastor. What Ralph Smith says regarding Luther's understanding of call and
ordination might equally apply to Chemnitz:
Luther believed that in the church's action of choosing, training, examining,
electing, and praying for individuals the process of call and ordination took place.
To ask for differentiated moments of equivalency, i.e., what part of the process
constituted "call" and what part 'ordination," is to ask a question not unlike that
sometimes put to the eucharistic celebration: at what specific point does the
consecration occur?'"
They are all part of one process intent upon providing a congregation with a pastor to
proclaim to it the gospel. None of the parts of the process are to be played off one
against the other. Smith concludes:
Perhaps the issue might be helped by abandoning the term ordination and focusing
instead on the whole vocational process. Thus the liturgical act of uniting pastor
and community might be seen as only one part of a larger whole that includes
training, examination, call/election, and liturgical recognition of one's new role in
the community and wider church through a rite of prayer with laying on of
hands.'
By using Luther's rite of ordination, Chemnitz and Andreae were able to stress
the divine nature of the office and its primary function of delivering the word of God
to people through the preached and taught word and the sacraments. The 1569 church
order revises Luther's rite only slightly in certain places. The outline of the rite
according to the 1569 church order reads as follows:'6'

'Smith, 81.
'Smith, 321-22.
`Smith analyzes Luther's rite in detail, 149-87, and refers to the rite of 1569,
256-57.
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• Singing of Veni Sancte Spiritus'
• The Collect, "Lord God, Dear Father who Through Thy Holy Spirit"'
•1 Timothy 3:1-7
• Acts 20:28-31
• Admonition of Candidate
• Ordination Prayer: The Lord's Prayer
• Prayer (Expounds on Three Parts of Lord's Prayer)
• I Peter 5:2-4
• Blessing'
• Final Rubric
The emphasis upon the teaching function of the office of the holy ministry, its
responsibility to proclaim the truth of the gospel, is apparent in Luther's rite already
with the collect. It states that "thy Holy Spirit didst enlighten and teach the hearts of
thy faithful people" and asks that "we may have right understanding through the same
Spirit and at all times rejoice in his comfort and power."' Already there is a hint
that the purpose of the office will be to serve the Holy Spirit in his work of
enlightening, comforting, and strengthening.

'Luther's order begins with a rubric indicating that the congregation shall be
admonished by the preacher to pray for the candidate and for the ministry (LW
53:124). Also, Paul Strodach writes in the introduction to Luther's rite of ordination
that "It is not clear whether Luther had in mind the Whitmonday sequence Veni sancte
spiritus et emitte coelitus or the antiphon Veni sancte spiritus, reple tuorum corda
fideilum, from which he later wrote the hymn 'Come, Holy Spirit Lord and God.'"
See LW 53:124, note 2; see also Smith, 156-58.
LW 53:135.

166

`67Luther includes here the sign of the cross and his rite concludes with the
congregation singing "Now Let us Pray to the Holy Ghost." See LW 53:126.
LW 53:135.

168
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The second reading from Acts 20:28-31 further emphasizes this.'69 St. Paul's
admonition here stresses the instrumentality of the preaching office, seeing it as the
Lord's tool by which he proclaims his gospel to people. It is an office in which "the
Holy Ghost has made you overseers, to feed the church of God," guarding against the
effects of "grievous wolves" who try to kill the flock."' Such feeding can only
happen through the administration of the gospel and the sacraments."' To that end,
the preaching office is an instrument that feeds the people of God through those means
of grace. This emphasis accords well with the weight Chemnitz puts on the pastor as
a teacher and on his call for pastors to feed the flock.'"
The admonition addressed to the ordinand reaffirms this conviction. By
indicating that pastors are called to "watch over . . . the congregation that God
purchased with his own blood that we should feed them with the pure Word of
God,"13 the admonition indicates that the relationship between the church and the
ministry resides in the "feeding of the people of God" for the sake of their salvation.
This reciprocal relationship is likewise stressed by Chemnitz in his examination of the

'See Smith, 159-63.

' t3 53:125; see especially Smith, 161-62.
"'Smith quotes Luther who says, "he Ibishopj has in his hand the possession
and the property of Christ. What is that? It is the Gospel and the sacraments."
Smith, 161. See LW 29:22-23.
'See pp. 37, 38.

'"LW 53:125.
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office.'" The relationship between the priesthood of all believers and the office of the
holy ministry was determined by the relationship of each to the means of grace and
salvation, with the person in the office delivering the forgiveness of sins in God's
name and the priesthood receiving it and offering praises back to God.
Instrumentality best capsulizes the nature of the office in Luther's rite. Luther's final
reading from I Peter 5:2-4 again reiterates this truth by admonishing the ordinands to
"feed the flock of God . . . not by constraint, but willingly."' The office of the
ministry is an instrument of the Lord serving him for the sake of his people's
salvation. 176
Luther's rite also emphasizes the concern, so prevalent in Chemnitz's
understanding of the office of the holy ministry," that the pastor must lead a life
worthy of his office so that no Christians are led to doubt their salvation because of
his conduct. This is no concession to Donatism but recognizes the very real practical
problem of a scandal-ridden life causing offense leading the weak to fall away. The

'See pp. 37, 38.
"SLW 53:126.
'Although the rite nowhere mentions ordination as being sacramental, the
instrumentality of the office displayed in the rite reflects Chemnitz's understanding
that "ordination . . has indeed a promise of the efficacy of the ministry for
salvation." Since the office is an instrument of the means of grace it can be called a
sacrament because of the promises attached to the means of grace (see earlier pp. 44,
45).

"'Loci Theologici, trans. J. A. 0. Preus, 2:706-10, 715-19.
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inclusion of the reading from 1 Timothy 3 stresses Chemnitz's concern."8 In addition,
the admonition to the ordinand states, "Also in our personal conduct we should live
decently and honorably and rule our house, wife, children, and servants in a Christian
way."' If the pastor is to serve as an instrument for the spread of the gospel, he
must not allow his conduct to throw doubt on his being in such an office.' The
response of the ordinand to the admonition, which reminds him of the great
responsibilities received when one is placed in the office, is a simple "yes" to the
office, a yes also to those responsibilities.' It is an "amen" to the office itself. By it
the ordinand says he receives with joy all that the Lord would give him to do in the
office.
The aspect of Luther's rite, however, that most succinctly expresses his
theology of the pastoral office and of ordination is the central act of laying on of
hands and prayer. For him, it "defined the (biblical) content of ordination."" In a
significant change from medieval practice, Luther's use of the Lord's Prayer as the
ordination prayer during the laying on of hands indicates much about the office of the

'Smith, 160.
'LW 53:125.
'See Elert, 361.
"Smith, 166. It is possible that eventually this part of the rite may have
expanded into a pledge to the Corpus Doctrinae of the principality. This appears
possible because of the comment Rauls makes. Duke Julius did not subscribe to the
Formula of Concord, yet Rauls indicates that up until 1620 the candidates were being
pledged to the Formula of Concord in their ordination. Rauls, 37.
"Smith, 167; see also Smith's analysis of this act, 166-75.
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holy ministry, its purpose, and ordination itself.'" This rooted the central action in
the words and deeds of Jesus. Smith states,
In a sense the Lord's Prayer functioned here like the words of institution in the
Eucharist. It connected the present action with a foundational dominical event.
To be sure, this use of the Lord's Prayer cannot be interpreted as a specific
dominical command to ordain. Yet, rather than being foreign to the earlier
Western tradition of an ordination prayer, Luther's use and structure reinforced
that it was God acting in and through this rite.'"
By using the Lord's Prayer, Luther is indicating that the Lord is keeping his promise
to provide his church with shepherds through the ordination rite, one part of the entire
call process. In ordination, as in the rest of the call process, the Lord calls the
ordinand into his service. One knows that the Lord is active in the rite because his
Word is present. The Lord instituted the ministerial office for the sake of the coming
of his kingdom which occurs through the preaching of the gospel and the
administration of the sacraments. The service into which the ordinand is called is
service in the Lord's kingdom, for the purpose of accomplishing his will, namely, the
salvation of all in Christ.

'The use of the Lord's Prayer was not determinative, however. It seems to
have been a model. Ralph Smith notes that in other manuscripts of Luther's
ordination rites other prayers are used. Luther seemed to expect that the ordinator
would frame the prayers appropriately to the circumstance. In any case, the prayer
should indicate that the ministry of the one being ordained was intended for the
fulfillment of the second petition of the Lord's Prayer, Thy Kingdom Come. Smith,
175-79.
'°Smith, 176.
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Since the ordaining is a divine action, what does that indicate about the laying
on of hands? As Ralph Smith recognizes the significance of the laying on of hands is
connected to the Word of God:
Thus laying on of hands was inextricably bound to prayer and the Word of God.
Only when laying on hands (just as water, bread and wine) was used in the
context of the Word could it be more than a human ceremony, that is, be the
medium of divine action. The Word of God was for Luther the self-evident
foundation for ordination as for any other genuinely liturgical act.'"
In addition, the hands belong to one whom the Lord has already placed in the office
of the holy ministry. They point to the reality that this is the Lord's office and that
he is active here. In conjunction with the Lord's Prayer,'" they confirm that the Lord
is working and blessing through the pastor doing the ordaining.'" Through and with
the hands and voice of the ordainer the Lord speaks his word of blessing—promising
the presence of the Holy Spirit in the man's ministry—and ordains the ordinand into
his office. As Luther said in his commentary on Genesis:
But whenever I minister, that is baptize or absolve, I must be certain that my
work is not mine, but God's who works through me. Baptism is a work of God;
for it is not mine, although I lend my hands and my mouth as instruments. Thus
when I absolve you or call you to the ministry and lay my hands on you, you
should not doubt that, as Peter says, it is God's strength.'"

'Smith, 173.
186Smith, 173.
'"Cf. Smith, 155, 170.
'LW 5:250. Understanding the laying on of hands and prayer as actions in
which the Lord is at work does not make the one ordaining simply a passive conduit.
His person is not subsumed by the Lord. Although his hands and voice serve as the
instruments of the Lord, they are still without a doubt his hands and his voice. And
he acts as one already called into the Lord's service, attesting publicly before the
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God acts through this rite to bestow and confer his office and the blessings necessary
to fill it. Thus, Luther could speak of the laying on of hands, "Imposition of hands
was not anything other than receiving and assigning an office which was being
entrusted."'" Chemnitz would have wholeheartedly agreed, according to Pragman,
who indicates that Chemnitz viewed ordination as
a required rite in the church. Through ordination pastors are called to office and
the office is given to them. The laying on of hands plays an important role in the
rite of ordination, for through the imposition of hands, the person called is set
before God and the church so that there might be a public testimony that the call
is not only a human matter but that God Himself also calls, sends, and appoints
that person to the pastoral office.'
This confirmation and bestowal of the office and the recognition that God promises to
work through the office is seen in Chemnitz's five points regarding ordination.19i The
laying on of hands witnessed, confirmed, entrusted, and blessed the ordinand in the

church that this man has been properly called and signifying the approval of the entire
church, clergy and laity, that this man is qualified to serve in the Lord's office. He
reminds the ordinand of the responsibilities given him in the ministry and he reminds
the church that this new pastor has the Lord's authority to teach. He, on behalf of the
church, commits this man's ministry to God's care. The one ordaining is very
actively involved in the ordination through his words and actions.
'Martin Luther, D. Martin Luthers Werke (Weimar: H. Bohlau, 1883-):
26:83, 5-7 (Henceforth different volumes of Luthers Werke in the so-called Weimar
Edition will be indicated by WA and the volume number in subsequent references.
So, for example: WA 26:83); quoted in Smith, 172.
'"Pragman, 55.
191See pp. 41, 42, 43.
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name of the Lordi" with the knowledge that as he carried out his office of word and
sacrament the Lord would be working through him.'"
The use of the Lord's Prayer and the laying on of hands further indicate that
the office of the holy ministry belongs to Christ, that it is his office, that it was
instituted by him. Luther upholds the divine institution of the office" without using
any of the scripture texts that might be called "institution texts" for the office of the
ministry, texts such as John 20:21-23, Matthew 28:19-20, Mark 16:15-16, or Luke
22:19-20. The rite's emphasis upon the instrumental nature of the office implies that
the Lord instituted the office for that purpose and so it is not of human origin.
The prayer following the Lord's Prayer and the laying on of hands (an optional
prayer in Luther's rite but apparently not in the 1569 order) extols the three parts of
the Lord's Prayer. It calls for the rich giving of the Holy Spirit to the ordinand for
the sake of his work though it also calls for the giving of the Holy Spirit to all. In
fact, as Smith states, "The whole of the rite was permeated by prayer for and
reference to the Holy Spirit."'" The Holy Spirit is invoked in order that more might
be called to proclaim the gospel and in order that all Christians may be "made to stand
faithful and firm against the devil, the world, and the flesh."'" In other words, the

'Smith, 173-75.
"Smith, 173-74.
'"Smith, 152.
'"Smith, 156.
'"LW 53:126.
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instrumental nature of the office is again emphasized, standing in service of the gospel
to God's people. As Ralph Smith states,
The intense focus on the Spirit throughout the rite revealed Luther's liturgical and
theological sense that when the community called a minister, when the person
heeded the call, was educated, examined and approved, when the ritual act of
ordination celebrated the "vocatio, benedictio, missio" of the candidate, and when
the newly ordained servant of the Word began the challenging task of ministry in
the world, it was God's Spirit that empowered and sustained each part and the
whole.'"
Appropriately the rite concludes with a blessing, "a concluding word of assurance"
sending out the "newly ordained minister to serve the church and the cause of the
gospel with the hope for a fruitful ministry."'"
Luther's ordination rite, as utilized by Braunschweig-Wolfenbuttel in 1569,
concretely expressed what ordination constituted for the territory. It consisted of, and
was to be understood as, "calling to and entrusting with the office of the ministry."'"
In very visible, dramatic fashion, the Lord's Prayer and the laying on of hands
effectively emphasized that this ordinand was the Lord's man, elected, chosen, and
ordained by the Lord through his church, and that the man was there to serve the
coming of the Lord's kingdom through the gospel and the means of grace.

'Smith, 183.
"'Smith, 180-81.
199"The Private Mass and the Consecration of Priests" (1533), LW 38:197.
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The Installation Rite of the Church Order of 1569
The Lutheran reformers, particularly Martin Luther and Johannes Bugenhagen,
and their followers, such as Jacob Andreae and Martin Chemnitz, tried to distinguish
two different rites in the vocational process, ordination and installation, although they
did not do so in any abstract, isolated, systematic way. Rather, in the demand for
evangelical pastors they were forced to produce liturgical forms that were consonant
with an evangelical understanding of the ministry and its relationship with the church.
As a result, different forms expressed different aspects of that relationship.' The
eventual results were the modern forms of ordination and installation clearly
delineated vis-a-vis one another. The rites of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel from 1569
reflect that development. It shows the Reformation's attempt to make an intimate
connection between the process of "making a pastor"—nomination, examination,
election, call, ordination— and the pastor's fulfilling of his office in a particular
location—installation.
The problem of the relationship between the rite of ordination and the rite of
installation arose out of the need for new evangelical pastors as the Reformation
continued to press forward. At first, that need had been minimal, since most of the
pastors had already been ordained in the church of Rome. Of that period, Ralph
Smith states:

'Ralph Smith discusses the models of ordination which developed in the
Reformation. He contends there were two, which, in our case, display themselves in
the 1569 rite of ordination and the rite of installation. Smith, 295-304.
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The means for accepting those priests who agreed was to confirm them in their
new role, usually by means of approval from whatever political power was behind
the reform—such as the local magistrate, the prince or the elector. Bugenhagen
advocated confirmation of the new calling by means of an installation; that is, a
public liturgical action. But this confirmation was not defined as an ordination if
the person had already been ordained. In the midst of this confirming or installing
the reformers continued to press and hope for bishops who would be willing to
adopt the reform. Only after this failed to occur, and after the presentation of the
Augsburg Confession in 1530 and its eventual rejection, did the reform movement
find itself pushed beyond provisional methods for securing an evangelical clergy.'
How did the reformers move beyond such temporary methods? Ralph Smith gives
this indication:
Because installations, which were in effect skeletal versions of ordination, had
been in use for bringing already ordained catholic clergy into the reformation fold,
it was quite understandable that they be adopted as the means to ordain when that
became necessary.'
Since the reformers linked the pastoral office so explicitly to the ministry of word and
sacrament for the sake of the delivery of the forgiveness of sins to God's people
(seen, for example, in the prohibition against private masses), the issue of the means
for making new pastors necessarily involved the relationship between pastors and
congregations.
In the Roman church that means of making priests was sacramental ordination.
Both Bugenhagen and Luther responded in extremely negative tones to this Roman act
of consecration. However, neither man denied the propriety of a public liturgical act
as part of the process for the formation of pastors. A 1535 decree from Elector John

"Smith, 261.
'Smith, 261.
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Frederick of Saxony forced Luther and Bugenhagen to address the nature of that
liturgical act. The elector's decree stated that
henceforth everyone who desired an office in the electorate should be examined by
the superintendent and then sent, with a letter of attestation, to the faculty at
Wittenberg to whom the Elector had given the mandate to ordain and thus to give
the power and authority of the office of priest and deacon."'
This decree had a huge impact, in effect centralizing all ordinations in Wittenberg
under the supervision of the theological faculty. That, in turn, provided ground for
disagreement between Luther and Bugenhagen. Luther wanted Bugenhagen, as the
city pastor in Wittenberg, to be the ordainer as well. Bugenhagen, however, still
believed that the rite of installation, done within the context of the congregation to
which the pastoral candidate had been called, was the proper means of ordination.
The disputed issue revolved around the need for and nature of a juridical-hierarchical
replacement for the episcopal consecration of the Roman church, not around the need
for a liturgical act which both men agreed was necessary. Bugenhagen argued for
retaining the liturgical act of installation, which often included the laying on of hands
and prayer, to serve as the form for the new evangelical practice of ordination. On
the other hand, while Luther was apparently sympathetic to Bugenhagen's position, he

'Smith, 93. The text of the elector's decree is quoted from Paul Drews, Die
Ordination, Priifung and Lehrverpflichtung der Ordinanden in Wittenberg 1535,
(Giessen: Otto Kindt, 1904), Appendix, 33.
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also perceived the desirability of having centralized ordinations.' Smith clearly
identifies the center of the dispute:
Bugenhagen was more congregational than Luther when he argued that ordinations
should always occur in the congregation to which the candidate had been called.
Luther, on the other hand, maintained that ordinations should be centrally
controlled. The congregational context was not lost, of course, since Luther also
believed that the ordination should occur within the regular liturgical life of the
community, in his case one of the churches in Wittenberg. The question here,
however, is what distinguishes these two perspectives liturgically. There are
variations in the ritual structure and content, but one would be hard pressed to
explain liturgically that something different was happening in one over against the
other.'
Neither Bugenhagen nor Luther provided an answer that distinguished the two
types of ordination, centralized or localized, from one another.' That task was left to

'This dispute is analyzed effectively by Ralph Smith, 84-98. Smith is
convincing in making the case for Luther wanting centralized ordinations and
Bugenhagen localized ordinations. However, caution must be exercised here. The
views of Luther and Bugenhagen are perhaps not as black and white as Smith's
analysis might lead one to think. On pages 211-24 he analyzes the ordination of
Nicolaus von Amsdorf by Luther as bishop of Naumburg in Saxony. The ordination
occurred in Naumburg, not in Wittenberg. Thus Luther departed from his own
viewpoint. It would seem likely that Bugenhagen participated in ordinations in
Wittenberg, thus departing from his viewpoint. The views of the two reformers in
regard to this question must be viewed as somewhat fluid depending upon the
circumstances. On page 98 Smith even admits that Luther was "sympathetic to
Bugenhagen's position." However, on the whole, I believe Smith's analysis and
evidence is convincing.
"Smith, 186.
°6It is not clear why Luther and Bugenhagen never resolved this issue. A
number of reasons could be offered. Apparently the issue was never an extremely
important one for Luther (see footnote #204). Smith cites a letter of Luther to
Friedrich Myconius of Gotha in which he sympathizes with Bugenhagen's position
writing: "Dr. Pomeranus was not present willingly since he still believes that
ordination should be done in the local church by the presbyters. That will eventually
happen once this new thing and order has established deeper roots and has become
more customary" (WA BR 7:302, 3-10). This would seem to indicate that Luther
2
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framers of liturgical documents after their deaths. Thus the distinction of two distinct
rites, ordination and installation, also did not occur until later. Ralph Smith writes
that, "only when the issue of ordination and investiture (installation) was addressed in
the years after 1535 did the difference between two fundamental models for ordaining
begin to emerge."207 Eventually there were not only two models, but two distinct
liturgical acts.
Each Lutheran territory, as it developed church orders appropriate to its
circumstances and agreeable to its authorities and patrons, addressed the rite of
ordination in distinct ways, emphasizing either the centralized model or the localized
model. In the end, many territories such as Braunschweig-Wolfenbuttel accepted
aspects of both by providing a centralized rite of ordination and a localized rite of
installation, thus distinguishing two separate liturgical acts. However, the liturgical
rites that were prepared often sparked confusion over the distinction between the intent
of the rites. That was true in the 1569 church order which included Luther's 1539
ordination rite as its ordination rite and the 1547/1559 ordination rite of Wiirttemberg

anticipated that ordinations would eventually be performed in the locale to which the
person was called, even though in 1535 he fully supported the elector's decree which
gave the responsibility to examine to the faculty in Wittenberg. Obviously both
Bugenhagen and Luther had considered the issue, but most likely due to the pressure
of other issues, for example the negotiations for a church council, the writing of the
Schmalkald Articles, the Antinomian controversy, the threat of the Turks, as well as
others, Luther and Bugenhagen lacked the time to resolve this issue. It is certainly
an issue that could be resolved in practice and, in any event, Luther would have
wanted each territory to decide the matter according to its best interest.
"'Smith, 186.
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as its installation rite. The reason for confusion is readily apparent. As a result Ralph
Smith asks this of the period in liturgical development:
The liturgical consensus that emerged in these years tended to blur any ritual
distinction between ordination and installation. The question is whether that
betrayed a theological position which the reformers themselves had not clearly
articulated: that 1) without apostolic succession in a narrow sense, which
automatically qualified the ritual act of a bishop who was in succession as a once
for all time "ordination" into the priestly estate, and 2) with an emphasis on the
essential participation of the congregation in confirming those who were called to
be its pastors, were ordinations and installations, even if separated in time and
place, in fact the same act? The further question raised is whether subsequent
installations, after the first which might simultaneously be called the ordination,
were in essence reordinations, since the relationship of specific pastor and specific
congregation always demanded reconstituting the promise between them?'
Certainly the liturgical evidence would seem to indicate such a confusion regarding
these two liturgical acts.
The solution to the confusion lay in the location in which the liturgical rites
were enacted.' Although the rites might be nearly identical in terms of content, the
location in which they were performed said something about their intent and the
relationship of the rites to one another. The rite of ordination done in a centralized
location (or anywhere, for that matter) was an action carried out by God on behalf of
the entire church, not just for that congregation in which the rite occurred. In other

"Smith, 260.
'Smith notes this when he says: "The actual content of these two rites makes
it difficult to differentiate them. Only the context and prior knowledge of what the
specific event was intended to do would reveal that these rites, which looked very
much the same, were accomplishing two different things." Smith, 259. I believe he
misses the significance of the two rites being so much alike. This cements the
intimate relationship between ordination and installation. In that case it is appropriate
that the only substantial difference consist of the context and location of the two rites.
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words, ordination was not parochially limited. Installation, on the other hand,
occurring in the congregation to which a pastor was called, was a reiteration of God's
promises to the pastor and the church concerning the office of the ministry made at
the pastor's ordination but now applied to that specific congregation of Christ's
church. Thus Ralph Smith can say,
In one case [ordination] the unity of the church was affirmed on the basis of its
extra-local reality; the church was more than a federation of disparate, local
congregations. Thus one could not construe subsequent installations in new
communities as a repetition of ordination. On the other hand, the parochial model
[installation] indicated that the emphasis was on the autonomy of the local
congregation. Although it was sometimes difficult not to see installation as a
repetition of ordination, the rites often being quite similar, the act of ordination
was clearly considered to be valid for the whole church. Subsequent installations
were never described as re-ordination.'
Thus, in effect, the similarity between the ordination rite and the installation rite
reinforced their purposes vis-a-vis one another. They were intimately related to one
another and could not be separated. At ordination, in the presence of the entire
church as represented by one congregation, God promised the candidate and the
church that he would bless the ministry of that man in Christ's office. At installation
God re-affirmed those promises to the church and the pastor in the presence of the
specific congregation in which the pastor was now called to serve. What better way
to express the intimate relationship between the two rites than by having the rites be
nearly identical in content?'"

"'Smith, 293.
'Admittedly maintaining the distinctiveness of the two rites in light of their
nearly identical relationship in content requires careful and clear explanation. Without
such explanation people are likely to become confused when faced with nearly
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The conjunction of instructions regarding the filling of vacancies, the
examination questions, the ordination and installation rites, and the concern for the
congregation's approval all point to the understanding that the vocational process of
forming pastors contains multifold actions and events. One action cannot be singled
out as more important than the other. All are part of the process. This accords well
with Chemnitz's broad use of the term "call" to summarize the entire process.
Chemnitz repeatedly affirms that call, election, examination, ordination, and
installation are part of the process of making a pastor.
So what is the liturgical and theological nature of this rite? Its order is as
follows':
• "Now Let us Pray to the Holy Ghost" (Sung by Congregation)
• Sermon concerning the ministry of the Word, by whom it was instituted, its
usefulness, etc . . . .
• Singing of the Creed
• Address to the congregation concerning the candidate
• Prayer for the Ministry
•John 20:21-23
• 1 Timothy 3:1-7
• Acts 20:29-31
• Prayer for the Candidate or Luther's Ordination Prayer
•The Lord's Prayer
• Laying on of Hands and Declaration of Ordination
•Te Deum Laudamus or Grates Nunc Omnes is sung
What dominates the service is prayer, three of them in fact. The fourth rubric
at the beginning of the service makes it clear that prayer is central to the service when

identical rites.
'There is no indication that the service is to be conducted on a Sunday within
the divine service. It appears to be a separate service. See Smith, 257.
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it states, "He [the superintendent] shall admonish them [the congregation] to pray that
the Lord might grant grace and prosperity."' This service invokes God's grace for
the pastor and the congregation and reminds the congregation, even through the
prayers, of God's grace in establishing the pastoral office.
Each of the prayers has different emphases. The first is both a didactic and an
epicletic prayer. It teaches and it invokes:
Almighty God, Heavenly Father you have ordained and instituted the worthy
office of preaching through your beloved Son, Jesus Christ, so that poor humanity
might be comforted and helped. You have also stated and promised that those
who believe and are baptized will be blessed. . . . we pray your special help and
gracious assistance to protect this dear and worthy treasure from the greatly
depraved and wrathful enemy. . . . We ask . . . that you would not leave or
abandon us, but would hold us in your divine hand. We especially pray for your
servant, N., who has been sworn to preach the Holy Gospel, that he may remain
steadfast. . . . We pray that we may never be deprived of your heavenly
comfort."
Ralph Smith summarizes well its intent:
The prayer made it clear that the office of preaching was instituted by Christ. It
expressed the need for God's continuing grace to make the bearing of such an
office possible. It commended the candidate by name to God's care.'
Not only is this office instituted by Christ, but it is a "treasure." It is interesting that
the word "treasure" has no immediate referent. It could refer to the office of
preaching or to the blessings of baptism. In an indirect way that ambiguity in referent
indicates the nature of the office of the ministry as one delivering God's

2""Kirchenordnung
21"Kirchenordnung

unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:190.

unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:190. The
translation is by Ralph Smith, 230.
'Smith, 230.
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forgiveness—his treasure—through the means of grace. Clearly the office of
preaching was instituted as a means of providing "heavenly comfort," that is, God's
comfort to humanity through his word.
The second opportunity for prayer provides the superintendent two options, the
second being Luther's ordination prayer expounding the first three petitions of the
Lord's Prayer in relation to the office of the holy ministry. Either of these prayers
specifically invokes the Holy Spirit to be with the pastor now being installed. The
first prayer asks that "you would give to your servant, N., called to your holy office
of preaching, your divine grace and Holy Spirit. By this power he will be
strengthened against all temptations of the devil, the world, and his flesh."' As
Ralph Smith states, "The focus of the prayer was on the gift of the Spirit for the
person to have strength to fulfill the tasks of ministry, especially preaching and
teaching. s217 The nature of the office of the holy ministry as one of teaching and
preaching is apparent in this prayer which implores the Holy Spirit to strengthen the
pastor "to feed the flock purchased by Christ with your healing and unerring word."'
And the content of that preaching is also clear: "the scandalous preaching of Christ the
Crucified."' This office is the office of the gospel.

""Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:191. The
translation is based on that of Ralph Smith, 258.
'Smith, 258.
""Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:191. The
translation is based on that of Ralph Smith, 258.
2'9iKirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:191. The
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The last prayer is in reality a type of Vollzugsformel, a declaration, in this case,
of installation. However, since this service was originally the ordination service for
the territory of Wurttemberg, the language readily reminds anyone listening of
ordination. The language is unambiguous:
[Dear brother] we have gathered in the Holy Spirit, and have called to God our
heavenly Father through Jesus Christ our Lord and Savior on your account. We
do not doubt that he has graciously heard us according to his divine promise.
Accordingly, by the command of the Almighty, I ordain, confirm and certify you
as servant and pastor [Seelsorger] of this congregation. All of this with the
earnest command that you would diligently and faithfully administer this according
to the ordinance of our church, as you must give account on that day before the
judgement seat of our Lord Jesus Christ, the true judge:—In the Name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen!
This formula, perhaps unintentionally, does connect the installation with the man's
ordination through the word "promise." At his ordination the Lord promised to bless
his ministry and be present in it through word and sacrament. In this rite the
installing pastor has prayed for the presence of the Holy Spirit in this man's ministry
(now in this place) and those prayers have reminded the man being installed of the
promises the Lord made at his ordination. The Vollzugsformel reaffirms the certainty
of God's promises for both the pastor and the congregation.
All the readings, except John 20, were part of the ordination rite. The rubrics
dictate that the superintendent should read John 20, while reading the other texts
remains optional depending upon the time allotted. This reading again points to the
Lord's promise to give the servants in his office the Holy Spirit to strengthen them for

translation is based on that of Ralph Smith, 258.
""Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:192.
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their tasks. The rubrics indicate that the superintendent might read the other Scripture
selections to "strengthen recollection," presumably that of the pastor and congregation,
of the responsibilities and promises given to the ministerial office—once again an
appropriate way to point the pastor back to his ordination where those responsibilities
were originally accepted and those promises given.
Along with the readings other elements such as the laying on of hands point
back to the pastor's ordination. The rubrics state that the "superintendent shall by
virtue of the Christian freedom granted to the church by the Lord Jesus Christ in
external, non-binding (lit. indifferent) ceremonies, as is customarily the practice, lay
his right hand on the bare head of the new pastor."' The rubric indicates that the
laying on of hands is not divinely mandated. Yet, on the basis of the Christian
freedom in external ceremonies given to the church by its Lord, the rubric urges that
the superintendent follow the usual procedure by laying on hands. The rubric
indicates that the laying on of hands should not be made into a law, neither
demanding its usage or non-usage, but employed with joy as a ceremony which the

""Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:191.
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Lord allows his church to use in freedom.' It is something central to the rite and
should not be dismissed lightly without valid reasons.
Finally, the rite witnesses to ordination by referring to the entire vocational
process of making a pastor. This appears in the fourth rubric in the introduction to
the rite: "When the song is completed the superintendent shall admonish the people,
mentioning how this pastor or deacon was chosen and recognized as capable, how he
was called with the hope that he would accept them, etc.' This reminds both the
pastor and the congregation that this man is truly a pastor, their pastor, by virtue of
the fact that the Lord has made him so through the vocational process of nomination,
election/call, examination, and ordination. The congregation and pastor can be sure
that the promises the Lord made to create and strengthen faith through his ministry of

'The laying on of hands would certainly fit the definition of an adiaphoran as
defined by the Formula of Concord SD 10:1. See Die Bekenntnisschriften der
evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche [Hereafter BKS1, 10th ed. (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck
and Ruprecht, 1986), 1053-54; Tappert, 610-611: "Ceremonies and church rites which
are neither commanded nor forbidden in the Word of God but which have been
introduced into the church with good intentions for the sake of good order and
decorum or else to preserve Christian discipline." Admittedly the church can use or
abolish such ceremonies in total freedom. However, if ceremonies such as the laying
on of hands are beneficial to the church in teaching the various facets of the message
of salvation then they ought to be treasured and retained. I believe that is why the
Formula of Concord inveighs against those who would abolish such beneficial
ceremonies: "We also reject and condemn the procedure whereby matters of
indifference are abolished in such a way as to give the impression that the community
of God does not have the liberty to use one or more ceremonies at any time and place,
according to its circumstances, as may in Christian liberty be most beneficial to the
church." FC SD 10:30; BKS, 1063; Tappert, 615-16.
'"Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii," in Sehling, 6/1:190.
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word and sacrament still hold true. The Lord has not abandoned his teachers and
hearers.
One final observation. The language and terms utilized in these various rites to
denote the office of the holy ministry also indicate how the office is understood, what
its primary purpose is. As was noted above (n. 66), Chemnitz, in his theological
works, uses four root words to describe the ministerial office: ministerium (ministry),
dienst or kirchendienst (church or church servant), aria or predigtamt (office or
preaching office), and doctoribus (teacher). Since ministerium means service and
predigtamt and doctoribus are so closely related in connotation Chemnitz essentially
uses two words to denote the office of the ministry: ministry/service and
teaching/preaching office.
The same words appear in the 1571 instructions as well as in the 1569
regulations and examination questions. Preacher, preaching office, servant, and
church servant appear most often. The use of these terms emphasizes how the
Reformers understood the primary role of the office to be that of teaching and
preaching the word of God. In addition, in carrying out their work they were servants
of the Lord who appointed them in his church. The term "pastor," meaning shepherd,
also appears quite frequently, although it is not the dominant term. Feeding the flock
with the word of God was also a primary understanding of the office for Chemnitz.
Other terms that appear include Seelsorger, ministry of the altar, divine office, and
church office. Within this variety of terms there is still the dominant notion that here
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is only one office of the holy ministry. Yet it can be described by a variety of terms
that bring out different aspects of its function.
The ordination rite of 1569 (essentially Luther's) and the installation rite which
was imported from the Wurttemberg church order of 1559, make use of slightly
different terms. Luther's rite, since it employs so much scriptural language, uses a
multiplicity of primarily scriptural terms: pastor, bishop, presbyter. The installation
rite uses primarily the terms "pastor" and "servant." "Office of preacher" appears
only twice and "preacher" does not appear at all, unlike its dominant use by
Chemnitz. The use of the term "pastor" would seem to imply less of a didactic role
and more of an emphasis on caring for and shepherding the church. The focus shifts
slightly from proclaiming the word of God to the office of the Keys, addressing the
sinful lives of people and how they are affected by sin. Yet a strong distinction
should not be drawn.
Most interesting is the installation rite's reference to "deacons." This is the
only place that term appears in the 1569 regulations and rites concerned with the
vocational process. Some Lutheran territories utilized the office of deacon, some
territories ordaining them, others not. It does not appear that BraunschweigWolfenbiittel ever had an office of deacon. Thus the term, in this context, must have
been equivalent to any other term for an ordained pastor to whom was committed the
pastoral office of the word and sacraments.'

nl'he 1569 church order, in the regulation and examination sections, does use
one other term, "vicar." This apparently was a church office distinct from the regular
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The Rites_of the 1615 and 1651 Church Orders of Braunschweig-WolfenbiitteP
According to the available secondary literature these church orders are verbatim
republications of the church order of 1569. Thus their rites of the vocational process
should differ little from those of the 1569 church order. Analysis of these orders has
therefore been omitted to avoid repetition. Further study of these church orders may
provoke a revision of this conclusion, but at this point it is assumed that they reflect
the evidence provided by the 1569 church order concerning the rites of the vocational
process.'

pastoral office in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel, but not the kind of apprentice office
associated with the term "vicar" today. According to Kurt Kronenberg, in the late
middle ages there were vicars, or Geistlichen, who supervised chapels or altars erected
by various families so that masses might be said in their behalf. Kronenberg, 22.
Apparently the Reformation did not eliminate this position but obviously altered its
functions. The secondary literature seems to indicates that they were not ordained and
either assisted the ordained clergy in a particular locale or served in the stead of an
ordained clergyman when one was not available to fill a certain post.
'Kirchenordnung unser von Gottes Genaden Julii Hertzogen zu Braunschweig
und Luneburg etc. Wie es mit Lehr und Ceremonien unsers Fiirstenthumbs
Braunschweig-Wolffenbiitlischen Theils. Auch derselben Kirchen anhangenden Sachen
und Verrichtungen hinfort (vermittels Gottlicher Gnaden) gehalten werden soil.
Helmstedt: Jacobum Lucium in verlegung Melchior Bels, 1615. (Revised Reprint
from 1569). Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden AUGUST!, Herzogen zu
Brunswyg und Luneburg. Wolfenbiittel: Johann und Heinrich Stern, 1651. (Revised
from 1569 with the Title Page of 1615).
"The author requested copies of these church orders from Herr LKAR
Hermann Kuhr of the Landeskirchenamt of the Evangelisch-Lutherische Landeskirche
in Braunschweig in a letter of 6 December 1993. Professor Dr. Inge Mager of the
Universidt Hamburg directed me to contact Herr Kuhr. As of the writing of this
thesis I had received no response from Herr Kuhr. I intend to procure these church
orders at a later date.
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The Reformation in Braunschweig-Wolfenbilttel, primarily under the steady and
keen guidance of Martin Chemnitz, provided a solid foundation and precedent for the
understanding of the pastoral office and for the manner of placing a man into the
office. Flowing out of Chemnitz's primary understanding of the pastor as teacher of
the gospel and servant of the means of grace the rites of the vocational process stress
this purpose for the office of the ministry. They teach and confess that a pastor is
called, ordained, and installed by God through his church, both teachers and hearers,
for the sake of the giving of salvation in word and sacrament to the people of God.
Although not all the questions are answered concerning the vocational process, such as
the relationship of ordination to installation, the rites allow the church to be sure that
she is providing herself with pastors chosen and approved by God and who will "feed
the flock of Christ."

CHAPTER III
CERTAINTY IN THE MIDST OF INSTABILITY:
THE ORDINATION AND INSTALLATION
RITES OF THE 1657 CHURCH ORDER

"Church orders could never be binding and the fact that Lutheran church orders
continued to evolve reveals the dynamic component of their institutional thought,"
writes Jeffrey Jaynes of the sixteenth-century Lutheran church orders. The same
could he said as well for the church orders and the rites for the vocational process of
forming pastors in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel following the sixteenth century.

Political Life in Braunschweig-Wolfenbuttel from 1615-1704
This period in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel's history is a time of turmoil and
transition. From 1613 to 1709 four different rulers held power in the principality:
Friedrich Ulrich (r. 1613-1634), the last duke from the Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel
Middle Line; August the Younger (r. 1634-1666), the first ruler in the BraunschweigWolfenbiittel New Line;' and his two sons, Rudolf August (r. 1666-1704) and Anton

'Concerning the division of the lands see Appendices 2 and 3 and Hajo
Holborn, A History of Modern Germany, 3 vols. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1959), 2:21; also see William H. Maehl, Germany in Western Civilization (University,
94
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Ulrich as co-regent (1685-1704). These rulers endured the turmoil of the Thirty
Years' War (1618-1648) and the rise of competing theological traditions within
Lutheranism, partly in response to the turmoil of the war: Lutheran Orthodoxy,
Pietism, and the Unionistic Theology of Georg Calixt.
The Thirty Years War devastated Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel, as it did many
other German lands.' Portions of the duchy were plundered,' and the people were
often saddled with severe taxation by their own rulers.' War was hardly new or
unknown, but this was the first major conflict waged by leaders who did not hire
troops on a pay-as-you-go basis. Instead they compensated the soldiers at the expense
of the civilian population, allowing the troops to sack and ravage the land as they
moved from battle to battle, collecting booty for their compensation and living off of

AL: The University of Alabama Press, 1979), 212-13.
'Much of the material on the devastation of the Thirty Years War is taken from
Wilhelm Rauls, "Frommigkeit und Bekenntnis in der Braunschweigischen
Landeskirche," in Vier Jahrhunderte Lutherische Landeskirche in Braunschweig:
Festschrift zum 460jiihrigen Refonnationsjubillium der Braunschweigischen
evangelisch-lutherischen Landeskirche im Jahre 1968, ed. Friedrich W. Wandersleb
und Martin Wandersleb (Wolfenbiittel: Landeskirchenamt, 1968), 38-40; also see
Gustav D. Plath and D. Hermann Schuster, Kleine Kirchengeschichte Niedersachsens,
ed. Paul Albers (Hannover: Lutherhaus Verlag, 1965), 47.
'For information on the involvement of the dukes of BraunschweigWolfenbiiftel in the Thirty Years' War see Georg Schnath, Hermann Liibbing,
Gunther Mohimam, Franz Engel, Dieter Brosius, and Waldemar Rohrbein,
Geschichte des Landes Niedersachsen, 2nd ed., Geschichte der deutschen Lander
(Wurzburg: Verlag Ploetz KG, 1973), 32-34. The Peace of Westphalia did not work
in their favor.
4See Maehl concerning the control ducal princes had over all aspects of
territorial life. Maehl, 210.
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the land. The havoc wreaked was unimaginable. The populace was then left
struggling to rebuild and refinance following the rampage as best they could.' Intense
devastation occurred primarily in the areas near roads and in inlaying parts of the land
such as the plains which, in general, suffered more severely than the cities.' Many
houses were burned and others were vacated by their owners due to disease, death, or
the killing sprees of uncontrolled soldiers. Churches were often used as stables and
prisons or burned by marauding armies. Church bells and vessels were stolen. In
many congregations divine services could not be held, because the people did not dare
leave their houses with troops quartered in their area. In addition, pastors were often
expelled or killed. Discipline and order were rare commodities.' The results of the
war were generally calamitous with "wretched impoverishment, decline of economics,
degeneration of morals, cultural uprooting.'
Moral decay in the territory was accentuated by the incompetence of Duke
Friedrich Ulrich whose government was fraught with corruption.' Fortunately his

'The classic English language study of the war, complete with vivid accounts
of the destruction, is C. V. Wedgwood, The Thirty Years War (London: Jonathan
Cape, 1938).
'Schnath, 34.
'F. Ernest Stoeffler, The Rise of Evangelical Pietism, Studies in the History of
Religions, vol. 9 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1965), 186.
'Stoeffler, 186.
Schnath, 32.
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successor, the well-educated Duke August the Younger," sought to control the moral
and spiritual decline of the people of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel." He decreed that
repentance days were to be held regularly in the principality. On these days services
would be held in the morning and afternoon, and no work was to be conducted all
day.' By this measure Duke August hoped to encourage people to live with moral
strictness. He also issued a land ordinance after the end of the war, laying a new
foundation for restoring both the church and the people's lives. The ordinance
encouraged people to "fear God and avoid sin, that is the only means to the attainment
of all blessing and welfare." Finally in 1642 through a separate peace treaty with the
Holy Roman Emperor, Duke August brought an end to the war in BraunschweigWolfenbiittel."

'Namesake and key developer of the Herzog August Bibliothek in
Wolfenbiittel, reorganized in 1643, and the patron of the great library of the
University of Helmstedt (whose books from the now defunct institution are back in
Wolfenbiittel's library).
"As Dale W. Brown indicates even the end of the war did not bring peace.
The conflict between Austria and France meant "that German territories were
constantly subject to advancing and retreating armies" until the end of the seventeenth
century. Understanding Pietism (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Co., 1978), 22.
"These days were held regularly until 1825. See Rauls for a description of the
ordinance regarding these repentance days. Rauls, 40.
'Quoted in Rauls, 40.
'4Inge Mager, "Georg Calixt—der niedersachsische Unionstheologie," in Vier
Jahrhunderte Lutherische Landeskirche in Braunschweig: Festschrift zum 400jahrigen
Reformationsjubilaum der Braunschweigischen evangelisch-lutherischen Landeskirche
im Jahre 1968, ed. Friedrich W. Wandersleb and Martin Wandersleb (Wolfenbiittel:
Landeskirchenamt, 1968), 85.
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This period also saw the end of nominal independence for the city of
Braunschweig under Duke Rudolf August. This first son of August the Younger was
not as powerful a leader as his younger brother Anton Ulrich, who will be discussed
in the next chapter, but he did bring the principality's sometimes prodigal municipality
back into his sphere of influence. After more than two centuries of conflict between
the city and the principality, in 1671 all four dukes of the Braunschweig duchy
engaged in a military siege of the city that resulted in the city's subjugation to ducal
control." The surrender treaty guaranteed the free exercise of religion in the city
according to the Augsburg Confession. In fact, it insured that if the principality
altered its religious confession, the city would be allowed to remain Lutheran. The
principality's confessional documents and church orders were now also valid for
ecclesiastical life in the city. In the past the city theologians had preached, taught,
and guarded Lutheran theology strictly, while in the principality, above all at its
University in Helmstedt, a more moderate form of Lutheranism had been encouraged,
particularly under Georg Calixt. The city, however, had remained faithful for many
decades to strict, traditional Lutheran doctrine.' The decline in the city's faithfulness
did not begin until the opening of the Collegium Carolinum, the government's military

"See the outline of events in Walter Hinz, Braunschweigs Kampf um die
Stad&eiheit 1492-1671: Bibliographie der Streitschriften zwischen Braunschweig und
Wolfenbtittel, Reportorien zur Erforschung der Friihen Neuzeit, vol. 1 (Bremen and
Wolfenbiittel: Jacobi Verlag, 1977), 175.
"See Rauls, 42-43 and Hermann Kuhr, "Kirchengeschichte," in
Braunschweigische Landesgeschichte im Uberblick, 2nd ed., Quellen und
Forschungen zur braunschweigischen Geschichte, ed. von Richard Moderhack, vol. 23
(Braunschweig: Selbstverlag des Braunschweigischen Geschichtsvereins, 1977), 124.
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school, in Braunschweig in 1745 and the transferral of the seat of government to
Braunschweig in 1753.

The Decline of Lutheran Orthodoxy in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel
Given the fact that perhaps the premier Lutheran theologian after Martin
Luther, Martin Chemnitz, preached, taught, and guided the church in BraunschweigWolfenbiittel, one would expect Lutheran Orthodoxy and its defense of a strong,
robust Lutheranism to have taken hold there. For a short time that was the case.
From 1593 until 1624 the consistory guided the church theologically in BraunschweigWolfenbiittel, having gradually increased its jurisdictional sphere and its independence
from the political authorities. Basilius Sattler, called to the consistory in 1574,
became its director in 1589 and general superintendent of the land. Under Sattler,
hard-line Orthodoxy permeated the land's pastorates, even to the point that Nicolaus
von Amsdorf s teaching on good works being harmful to salvation gained a foothold.
Sattler essentially guided the church as a bishop and furthered the teaching of
Orthodox Lutheranism."
But this trend did not continue. After Sattler's death, the influence of Pietism
and especially Georg Calixt's moderating Union Theology altered the course of

"Kuhr, 123; see also Kurt Kronenberg, "Die Reformation im Lande
Braunschweig," in Vier Jahrhunderte Lutherische Landeskirche in Braunschweig:
Festschrift zum 400ylihrigen Reformationsjubilaum der Braunschweigischen
evangelisch-lutherischen Landeskirche im Jahre 1968, ed. Friedrich W. Wandersleb
and Martin Wandersleb (Wolfenbiittel: Landeskirchenamt, 1968), 14, 25.
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Lutheran teaching and life in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel. From the beginning of the
seventeenth century until the onset of the Enlightenment at the century's end, the
moderating Lutheranism of Calixt dominated the principality. Notwithstanding the
fact that Lutheran Orthodoxy's foothold was slipping here, the church orders of 1651
and 1657 appeared within a wider German theological milieu commanded by Lutheran
Orthodoxy. What then was the understanding of the office of the holy ministry
among its representative theologians? Did it maintain the understanding of Martin
Chemnitz?'
The Orthodox dogmaticians, helped by a kind of scholastic theology, as
Aristotle made a comeback in Lutheran circles, attempted to define precisely Lutheran
doctrine. Johann Gerhard, one of the outstanding Lutheran dogmaticians, serves as a
representative for all of Lutheran Orthodoxy in his definition of the ministry:
The ministry of the church is a sacred and public office, divinely instituted and
committed to certain men through a legitimate calling that they, equipped as they
are with special power, teach the Word of God, administer the sacraments and
preserve discipline in the church to promote the conversion and salvation of men
and to spread the glory of God.'
"The exposition of Orthodoxy's understanding of the ministry is taken from
Robert D. Preus, The Doctrine of the Call in the Confessions and Lutheran
Orthodoxy, (Houston, 1991); James H. Pragman, "Ministry in Lutheran Orthodoxy
and Pietism," in Called and Ordained: Lutheran Perspectives on the Office of the
Ministry, ed. Todd Nichol and Marc Kolden (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990), 6776; and Pragman, Traditions of Ministry (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House,
1983).
'Johann Gerhard, Loci Theologici cum Pro Adstruenda Veritate turn Pro
Destruenda Quorumvis Contradicentium Falsitate per Theses Nervose Solide et
Copiose Explicati, ed. Fr. Frank (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1885), 6/10:265.
Translation is by Richard J. Dinda, unpublished; quoted in Pragman, Traditions of
Ministry, 62.
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The Orthodox dogmaticians emphasized, like Chemnitz, the teaching responsibility of
the office." The pastoral office, they believed, was instituted by Christ for the sake
of teaching the gospel.' Therefore a proper call was necessary to assure the church
that this person was properly, validly, divinely, and legitimately called to be their
pastor." The Orthodox dogmaticians tended to emphasize the public nature of the
ministry and the fact that its privileges and responsibilities were originally given by
God to the priesthood of all the baptized." This call thus certified that the person was
called by God and the church to serve publicly in the ministry that belonged to all
Christians.
What was the nature of this call for the Lutheran dogmaticians? As Robert Preus
indicates, for the most part the Orthodox theologians held consistently with Chemnitz,
believing that
the call into the ministry was carried out according to a process which invariably
included examination, election, confirmation, and ordination; and the latter rite,
although never considered absolutely necessary for entering the office, was
nevertheless never omitted.'
"Robert D. Preus, 14.
'According to Gerhard this involved a number of tasks including serving as a
proper example of the Christian life, maintaining the church's rites, and caring for the
poor and visiting the sick. See Pragman, "Ministry in Lutheran Orthodoxy and
Pietism," 70-71.
"Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 70.
"This contrasts with Chemnitz who asserted that there were simply teachers
and hearers and never indicated to whom the ministry originally belonged. See
Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 59-61, and compare to 48-50.
'Robert D. Preus, 25.
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In fact, the Orthodox theologians analyzed the call process into all its various parts
which included other elements such as nomination, presentation, consent, suffrage and
approval by the people, and installation.' In this process ordination functioned
primarily as a confirmation that the call was legitimate and attested to the candidate's
ability, knowledge of doctrine and purity of life 26 Although that was the primary
significance of ordination, it also functioned in other ways as Pragman indicates:
The orthodox theologians describe the substantial elements of ordination as the
laying on of hands and the prayer of the church. Through these elements the
ordinand is consecrated and has conferred upon himself the gifts for the ministry
being entrusted to him. In particular, the laying on of hands serves as a solemn
testimony that the person presented for ordination is suitable, properly elected, and
legitimately called to the ministry. Furthermore, the imposition of hands is a sign
of divine blessing which the ordinand may expect to receive from God in the
conduct of his ministry."
For the most part this echoes the five points of Chemnitz in regard to the function of
ordination. However, the Orthodox dogmaticians do fail to mention any explicit
bestowal of the office at ordination. Their emphasis upon the teaching function of the
ministry and the need for preachers to be called legitimately through the entire process
accords well with the teaching of Chemnitz.
'Robert D. Preus, 35.
'Pragman, "Ministry in Lutheran Orthodoxy and Pietism," 70, and Friedrich
Kalb, Theology of Worship in 17th-Century Lutheranism, trans. Henry P. A. Hamann
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1965), 128.
"Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 75-76; see also Kalb, 130-31.
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The Birth and Influence of Pietism
The origins of German Pietism lie in Braunschweig with the publication in 1603
of True Christianity by Johann Arndt" (1555-1621), the pastor of St. Martin in
Braunschweig from 1599-1608. Born in 1555 at Edderitz near Kothen, Arndt first
served as pastor at Badeborn in Anhalt. Following that he served in Quedlinburg, a
center for mystical Spiritualism that had a great impact upon Arndt. However, he
spent most of his career in the duchy of Braunschweig. After being forced out of his
pastorate in Braunschweig city on account of his teaching," he served from 1608-1611
as pastor in Eisleben. In 1611 he was called to be general superintendent of the
principality of LUneburg-Celle, Arndt residing in Celle, the seat of government for
Luneburg-Celle. He composed a new church order in 1619 for Luneburg, an order
that remained authoritative until the publication of the 1643 Luneburg order."
As Martin Schmidt indicates, "Pietism grew out of Lutheran and Reformed
Orthodoxy and out of the ecclesiastical resistance movement, mystical Spiritualism."'
Pietism stemmed from Lutheran Orthodoxy in the sense that it responded to the
stagnant trends it perceived in Lutheran Orthodoxy. Whether orthodoxy was, in fact,
"See Martin Schmidt, "Der Pietismus in Nordwestdeutschland," Jahrbuch der
Gesellschaft fair niedersachsische Kirchengeschichte 70 (1972): 150. For the general
impact of Arndt upon Pietism see Stoeffler, 211-12.
"Plath, 49.
"Biographical information taken from Plath, 49, Rauls, 37-38, Stoeffler, 202204, Martin Schmidt, 149, and Peter Erb, "Introduction to True Christianity," in
Johann Arndt, True Christianity, trans. Peter Erb (New York: Paulist Press, 1979), 46.
'Martin Schmidt, 147.
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stagnant is another question and is open to debate, but all that mattered was that some
critics thought so and promoted Pietism in reaction to their perceptions. Of the
relationship between Orthodoxy and Pietism Heiko Oberman states:
Orthodoxy . . . to its enemies, such as Arndt . . . was seen as a dry polemical,
intolerant defense of a single denomination's position, lacking any concern with
issues relevant to religious life or the practice of Christian virtue and devotion.
Yet, Orthodoxy's opponents often owed much to its form and matter. Interest in
personal piety was not neglected by the greater orthodox theologians."
Fierce opposition did arise between the proponents of Pietism and those of Orthodoxy.
Pietism in particular attacked Orthodoxy's understanding of the primary role of the
pastoral office. Werner Elert states in this regard that
by giving primacy to the officeholder's duty to teach, which is one of the essential
elements of the Lutheran Reformation, the pastoral profession (Pfarrerstand) was
made the "teaching profession" (Lehrstand), which has been the object of violent
attacks since the days of Pietism."
Yet as Peter Erb notes, even such staunch defenders of Lutheran Orthodoxy as Johann
Gerhard (1582-1637) and Johannes Quenstedt (1617-1688) came to the defense of
Johann Arndt.'
"Erb in Arndt, 3-4; Stoeffler, I believe, is too harsh in his assessments of the
failures of Lutheran Orthodoxy and the response of Pietism. Stoeffler, 186-87; see
also Brown, 22-25. Kalb cautions that "Every appraisal of Orthodoxy will have to
bear in mind this double fact: on the one hand, the faithful conservation and the
brilliant elaboration of the Lutheran heritage; on the other hand, a dissection of
existential truths that gets lost in scholastic systems and a gradual surrender of the
religion of revelation for a growing religion of reason." Kalb, p. x.
"Werner Elert, The Structure of Lutheranism, vol. 1, The Theology and
Philosophy of Life of Lutheranism Especially in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Centuries, trans. Walter A. Hansen (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1962),
362.
'Erb in Arndt, 4, and Stoeffler, 210.
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Mystical Spiritualism believed that the Spirit of God had been trapped by
Lutheran and Reformed Orthodoxy within the Scriptures, confessions, and
ecclesiastical institutions. Mystical Spiritualists emphasized that through the
experience of union with God individual rebirth occurred and a living faith ensued.'
The degree to which Johann Arndt was dependent upon Mystical Spiritualism can be
debated. Wilhelm Rauls can say that "the foundational impression for Arndt was
mysticism. Arndt was not an innovative thinker, but made use of the writings of the
great mystics of the middle ages and the Jesuits."' Others would not label him a
mystic. Central to the thought of mysticism was the union of the individual with
God. Peter Erb does not deny Arndt's "use of medieval and other mystical sources.'
However, he believes Arndt understood mystical spirituality as concentrating "above
all on prayer and on everything connected with prayer in the ascetical and mystical
life—in other words, on religious exercises as well as religious experience."" Arndt's
definition did include, of course, mystical theology proper, which has been outlined as
dealing with "'extraordinary states . . . such as mystical union with its concomitant
'Martin Schmidt, 147. The first Lutheran advocate of Mystical Spiritualism
was Philipp Nicolai, the author of the great hymn, "Wake, Awake for Night is
Flying." Other advocates out of Lutheran circles include Christian Hoburg and Paul
Felgenhauer. See Martin Schmidt, 151-52.
'Rau's, 37.
'Erb in Arndt, 6; see also Oberman in Arndt, pp. xv-xvii.
38Louis Bouyer, The Spirituality of the New Testament and the Fathers, trans.
Mary P. Ryan (New York, 1963), pp. vi-ix; quoted by Erb in Arndt, 6-7.
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manifestations—ecstasy, visions, and revelations," although Arndt did not insist on
the infused nature of union.'
Union with Christ for Arndt was not so much an experience as a process carried
out by the believer in which God united himself to the believer.' In this union of
faith with Christ, accessible to all believers, Arndt directed the believer "to explore
the nature of his union with Christ; he is admonished [through prayer and meditation]
to cast aside all love for the creaturely and to learn progressively to have in fullness
the God who has [already] united himself with the believer."' It is Arndt's
understanding of union with Christ as a process of faith, involving primarily prayer
and mediation, that distinguishes him from his mystical sources. That is why Ernest
Stoeffler can say, "The central theme of Arndt was not that of union. For that reason
he ought not to be referred to as a mystic. It was that of the new life. . . . [which]
implies, on the one hand dying to the world and dying to self. On the other hand, it
implies love for God (Christ)."42
P. Pourrat, Christian Spirituality, trans. W. H. Mitchell and S. P. Jacques
(London, 1922), 1:p.v; quoted by Erb in Arndt, 7.
'See Erb in Arndt, 9-10; on p. 15 he says that for Arndt "no possibility exists
for a man to work his way to such a union; even the experience of the union already
granted is a gift of grace." Also see Stoeffler, 207-08.
'Erb in Arndt, 9; Stoeffler says that Arndt could use varied language, speaking
of the "believer as being in God" and "of Christ making his home in the believer," to
convey the full idea of union with Christ in faith. Stoeffler, 209.
"Stoeffler, 209.
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Although Arndt included the ideas of spiritual rebirth and union with Christ in
his theology, they were not his predominant emphases. Peter Erb says of Arndt's
objectives,
In his numerous writings, Arndt's overwhelming interest was with the practice of
the Christian life. It was always his concern to describe clearly the virtuous
activities to which a Christian in his love for neighbor is obligated, and the
meditation, reflection, and prayer to which, in his love for God, a Christian is
called."
True Christianity demonstrates his emphasis that Christians strive in their lives to
recover the divine image in which Adam and Eve were created and which God
intended for the entire human race." Out of that idea in particular, as well as that of
union and rebirth, flowed "his profound ethical sensitivity and his amazing emphasis
upon practical piety . . . [on[ facets of Christian teaching" that were "not a prominent
part of the Lutheran witness of the day.' For Arndt, the external word of Scripture
released the inner action of the word in a person's heart. This action provided the
inner knowledge of God's love and of human love toward God. In this process man
was able to enjoy peace in God's presence. However, the process did not end
there—in enjoyment of God—but the Christian was called to daily repentance, to a
life of moral purity and service toward one's neighbor.' As Stoeffler summarizes,
"Erb in Arndt, 5; see also Oberman in Arndt, p. xv and Stoeffler, 205-06,
concerning Arndt's objectives in the preface to True Christianity.
"Martin Schmidt, 149-50. Apparently this emphasis was not heard again in
Pietism. Later followers, such as Spener, emphasized the concept of rebirth; see also
Erb in Arndt, 8-9.
"Stoeffler, 204-05.
'Martin Schmidt, 149-50.
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this life in Christ which expresses itself in moral excellence is God's gift, to be
sure. But according to Arndt it is not given except to him who actively reaches
for it. That being the case the means for its cultivation must not be neglected.
Among the foremost of these is the Christian's constant look to Christ. . . . To
this upward look must be joined the inward look. At least once a day, Arndt felt,
the Christian must take time out in order to separate himself from the things of
this world and to meditate upon those things which have to do with his spiritual
welfare."
Through the working of God's love in a person's heart and the living out of that love
in service to others, the image of God was gradually reacquired. Arndt strove in his
writings to "mark the path from faith and conversion toward rebirth and
sanctification."' His True Christianity brought him enmity and adulation, becoming,
after the Imitation of Christ, the most widely read devotional book of its time and
widely imitated thereafter.'
The Landeskirche of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel did not remain unaffected by
Arndt and Pietism. In the year 1649 Duke August the Younger called Professor
Joachim Liitkemann (1608-1655P of Rostock, who was influenced by Pietism and by
the thought of Calixt, to be general superintendent of the principality. At the
instigation of the duke, he conducted a general church visitation from 1651-54, that
indicated that knowledge of the catechism amongst adults and children was poor. In
his report on the visitation is the comment "they want to learn something by memory,
"Stoeffler, 210.
"Oberman in Arndt, p. xi.
"Martin Schmidt, 150; also see RauIs, 37; Erb in Arndt notes that True
Christianity went "through 20 editions prior to Arndt's death and over 125 printings
before the close of the 18th century." Erb in Arndt, 5.
°For a brief sketch of his life see Stoeffler, 219.
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but without really understanding it.' As a result, in many places Liitkemann ordered
that on Sunday afternoons the teaching of the catechism and preaching of the epistle
be conducted alternately. By this new practice Liitkemann hoped to encourage the
people to contemplate the inner appropriation of the Bible and catechism subjects. In
addition, he published a devotional book with the title "Concerning the Foretaste of
Divine Gifts," that had wide dissemination.' In it he encouraged Christians to strive
after the "union of the new creature with Christ."" Stoeffler says Liitkemann was a
true evangelical Pietist and his primary aim was to "inculcate practical piety."' For
the superintendent this piety was to express itself in
a Biblically based, personal morality. Repentance, conversion, newness of life,
dying to self, denial of the world . . . a holy life—these were the basic themes of
his preaching and his devotional books."
Thus, Liitkemann taught and wrote in the spirit of Arndt, while also pointing to
certain aspects of later Pietism. 56
The connection between Pietism and Duke Rudolf August was even more
intimate than with Duke August. Rudolf corresponded with Speller' and called men
"Rauls, 41.
"Stoeffler indicates that this was the first book read in Spener's conventicles at
Frankfurt. Stoeffler, 219.
"Stoeffler, 220.
"Stoeffler, 220.
"Stoeffler, 220-21.
"Rauls, 41.
"Plath, 49.
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with Pietist inclinations into his principality and ducal entourage. Under their
influence, awakening circles or meetings were formed, meeting in houses to read the
Bible, sing religious songs and witness to inner spiritual experiences."
However, when some of these pietistic-minded pastors in Wolfenbiittel
established connections with certain Schwarmerei and ecstatically-oriented Christians,
the authorities took action. In 1692 an edict was issued by the government forbidding
them to hold religious meetings when approval was not received beforehand.
Apparently co-regent Anton Ulrich issued the edict and forced his brother, Duke
Rudolf August, to sign the edict." The edict reminded all preachers and teachers that
they were pledged to the Bible and the Confessions and were not to encourage people
to expect inner enlightening by the Spirit. All ecclesiastical servants and teachers had
to subscribe to the edict, and those who refused were to be dismissed. However, the
general superintendent of the city of Wolfenbiittel, Bartold Meyer (1687-92), the court
preacher Justus Liiders, and somewhat later the superintendent Heinrich Georg Neur
in Remlingen, intercepted the decree for their pietistically-oriented pastors and
"August Hermann Francke, the third great proponent of German Pietism
following Arndt and Spener, corresponded with many of these Wolfenbiittel circles
and preached in 1705 in the Peter church in Braunschweig. Rauls, 44.
"Martin Wandersleb, Erbe und Auftrag der Reformation, 127. This edict was
also appended to the church order of 1709 prepared by Anton Ulrich; see also Kuhr,
124.
'Plath, 51; NeuB was later expelled from the territory because of his advocacy
of Pietism. Carl J. BOttcher, Germania Sacra. Ein Topographischer Rarer durch
die Kirchen- und Schulgeschichte deutscher Lande (Leipzig: Verlag von Justus
Naumann, 1874), 758.
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teachers." In general, however, the anti-clerical conventicles were suppressed by the
government.
In the end, notwithstanding the impact of Johann Arndt and Joachim
Liitkemarm and their efforts to emphasize the religious experience of the individual
and his sanctification, Pietism did not have a great impact in BraunschweigWolfenbiittel.' Where Pietism continued to exist in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel it did
so in a moderate, ecclesiastically-friendly form.' The degeneration of Pietism into
more radical forms or ineffective moralizing, as occurred in other German lands, did
not happen here. One reason for that may lie in the fact that north Saxons had little
disposition for Schwarmerei. As a result, the rigid Orthodoxy, to which Pietism
addressed its reforms and emphases, was not prevalent in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel.
In addition, Arndt did have an impact in cultivating living Christianity and thus
precluded the need for Pietism to sustain its calls for reform. A third reason was that
the moderate, unionizing Lutheranism of Calixt included an emphasis on moral
conduct and Christian piety. As John Stroup concludes,
the discouragement of extreme scholastic orthodoxy and the readiness of local
churchmen to find a place for the practice of piety which resulted from this kind
of theology [i.e., Cafixes] meant that, in the whole, extra-ecclesiastical Pietism as
a protest movement was of little significance in most parts of the Welf territories.
What we find here is rather a gradual modification of the basic theological
"Plath, 44.
46; see also Kuhr, 124. Pietism also did not have much of an impact
upon the University of Gottingen after its establishment in 1737, see Plath, 51-52.
62Rauls,

'Plath, 51.
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position of the territorial churches to include elements of Pietism and moderate
Enlightenment as the decades passed.'

The Understanding of the Office of the Holy Ministry in Pietism
Pietism approached the pastoral office in terms of its larger call for Christians to
live a life of holiness and moral purity, lived in repentance and prayer, and in service
to one's neighbor.' Because of this emphasis Pietists sought a reform in the way
clergy lived and in the priorities for their education. They emphasized the pastor's
moral conduct as an example to the people of God and called for pastors to make
personal visitation, personal relationships with parishioners, Bible classes and prayer
meetings a high priority.'
The Pietists fought Orthodoxy's idea of the pastor as teacher of the gospel and
instead cultivated the image of the pastor as one who edifies the people of God, builds
the church, and develops the spirituality of the laity." Pragman writes of the Pietist
understanding of the purpose of the office:
"John Stroup, The Struggle for Identity in the Clerical Estate: Northwest
German Protestant Opposition to Absolutist Policy in the Eighteenth Century, Studies
in the History of Christian Thought, ed. Heiko A. Oberman, no. 33 (Leiden: E. J.
Brill, 1984), 18-19.
This analysis of Pietism's understanding of the office is taken primarily from
Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 85-126; Pragman, "Ministry in Lutheran Orthodoxy
and Pietism," 67-76; and Brown, 35-63. Unfortunately nothing was available to this
writer specifically concerning Johann Arndt's understanding of the office of the
ministry.
Brown, 54-55, and Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 108.
"Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 119,122; Pragman, "Ministry in Lutheran
Orthodoxy and Pietism," 74.
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This office is necessary not only for the sake of good order in the church but also
for the sake of furthering the edification of God's people. The public ministry has
been given to accomplish a singular purpose: it is charged with the responsibility
of making souls holy and acceptable to God himself.'
To convey this primary purpose, Pietists used extensively the word "Seelsorger," that
is, "caretaker or shepherd of souls." As a Seelsorger the pastor led his people with
the example of a pure and holy life to take up their ministry as the priests of God, a
thought Spener particularly emphasized.' Pragman describes the role of spiritual
priests:
Pietism resurrected the emphasis on the spiritual priesthood of all believers.
Pietism insisted that each Christian had a ministry and that ministry had to be
performed. Church and ministry are not the possessions of the clergy: they
belong to the spiritual priesthood of all believers. . . . The church's pastors are
God's gifts to the church. They are given to assist, guide, and direct the spiritual
priesthood in the performance of its ministry."
In many ways Pietism equated the ministry of the office with that of the priesthood of
all believers." In fact, Pragman can say of Spener, "It is clear in Spener's view that
the spiritual priesthood of all believers is qualified to exercise the work of the
church's public ministry. It can preach and teach, pray and bless, sacrifice and
administer sacraments."' So, it is simply the public nature of the office and the
special call to carry out the office that distinguishes the office of the holy ministry
"Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 101.
"Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 90, 92.
"Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 125; see also 98-99.
"Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 119.
"Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 99.
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from the priesthood of all believers for the Pietists.73 The call process merely points
out who the person is who will publicly administer the office. Pietism retained all the
aspects of the call process. However, ordination was further devalued, understood
simply as a ratification and confirmation of the call with no special gift or grace
conferred, even for carrying out the office." The rites of the vocational process were
understood pragmatically as assuring the church that the person called was qualified to
carry out the ministry on behalf of the entire church.

The Union Theology of Georg Calixt
Georg Calixt (1586-1656)75 was the chief proponent of a moderating
Lutheranism and of a theology of union among the ecclesiastical confessions that
dominated the University of Helmstedt from 1614 until the onset of the
Enlightenment. Early in his education at the Flensburg Latin school, Calixt was
taught the spirit of a moderate, tolerant Lutheranism according to the practice of
Melanchthon.76 In addition, the Lutheranism of Schleswig-Holstein, although adhering
to the confessional writings, did not uphold them rigorously and did not receive the
"Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 99-100.
"Pragman, Traditions of Ministry, 115; Pragman, "Ministry in Lutheran
Orthodoxy and Pietism," 74.
"For more information on Calixt's life see Mager, "Georg Calixt—der
niedersachsische Unionstheologie," 79-86; see also George C. Fry, "Three Lutheran
Fathers of the 17th Century: The Search for Identity," Concordia Journal (1979):
134-35.
''Samuel J. T. Miller, "Molanus, Lutheran Irenicist (1633-1722)," Church
History 22 (1953): 198.
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Formula of Concord immediately.' Calixt encountered a similar moderateness at the
University of Helmstedt.'
It was Calixt who carried forward this moderate Lutheranism. Duke Friedrich
Ulrich named him to the faculty in 1614 as a professor of theology and he was firmly
supported in his theological endeavors by Duke August the Younger." Calixt was an
unrelenting advocate of religious tolerance, was always prepared to listen to the beliefs
of other confessions,' and sought peaceful conciliation among the divided confessional
positions in the church at large.' During the Thirty Years War Calixt stayed in
Helmstedt and endured the war's hardship, continuing to write and refine his
theology. The religious wars brought out of Calixt an even more conciliatory and
peaceful tendency.
Calixt, through the use of philosophy and metaphysics, asserted two types of
theology." He first posited a theology based upon reason and the natural knowledge
"Mager, "Georg Calixt—der niedersachsische Unionstheologie," 79.
'Mager, "Georg Calixt—der niedersachsische Unionstheologie," 79. The
Helmstedt University statutes showed an unusual amount of freedom in regard to
research in all branches of knowledge, bringing many humanists to Helmstedt.
"Kuhr, 123.
'For Calixt the only legitimate confessions of the Christian faith were the
Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and Reformed, since, in western Europe, they were the
only ones who acknowledged the ecumenical creeds. Miller, 198.
'Mager, "Georg Calixt—der niedersachsische Unionstheologie," 79.
'A good, brief summary of his theological presupposition concerning reason
and revelation can be found in A. C. Ahlen, "The Seventeenth Century Dogmaticians
as Philosophers," Concordia Theological Monthly 30 (1959): 164.
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of God. By this limited theology, man is led gradually to the second type of
theology, revealed theology, and thus to the doorstep of Christianity. This revealed
theology then completes and fulfills what human reason knows about God. Calixt's
conviction that natural theology and revealed theology, reason and revelation, could
co-exist was for him a presupposition of Christian faith. On the basis of this
conviction he could argue that there are basic theological truths about the nature of
God that are present incompletely in natural theology and fully in revealed theology.
These basic truths should be present, he believed, in all the Christian confessional
positions to some degree.
But the final appeal for religious truth for Calixt had to be to revealed theology
and Scripture. With the aid of reason, philological tools, and Scriptural exegesis the
objective character of theological truth could be explained, demonstrated, and
defended. These fundamental Christian articles of faith, Calixt believed, were
revealed in Scripture and explained fully in the ecumenical creeds of the church's first
five centuries. Calixt asserted that the early church was united behind these creeds
and the fundamental articles of faith they confessed. This objective theological truth,
these fundamental articles could serve as a common, neutral basis and confession upon
which the differing confessional positions could agree and finally overcome their
current confessional boundaries."
Calixt found the divisions in the church to be "a very offensive problem, which
ran against Christian love . . . generally a great evil, that the church which God
Miller, 197.
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established no longer worships and loves Christ as one."84 However, Calixt did not
attempt to unify the church by bringing the different confessions to agree on all
disputed questions of faith. This would not guarantee unity. Rather, he asserted that
unity was already a reality through the existence of fundamental articles of faith.
Calixt then wanted to lead all the confessions to recognize that each of them
acknowledged these fundamental articles as the foundational truths of Christianity. As
long as all the confessions were in agreement on the fundamental articles they could
go their own way in secondary articles of faith in their individual traditions. Calixt
exhorted the confessions to meet to discuss the fundamental articles and to
acknowledge the relativity of their views of secondary articles. In fact, Calixt
believed in agreement among the confessions but not in abrogating existing differences
in secondary matters. To this end he participated in colloquies with the Reformed and
with Roman Catholics, the most famous being the Thorn Colloquy in Brandenburg
with the Reformed in 1645. Foremost, he wrote and encouraged the confessional
traditions to be willing to listen to one another in peace."
Calixt's view of the unitary nature of all theology, human knowledge, and life
led him to develop his theology in a practical and ethical direction, as he encouraged
Christians to live out their faith in holiness and moral purity. He called on people to
live according to the ten commandments and the law of the gospel, in moderation,
'sGeorg Calixt, Diskurs von der wahren christlichen Religion and Kirchen
(n.p., 1633), 105; quoted in Mager, "Georg Calixt—der niedersachsische
Unionstheologie," 86.
"A good, brief summary of his union attempts is available in Fry, 136.
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tolerantly and willingly understanding and bearing with the thoughts of others. That
included obeying the church and government and daily striving so that one's
congregation and neighbors might benefit by one's life and actions. Calixt tried to
inculcate a practical knowledge of true piety and faith showing forth in obedience to
God and service to one's fellow man.
On account of his methodology and his efforts toward the re-unification of the
varied Christian confessions on the basis of fundamental articles, Calixt encountered
much opposition." His relationship with his orthodox colleagues and opponents,
especially Abraham Calov (1612-1686),v always remained very strained, and he was
unable to publish anything until the death of Sattler without his approval. His
participation in the Thorn Colloquy precipitated the Syncretistic Controversy between
Calixt and the University of Helmstedt and the University of Wittenberg." His
opponents, endeavoring to safeguard the doctrine of justification by grace through
faith alone, did not understand Calixt when he emphasized the work of the Holy Spirit
in the reborn Christian which stimulated residual natural powers by which man could
attain blessings in this life through his conduct. The struggle between him and his
Orthodox opponents became more acrimonious and degenerated eventually to the point
86He was also opposed because he rejected the teaching of Christ's ubiquity, he
did not confess the doctrines of sin and original sin in orthodox purity, and his
doctrine of salvation showed signs of Pelagianism.

"Ahlen, 164.
'Try, 136; see also Stoeffler, 189-90.
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where they completely misunderstood each other. His opponents would probably
agree with Inge Mager's assessment of Calixt:
Calixt's theology raised awareness for Christians to listen to each other's
confessions. Certainly, his theology contained weaknesses and difficulties. It
prepared the way for rationalism. It placed anthropology ahead of Christology. It
mixed synergistic elements with the Christian doctrine of righteousness. Finally,
it reduced the totality of Christianity to a fixed minimum, in spite of the fact that
the Gospel, in every time and age, will be spoken in new and different ways
appropriate to that time and age."
In the end, Calixt had a formative influence upon theological life in
Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel and touched many generations of Lutheran pastors trained
at the University of Helmstedt." The doctrine of the ministry was apparently not a
primary concern for Calixt. Perhaps this was because he had little confidence in
pastors, handicapped by their limited theological formation, to be able to carry
forward his objective of reconciling the confessional traditions. He believed his
objectives could only be accomplished through theologians with the support of the
princes. Although Calixt did not give extensive consideration to the pastoral office,"
"Mager, "Georg Calixt—der niedersachsische Unionstheologie," 88. This
appraisal however does not recognize that Mager, for the most part, considers Calixt's
theology in a favorable light.
"Kuhr, 123. For information on Calixt's influence even after his death see
Mager, "Georg Calixt—der niedersachsische Unionstheologie," 88-93; also see Miller,
197-218.
"Shortly before the writing of this thesis the author become aware of materials
concerning Calixt's understanding of the office of the ministry. Time did not permit
exploration of these resources but they are noted here for future reference: Georg
Calixt, Epitome Theologiae (1619) in Dogmatische Schnften, ed. Inge Mager, Werke
in Auswahl, ed. Abteilung ftir Niedersachsische Kirchengeschichte and the Vereinigten
Theologischen Seminaren der Universitiit GOttingen, vol. 2 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck
and Ruprecht, 1982) [see especially pp. 253-61]; Hermann Schussler, Georg Calixt
Theologie and Kirchenpolitik, Eine Studie zur Okumenizitat des Luthertums, Abteilung
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his union theology laid the groundwork for the liturgy, in particular the rites of the
vocational process, to be taken with less seriousness. His theology allowed the
possibility that the secondary theology expressed in those rites might easily be altered.

The Rites of Ordination and Installation in the Church Order of 1657
Lutheran Orthodoxy, with regard to worship, adhered to the traditional
ceremonies established in the church orders of the Reformation. As Friedrich Kalb
states:
The use of ceremonies . . . are not left to arbitrary decision of individuals, but
that these ceremonies, in so far as they bear a public character, are reduced by the
community to a definite order, to which the individual submits for the sake of
love. . . . The pronounced conservatism of Orthodoxy regarding the liturgy,
which almost seems to militate against freedom in ceremonies, becomes
intelligible at this point. . . . For changes can be carried out only by the church as
a whole; they are not within the scope of private, subjective judgement."
From the perspective of Lutheran Orthodoxy, the ceremonies of the church were not
to be altered by individual pastors or congregations but only by the church as a whole.
If changes did ensue in the liturgy, they must have originated elsewhere as Kalb
contends:
In spite of the descent from the high plane of Luther, the tendencies which were
really destructive to liturgy and finally made complete havoc of our divine
services never emanated from Orthodoxy itself. . . . The real impetus for the great
process of dissolution proceeded from Pietism."

fiir Abendlandische Religionsgeschichte, ed. Joseph Lortz, vol. 25 (Wiesbaden: Franz
Steiner Verlag, 1961), pp. 28-31.
Kalb, 115-16.
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"Kalb, p. xi.
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Pietism in many places encouraged the dissolution of divine services and the church
orders." This raises the question whether such a dissolution also occurred with regard
to the rites used in the vocational process of forming pastors in BraunschweigWolfenbiittel under the forces of Pietism and Calixtinism.
Under Duke August the Younger the first part of a new church order appeared
in 1657, containing newly arranged worship rites and ecclesiastical ceremonies." The
ceremonies of this church order proved very influential in the principality over the
next two centuries." They were arranged and composed at the order of the duke by
Joachim Liitkemann with the assistance of the duke himself. Given the fact that
Liitkemann, who was influenced by Pietism and Calixtinism, prepared many of the
worship rites, the question arises as to how much continuity the 1657 rites had with
those of 1569, 1615, and 1651. Were those used in the vocational process heavily
influenced by the forces of Pietism and Calixtinism at Liitkemann's hand?
The church order of 1657 contains only rites for ordination and installation.
There are no instructions regarding nomination, election, and examination of the
candidate. This may be due to the fact that the church law section of the church order
was never published. These two rites demonstrate close continuity with the rites of
the 1569 church order. For the most part, the changes that were made under the
"Kalb, 73.
"The second part of the church order, the church law section, was never
published. Thus the church law of the 1569 church order continued to be valid. See
Kuhr, 124.
"Rauls, 41. For the influence of Pietism in other areas of worship life, see
Rauls, 41-44.
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influence of pietistic concerns, do not significantly alter the theological understanding
of the office of the holy ministry as it was confessed in the 1569 rites. In fact, most
of the changes involve the use of pious phraseology developed in pietistic circles.
This change in language is not necessarily detrimental to the rites' understanding of
the office.
The ordination rite' begins with more detailed rubrics than the 1569 rite. The
second rubric clearly indicates that the service is to occur on a Sunday, although it
does not clearly specify that the ordination is to occur during the divine service. Such
a requirement removes the ordination service from its intimate connection with the
weekly word and sacrament ministry of the congregation and minimizes the primary
role of the pastor as one who preaches the word of God and administers the
sacraments to the people. However, the rite later compensates for this omission
through additional Scripture readings which emphasize that primary role of the pastor.
The first rubric clearly settles the question of the relationship between
ordination and installation, a question that was a difficult issue in the sixteenth
century. The rubric states that "ordinations shall be performed by the general
superintendent . . . exclusively in the principality's capital."" In addition, the title to
"Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk und Luntiburg. lie es mit den Ceremonien auch
andern nootwendigen Sachen und Verrichtungen den Kirchen Unserer Fiirstentume
Graf-Herrschaften und Landen zu halten (Wolfenbiittel: Sternen, 1657), 132-38; see
appendix 8.
"Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk und Luntiburg, 132.
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the installation service, "The Manner in Which a New Preacher Shall be Installed at
His Church," as well as the rubrics that follow, clearly indicate that installations were
to occur solely before the congregation to which one was called. The division of the
two rites into two very different locales expresses, as did the 1569 rite," the different
roles and purposes behind installation and ordination. The rites of 1657 are similar in
content, expressing the close connection between the two rites and the nature of
installation as a service that calls to mind before the pastor and the congregation the
promises God made for this man's service in the office of the holy ministry which
apply now in that place.
The changes that the rite of 1657 make on the 1569 version involve expansions
of that rite. The additions of certain types of language evoke the influence of
Liitkemarm and Pietism. The admonition of Luther, which follows the readings, is
expanded in the 1657 rite with explanatory phrases [indicated in italics] added to
Luther's words: "He who is called among us as a bishop, shall be and has been sent
as a preacher and pastor to this congregation which the one true Son of God Jesus
Christ through his own blood, trials, suffering and bitter death has purchased.' The
end of Luther's admonition calls for the ordinand to respond with a simple "yes."
The 1657 rite expands this response, emphasizing the pastor's commitment to the task
he is undertaking with God's help:
"See p. 82, 83
'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk and Luntiburg, 135; cf. LW 53:125.
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In so far as you are resolved from your heart and with conviction to carry out this
office, bear witness to it with your affirmative response, given you by God, in the
presence of the omniscient God and his church: After that the ordinand responds
yes and means it with his whole heart.'
This phraseology, focusing on the extent of Jesus' suffering on our behalf, and the
references to the candidate's promise from the heart, a promise meant emotionally,
typically reflect Pietism.
The phraseology in the admonition draws more attention to the ordinand's
promise and to his devoted intentions and draws away from the objective work of God
through the pastor.' Immediately following the pastor's promise comes a
Vollzugsfonnel, a declaration of ordination, at the laying on of hands, something
already present in the 1569 installation rite but new to the ordination rite. This
declaration begins with this statement: "On the basis of your promises we are ready to
entrust to you according to God's institution . . . the holy preaching office."' Once
again the congregation and pastor are directed to the man's promises to carry out the
office instead of to the Lord's promises for the ministerial office.
On the whole, however, the rite expands on the understanding of the office in
the 1569 rite in a confessional and scriptural way. Still central to the rite is the laying
on of hands and prayer. The first rubric indicates this by saying, "the ordination of
'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk und Lunaburg, 135-36.
'There is nothing inherently wrong with the ordinand making such promises
as long as it is recognized that the strength to keep the promises mad is given by God.
'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk und Luniiburg, 136.
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the preacher takes place according to ancient Christian and apostolic practice through a
devout prayer and the laying on of hands, a ceremony observed in our territory's
dominions and lands."' The centrality of the laying on of hands and prayer is further
expressed through the use of the Vollzugsformel and the repeated use of prayer in the
service. However, in using the Vollzugsfonnel the rite negates the connection Luther
established between the laying on of hands and the Lord's Prayer. As was already
discussed with the 1569 rite, this connection clearly indicated that the Lord was acting
to ordain and call this man into his service in and through the hands and voice of the
pastor doing the ordaining.105 Yet, the laying on of hands and prayer is clearly the
constitutive act in the ordination rite.
The understanding of the office confessed in this rite relates well with the
Orthodox understanding of the office and the 1569 rite, and it is seemingly not
impacted by Liitkemann's Pietism, other than the emphasis on the candidate's
promises. The rite understands the office of the ministry primarily as an instrument.
A man is ordained by the Lord to serve in his office delivering the benefits of Christ's
salvation to the people of God through the preaching of the gospel and the
administration of the sacraments. The man is first being ordained into an office of
teaching. The readings from 1 Timothy, Acts and 1 Peter, as in the 1569 rite,
emphasize this purpose for the office. In addition, in the admonition the candidate is
'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUSTI, Herzogen zu Brunswyk and Luntiburg, 132.
'See p. 72, 73
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directed to "tend the flock with the pure Word of God."' That instruction would
seemingly be intended to guard against relativizing doctrine and scriptural teaching as
occurred under Calixt.
The terminology utilized by both the ordination and installation rites further
indicates that the pastor is primarily ordained into an office of teaching. Both rites
use the word preacher (Prediger) and preaching office (Predigtamt) most often to refer
to the office of the ministry. The term used often by Pietists to refer to the office,
"Seelsorger," shepherd of souls, is used only twice in the two documents.' The
understanding of the office in this rite is not consistent with the Pietist's concern that
the pastor be one who "sanctifies the people of God" and "develops the spirituality of
the laity." The one ordained into the office is to be a teacher of God's pure and holy
word. The Lord through his word will then sanctify and develop the spirituality of his
people.
'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUSTI, Herzogen zu Brunswyk and Luniiburg, 135.
'Of the term, "Seelsorger," Werner Elert states that the Pietist "makes the
carer for souls God's policeman, who questions the offender and keeps him in
protective custody until he has been born again and has become ripe for the little
wreath of Pietism. . . . Luther's belief in the omnipotence of the Gospel and its
proclamation is being extinguished. This always was and will be the case where one's
attention is directed to the man instead of to God, and this reversal of the direction of
one's attention gives rise to the new ideal of a carer for souls. When Luther used the
word 'shepherd,' he understood something different. The office of shepherd is the
office of preaching. The food for the sheep is the Gospel, which is offered to them
through the sermon. . . . This is the opposite of the pietistic ideal of a carer for
souls." Elert, 366.
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Not only is the one being ordained entering an office that teaches the gospel but
an office that delivers the Lord's salvation through the means of grace. The
Vollzugsformel makes this clear when it states, "The authority is given to you to
preach God's Word purely and clearly, to administer the holy sacraments and to loose
and bind sins."'" That is exactly how Chemnitz and Lutheran Orthodoxy conceived of
the office's purpose. In addition, four new readings added to the service—John
20:21-23, Matthew 16:19, 18:18, and 28:18-20--also express these additional
functions of the pastoral office: the administering of the sacraments and the loosing of
sins. These passages indicate that the Lord instituted the office of the holy ministry so
that the gifts of his salvation might be delivered to his people. The instrumentality of
the office is stressed, an office through which the Holy Spirit, mentioned in the
prayers and in the John 20 reading, works faith in those who hear the gospel.
The installation service in the 1657 church order displays more clearly the
impact of Pietism.'" For the most part the form and theology of the rite are identical
to those of the 1569 rite."° The prayers, readings, laying on of hands, and blessing at
the laying on of hands are the same as in the 1569 rite. Prayer dominates the service
and the congregation is reminded of God's divine institution of the office for its
benefit. The liturgy invokes the Holy Spirit's presence with the ordinand in his
'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk and Luntiburg, 136.
'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, 138-50.
"°See pp. 84, 85, 86, 87, 88
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fulfilling of the office. The prayers focus on the teaching and preaching functions of
the pastoral office, while the sermon is to stress the institution, profit and authority of
the preaching office. The laying on of hands and the Vollzugsformel refer the pastor
and congregation back to the pastor's ordination at which time the Lord promised to
bless his ministry and be present in it through the means of grace, through word and
sacrament.
The only significant structural change from the 1569 rite comes in the fourth
rubric that directs the superintendent to "admonish the people, mentioning how this
pastor or deacon was chosen and recognized as capable, how he was called with the
hope that he would accept them, etc."' How to admonish the people was left up to
the superintendent. The 1657 rite, however, provides a specific admonition that the
superintendent could speak, although it is only given as a guideline and not as the
admonition that had to he spoken.' The admonition to the congregation is not
lengthy, but it does exhibit certain pietistic emphases. The congregation is instructed
to "honor and love . . . follow and obey" their pastor "when he instructs and teaches"
them "from God's Word to do all good."'" Here the office is conceived of as a means
"1"Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii, herzogen zu Braunschweig
und Liineburg etc. Wie es mit lehr und ceremonien unsers fiirstenthumbs
Braunschweig, Wulffenbiitlischen theils, auch derselben ldrchen anhangenden sachen
und verrichtungen hinfurt (vermittelst gottlicher gnaden) gehalten werden sol," (1569),
in Sehling, 6/1:190.
"'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk und Luniiburg, 139-44. The superintendent is
directed to deliver a short admonition. However, the one provided is rather lengthy.
"'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk und Luniiburg, 140.
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of moral control and as the primary agent leading people to live sanctified lives. In
addition the admonition states that this is the first reason and intention for which God
established the office of the service of the Word through the authority of his Son Jesus
Christ, to preach his Word" so the congregation should take the proclamation seriously
and not "treat it with contempt or disobey God's Word."' Although this indicates
that a primary function of the office is the proclamation of the word, it does not
emphasize that the purpose for that proclamation is conveying God's gift of grace in
Christ but rather stresses proclamation so that the people might obey. Again the
purpose of the office is indicated to be the sanctification of the people.
The admonition to the pastor is much more lengthy and exhibits even more
clear pietistic influences. First, it calls on the pastor always to return to his
installation and consider 'That he was called and confirmed to service in this place
through the ordinance and order of the Almighty God."15 The pastor is directed back
to his installation where God and the church confirmed his placement as pastor of this
congregation. He could find comfort in knowing that God had placed him there.
However, the admonition then reminds him of the burden he is accepting, that
this office is "no joke and child's play.""6 He is called to accept this congregation and
his office in its midst and to recognize the great care he will have to show and how he
"'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk und Luntiburg, 140.
"'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk und Luniiburg, 141.
"'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk und Luntiburg, 141.
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will have to work diligently, often in the midst of trouble. Twice it mentions that he
will be held accountable by God if his negligence, ineptness, and mischief disrupts the
congregation or causes any of God's people to sin. Ezekiel 3, 33 and Matthew 18 are
invoked to support this fact. In the service, the mentioning of the demands and
burdens the pastor accepts when he is installed into a specific church office is
appropriate. However, no mention is made in the admonition of where the strength
comes from to carry out the office's burdens. No mention is made that the Lord is
active through this man's word and sacrament ministry. Those promises come later in
the rite. The admonition's emphasis is appropriate and Scriptural but perhaps
legalistic.
The admonition explains that the pastor's burden is twofold. First, he is "not to
instruct the church and congregation with human illusions, but with divine, heavenly
teaching, so that they may be awakened by the Holy Spirit and their souls remain
faithful and believing in the Lord Jesus Christ."' This statement certainly accords
well with the Orthodox Lutheran understanding of the office. It is to serve the
proclamation of the word so that people may be led to faith and strengthened in faith.
Second,
the office and call of a church servant demand that he serve and enlighten the
people not only with pure, divine teaching, but also with a good example, and
adorn his teaching with honorable, Christian conduct. It is necessary that he lead
a life by God's grace . . . because his conduct . . . speech, conversation, dress
and habits, indeed all his words and deeds serve as a form of teaching and a
"'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk and Lundburg, 141.
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means of inculcating virtue in people. He should live this way so that he does not
demolish with one hand what he builds with the other."'
This purpose of the pastoral office is not emphasized in this way by Chemnitz and
Lutheran Orthodoxy. They had stressed that a pastor's conduct is not to lead people
to doubt that the word he preaches and the sacraments he administers truly are from
God. That is included here, but now the pastor's conduct and manner of life also
serve as a form of enlightenment, furthering the sanctification and righteous living of
the people of God. This is clearly a concern of Pietism.
In the end, the rites of ordination and installation in the 1657 church order are
for the most part in line with the church order of 1569. Despite the fact that Pietism
had a direct impact on the church order through Liitkemann and despite the fact that
Calixtinism had penetrated throughout the principality, the rites confess the office of
the holy ministry in a way consistent with Scripture, the Confessions, and Lutheran
Orthodoxy. Certainly the influence of Pietism is felt. The rites focus more on the
promises made by the pastor and on the necessity that he live a life of moral integrity
and high spirituality as a model to his people. Yet, the rites confess the office as
being instituted by the Lord as an instrument for the proclamation of the gospel and
administration of the sacraments. Against Pietism they emphasize the pastor's primary
role as a teacher of God's word. Against Calixtinism they stress that this word must
be taught in its purity and according to the Confessions. The ordination rite focuses
on the laying on of hands and prayer, while the installation rite looks back to the
"'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk and Luneburg, 143.
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promises the Lord made at the man's ordination. In the midst of theological
syncretism, diversity, and conflict and political upheaval these rites uphold a strongly
Biblical and confessional view of the office of the ministry.

CHAPTER IV
MAINTAINING THE CRUMBLING WALLS: THE RITES
OF THE VOCATIONAL PROCESS FROM 1704-1815

The Age of Absolutism in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel
The accession of Anton Ulrich (r. 1704-1714) to sole rule in 1704 at the death
of his brother Rudolf August signals the beginning of a new era in BraunschweigWolfenbiittel: the rise of Absolutist government.' Of Absolutism Rudolf Vierhaus
states:
Absolutism . . . assumed numerous forms within the empire and the multiplicity
of German states. If absolutism means the unlimited exercise of authority at will
by a sovereign territorial lord, then absolutism did not exist in legal terms within
the imperial community. But it also did not exist practically either, because the
unlimited exercise of authority was restrained by local and estatist rights and by an
inadequate administrative apparatus. Absolutism can more precisely be understood
as a system of rule in which the sovereign acted as legislator and supreme judge
and possessed military and supreme administrative authority.'
'John Stroup, The Struggle for Identity in the Clerical Estate: Northwest
German Protestant Opposition to Absolutist Policy in the Eighteenth Century, Studies
in the History of Christian Thought, ed. Heiko A. Oberman, no. 33 (Leiden: E. J.
Brill, 1984), 14. Maehl discusses the reasons for the rise of Absolutist monarchies
throughout all of Germany. William H. Maehl, Germany in Western Civilization
(University, AL: The University of Alabama Press, 1979), 209-10. Rudolf Vierhaus
has a good discussion of the nature and reasons for absolutist rule. Germany in the
Age of Absolutism, trans. Jonathan B. Knudsen (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1988), 113-15.
'Vierhaus, 88-9. He also states that "In the many small states the pattern
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In Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel the estates continued to wield power, although limited,
over against the sovereign throughout the eighteenth century. Of the estates Vierhaus
writes:
They did not represent the country but were the country in their collective entity.
But in every case they faced the territorial lords claiming an independent, and not
delegated, right to advise or assent to all governmental matters affecting them,
their subjects, and indeed the entire country's traditional social and political
order.'
However, as the century progressed, the dukes were able to exert increasing control
over the political, economic, and spiritual life of the principality.' They could be
expected to wield similar control over ecclesiastical and theological life, and to a
certain degree they did. The Enlightenment encouraged the sovereign's total control
of all aspects of territorial life. In fact, the Peace of Westphalia had given to the
territorial princes the right to freely exercise their authority in all political and
religious affairs.' William Maehl comments on the growing political and social trend:
Sovereignty was sui generis absoluti; and a centralized polity directed by a prince
whose power was limited only by supernal law was best for mankind. They
believed that sovereignty had to be both incontestible and indivisible, because
varied greatly. In some states . . . a narrow bureaucratism predominated in spite of
the existence of a diet; and in still others the estates proved a powerful hindrance to
well-intentioned reforms by the territorial ruler." Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel was
certainly among the former.
3Vierhaus, 87-88.
'Stroup, 194. The power of the empire, the emperor, and the imperial diet
continued to wane after 1648 until the dissolution of the empire in 1806. See Maehl,
208-09. For a short political history of the principality in the eighteenth century see
Stroup, 194.
'Vierhaus, 98-99.
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concentrated authority was the latent force in the social order that accounted for
the security and organic symmetry of the state.6
The nature of absolutist rule in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel changed over the course of
the eighteenth century. John Stroup evaluates the approaches of the different dukes:
The history of Braunschweig can be seen to exemplify the stages in the
development of absolutism—from the architectural and administrative emulation of
the French court under Anton Ulrich to Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand's try at an
administrative, financial, and pedagogical reorganization under the leadership of
the young K. A. von Hardenberg of later Prussian fame.'
Anton Ulrich's absolutist control' did spread into ecclesiastical affairs, primarily for
political reasons. His reign was marred by two trying events.' The first involved his
attempt to increase Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel's political influence in Europe through
the marriage of his granddaughter Elisabeth Christine to the eventual Emperor Charles
VI and his other granddaughter Charlotte Christine to the future Russian Czar Alex.'°
The first arranged marriage caused the greatest protests since the wedding would only
occur after the princess converted to Roman Catholicism. The possibility of this
°Maehl,

248.

'Stroup, 14-15. See also C. T. Atkinson, A History of Germany, 1715-1815
(New York: Barnes and Noble, 1908), 26.
'For a description of Anton Ulrich's spending habits see Stroup, 194-95.
°Information on these two events is taken from Wilhelm Rauls, "Frommigkeit
and Bekenntnis in der Braunschweigischen Landeskirche," in Vier Jahrhunderte
Lutherische Landeskirche in Braunschweig: Festschrift zum 400jahrigen
Reformationsjubilaum der Braunschweigischen evangelisch-lutherischen Landeskirche
im Jahre 1968, ed. Friedrich W. Wandersleb and Martin Wandersleb (Wolfenbiittel:
Landeskirchenamt, 1968), 47-48.
'See Georg Schnath, Hermann Liibbing, Gunther Mohlmann, Franz Engel,
Dieter Brosius, and Waldemar Riihrbein, Geschichte des Landes Niedersachsen, 2nd
ed, Geschichte der deutschen Lander (Wiirzburg: Verlag Ploetz KG, 1973), 37.
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union arose in the context of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz's (1646-1716) efforts at
reconciliation with Rome and with the Reformed." The duke's actions thus seemingly
threatened the Lutheran territorial church and its theology.
At the instruction of the duke, Abbot Fabricius, a professor of theology at the
University of Helmstedt, published in 1706 his "Proof that Between the Fundamental
Teachings of the Roman Catholic and Protestant Religions There Is No Essential
Difference."' This writing prompted severe opposition, even among the theological
and political advisors to the duke. The court preacher Johannes Niekamp and the
court deacon Albrecht Knopf believed that the conversion of the princess represented a
surrender of the Confessions. They threatened not to admit the duke to the Lord's
Supper. The duke subsequently relieved them of their offices." Following this, the
princess converted, was married, and Anton Ulrich decreed that all congregations
offer a prescribed prayer of thanks for the princess' arrival in Spain. Pastor Georg
Nitsch (1695-1709) of St. Trinity in Wolfenbiittel refused to offer the prayer because
he believed that it might give the appearance that thanks was also being given for the
princess' conversion. As a result, he was dismissed from his office. In the end,
however, the political marriage did not trigger a departure from confessional Lutheran
theology. However, it did signal what was to come.
"Rauls, 47.
"See Rauls, 47.
"He also asked Christian Thomasius (1655-1728), one of the first
Enlightenment German theologians at the University of Halle, to issue a formal
opinion on the marriage and his admittance to the Lord's Supper. Thomasius justified
the duke's actions. See Stroup, 46.
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The second event involved the duke himself:4 In 1710, at age 77, Anton
Ulrich converted to Roman Catholicism, raising a great outcry throughout the
principality, particularly as to whether the territory also would forcibly be converted.
His conversion was ironic since a year before he had issued a new church order with
an introduction stating that governmental affairs are to be guided by the "holy,
revealed Word of God and from it the teaching in our land diligently be kept pure and
undefiled according to the tradition of the Reformation.' The duke assuaged the
concerns of many in the territory by promising, at the request of the estates,' that
every person in the land was released from obeying the duke if the duke demanded
something of his people which was opposed to the Confessions. At his death in 1714
both a Lutheran and a Roman Catholic pastor stood at his side according to his
wishes. The conversion of the duke, arguably a political decision," as well as his
other ambitious political decisions did not significantly alter the theological climate in
'See Rauls, 47-48.
isErneurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
Herflogen zu Braunnschweig and Luneburg (Braunschweig: Johann Georg Zillinger,
1709), n.p.; quoted in Rauls, 47.
"Vierhaus states that "Since the 17th century the territorial diets became
responsible for preserving the confessional allegiance whenever the territorial lord
changed his faith." Vierhaus, 87.
"What Maehl says of Frederick William I of Prussia might also be said of the
eighteenth century dukes of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel: "It is said that he was a pious
Lutheran . . . but the truth is that he saw in the church less the ladder to heaven than
a stepping-stone to power. He declared that while salvation might be the affair of
God, everything else belonged to the king." Maehl, 218.
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the principality." Rather, it was the increased distancing of the dukes from
ecclesiastical and theological concerns, beginning with Anton Ulrich, that allowed the
Enlightenment and Rationalism to gain a firm foothold in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel.
When the dukes did act in ecclesiastical matters it was usually with a strong hand.
Anton Ulrich's incompetent sons" followed him in office: August Wilhelm (r.
1714-31) and Ludwig Rudolf (r. 1731-35). With the death of Ludwig Rudolf another
line of the house of Guelph, the Bevern line, came to power." Under the next two
rulers, Karl I (r. 1735-80) and Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand (r. 1780-1806), absolutism
reached its peak in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel." Both rulers emulated the Prussian
king Friedrich II in their absolutist policies." Duke Karl I was an autocrat and a
spendthrift. Although he established a rich cultural tradition in BraunschweigWolfenbiittel and improved the educational system and commercial sector, his
penchant for spending at court" and on the army plunged the principality into great
'In 1717 a Reformation anniversary celebration was decreed in which there
was a marked attempt to re-affirm the teaching of the Confessions outside of the
University of Helmstedt. See Rauls, 48.
"Atkinson, 59.
"See appendices 1, 2, and 3.
'The political history of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel in the eighteenth century
must be read in light of the struggle between Austria and Prussia for hegemony among
the German states. See Maehl, 213, 223-25; Vierhaus, 116-46; Michael Hughes,
Early Modern Germany, 1477-1806 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1992), 124.
"Stroup, 195.
"Duke Karl moved the ducal residence and the seat of government from
Wolfenbiittel to Braunschweig in 1754.
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debt." His participation in the Seven Years' War strapped the government's budget,
forcing the duke to convene the estates. The estates compelled the duke to promise to
curb government expenditures and to allow the estates a continuous voice in legislative
power and in the leveling of taxes."
His son and successor, Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand," was much more moderate in
exerting political control." Considered a model ruler in many ways and highly
respected throughout Europe," he took a keen interest in the intellectual and
philosophical movements in Germany and invited Lessing to Wolfenbiittel as librarian
of the Herzog August Bibliothek. He tried to curb the severe debt by limiting
spending." Under the work of minister Karl August von Hardenberg (1750-1822) the
effort was made to create "a state completely co-ordinated by central administrative
'Schnath, 37. His spending habits forced him to call the diet of estates into
session in 1768, the first time since 1682. Stroup, 14.
"Hughes summarizes the impetus for this war: "In 1756 Prussia began the
Seven Years' War by an invasion of Saxony, a pre-emptive strike to ward off another
Austrian attempt to retake Silesia. During the ensuing war most of the states of the
Empire went to war against Prussia. Only Prussia's clients and allies, Hannover,
Hesse-Cassel, Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel, and Saxe-Gotha, refused to participate."
Hughes, 119-20. See also Atkinson, 203, and Maehl, 242.
"Stroup, 107-08, 195, 196.
'He was tutored in Enlightenment principles by Jerusalem. Stroup, 109.
"Stroup, 109.
"Veit Valentin, The German People: Their History and Civilization from the
Holy Roman Empire to the Third Reich, trans. Olga Marx, ed. Dorothy Teall (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1946), 293; see also Hajo Holborn, A History of Modern
Germany, 3 vols. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1959), 2:297-98.
"Stroup, 109.
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organs, populated by industrious subjects, and thus a state militarily stronger than
before." Stroup further says Hardenberg "opposed the traditional administrative
independence of the church and favored greater temporal control of it.'
Exerting political control over his territory soon became his least concern as
Duke Karl Wilhelm faced the threat of the French emperor Napoleon Bonaparte."
The duke served as a Prussian army commander in the War of the First Coalition
against France (1792-97) and in the wars against Napoleon,' and in the end gave his
life defending German lands in the battle at Auerstadt in 1806" that led to the
occupation of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel by the French."
In 1807 Napoleon established the Kingdom of Westphalia, incorporating the
lands of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel and Hesse-Cassel together with Corvey and
Osnabriick, the southern portions of Hannover, parts of Saxony, and the Russian
provinces west of the Elbe." The emperor installed his "clever, but idle and selfindulgent" brother, Jerome, as the king of the territory." Jerome's autocratic power
'Stroup, 110.
"Stroup, 111.
"His provocation of the French revolutionaries helped advance the fall of the
Bourbon monarchy. See Maehl, 272.
'For the causes of the Napoleonic wars and the failures of the German princes,
see Maehl, 271.
"See Maehl, 291.
"Schnath, 47; see also Atkinson, 511.
"Atkinson, 518.
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subjected the land to extreme limitations in the tradition of French Liberalism.40 Of
this French-modeled state Hajo Holborn writes:
The Westphalian system had a considerable influence on the thinking of German
statesmen. It was an exact replica of the French empire, resting on an egalitarian
society, the removal of all local immunities, and the strict centralization of all
political controls.'
The land was re-divided into regions lacking any historical precedent, an action not
unlike other French revolutionary efforts to wipe away the past, down to renaming
days of the week, months, and refiguring the calendar years. In this revamped
kingdom, the privileges of the estates were suspended and the guilds were restricted.
A new code of law, the Napoleonic code, was issued and enacted arbitrarily. In order
to gain revenue Jerome closed the universities of Rinteln and Helmstedt in 1809.
Jerome's autocratic power extended into ecclesiastical affairs. Napoleon had set
the stage when he made the church a subservient arm of the government through the
Concordat of 1801 in France.' Stroup relates the effects:
Church courts after 1807 were deprived of their jurisdiction. Ecclesiastical
administration of schools was curtailed. Civil marriage was introduced. The
clergy were required to serve as civil functionaries collecting demographic
statistics for a civil register. Traditional clerical exemption from taxation was
abolished. Since the state now claimed complete sovereignty over the church, the
boundaries of consistories were forcibly redrawn. Members of the consistory
"Atkinson, 518.
"Details on this period taken from Schnath, 47-48. See also Maehl, 291-93.
°Napoleon

took an active interest and participated in the government of the
kingdom. Holborn, 2:387.
'Holborn, 2:387.
"Holborn, 2:387.
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were required to serve without pay. The parish clergy were now named by
Jerome Bonaparte himself, who took careful note of their political sympathies."
Absolutist power nearly subjugated the church to the position of being a department of
the state, serving its political goals and cultural aims.
The increase in taxes and suspension of various privileges raised the spirit of
nationalistic attachment within the population. The passage of the rightful duke, Duke
Friedrich Wilhelm, through Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel on his way from Bohemia to
the North Sea area of North Saxony raised the spirits of the population significantly.
During the entire time of the occupation by Bonaparte's forces, 1803-13, the remnant
of the Hanoverian army continued to wage a subversive fight.
With the liberation of Leipzig in 1813, the ouster of Napoleon's forces and the
return of the ducal government was assured." The battle at Waterloo that insured
Napoleon's fate saw the death of Duke Friedrich Wilhelm45 and led to the Congress of
Vienna in 1815 in which the hereditary government of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel
was assured of its position.
'Stroup, 227.
"Maehl, 305.
"Atkinson, 511, 534-35.
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The Theological Impact of the Enlightenment in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel"
The Union Theology of Georg Calixt prepared the way for the gradual onset of
the Enlightenment in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel, but the Enlightenment, especially
under Duke Karl I, actually overran the Calixtian tradition.' The principality
produced a group of Enlightenment theologians and philosophers who were well
respected throughout the German states and whose teaching affected nearly every
parish pastor in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel. Rauls believes that at the peak of the
Enlightenment in the principality perhaps nine tenths of the pastors in the land adhered
to it." The first member of this Enlightenment group was the philosopher Gottfried
Wilhelm Leibniz.' He was employed as the librarian of the ducal library at
Wolfenbiittel (the Herzog August Bibliothek) where he served his royal patron with
his work at compiling the history of the house of Guelph, in addition to his more
wide-ranging, influential philosophical thinking and writing. Leibniz championed the
idea that reason and the Christian faith did not contradict each other but agreed with
and completed one another. He believed that the fundamental truths of religion were
'For more details on the principality's theological heritage in this era see
Rauls, 49-53. For details on the course of the Enlightenment in North Saxony as a
whole see Plath, 52-54.
'Stroup, 18.
'Rauls, 50.
"For a short account of his life and details on his philosophical thinking see
Frederick Copleston, A History of Philosophy (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1958),
4:264-332; also see Bertrand Russell, A History of Western Philosophy (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1945), 581-96.
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discernable through reason, with faith serving to confirm those fundamental,
reasonable truths.
The first significant theologian of the Enlightenment in BraunschweigWolfenbiittel was Ridaggshausen Abbot" Johann Friedrich Wilhelm Jerusalem (17421789), who also served as the ducal tutor, court preacher, and consistorial councilor.
For almost four decades he also directed the seminary at Riddagshausen and
influenced the theological outlook of countless territorial pastors.' Jerusalem did not
reject Biblical, confessional, and ecclesiastical theology, but it held no great authority
for him. At the same time Jerusalem upheld Leibniz's opinion that the religious truth
bolstered by faith and the religious truth derived from reason were not incompatible.
Another Enlightenment theologian, Wilhelm Abraham Teller, was called to
Helmstedt at Jerusalem's recommendation in 1756. He went further than Jerusalem,
himself a proponent of natural theology, by denying the "reasonableness" of certain
Christian teachings, notably the doctrines of original sin, of the devil, of the vicarious
sufferings of Christ among others. Both Jerusalem and Teller believed that the
content of Christian revelation could include only what experience found reasonable.
They advocated a Christian theology consonant with natural theology. Teller's
'The abbots, according to Stroup, possessed significant political independence.
Stroup, 23.
'Stroup says of the education of pastors, "Students in BraunschweigWolfenbilttel were required to spend a minimum of two years at Helmstedt
University—after Latin school and to undergo examination by the consistory. An
additional educational possibility available in both territories was post-university study
in one of the small seminaries." Stroup, 22.
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Lehrbuch des christlichen Glaubens caused a great outcry throughout Germany and the
number of students at Helmstedt fell considerably. As a result the Helmstedt city
council called on the duke to dismiss Teller. The duke was spared such a decision
when Teller was called to Berlin in 1767 by Frederick the Great, the brother-in-law of
Duke Karl I.'
Although Leibniz was a philosopher of first rank, perhaps the most recognized
name of Enlightenment thought in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel was Gotthold Ephraim
Lessing (1729-1781), appointed by Duke Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand as ducal librarian in
Wolfenbiittel. Essentially a deist and advocate of natural religion, Lessing
demonstrates his contention in his Nathan the Wise that "the goal of human history [is]
man's development toward an inclusive rational moral religion!' Lessing argued that
all historical religions are in the process of realizing that they contain and convey the
truth of the one, true positive religion. He was perhaps most famous—or
infamous—for his publication of the Wog'enbiittel Fragments by Hermann Samuel
Reimarus that questioned the historicity of the Gospel accounts of Christ's life and
posited the "undeniable" truths of a natural religion.
The teachings of men such as Leibniz and Lessing were not isolated to the
university classroom. As such teachings spread in the universities they were taken by
newly trained pastors into the positions to which they were assigned. These
'Regarding Helmstedt theology at this time see Stroup, 203.
"Claude Welch, Protestant Thought in the Nineteenth Century, 1799-1870
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1972), 1:50.
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Enlightenment trained men also moved into positions of authority in the ecclesiastical
government of the territory. Once such person was August Christian Bartels, the
pastor of St. Martini in Braunschweig (1778-89), successor to Jerusalem as Abbot of
Riddagshausee, and eventual court preacher and consistorial councilor (1789-1819),
was an advocate of the Enlightenment in the tradition of Jerusalem and Teller. In his
sermon for the 300th anniversary of the Reformation on October 31, 1817, he
contended that a continuing Reformation was needed since the church still believed in
the hideous notion that people need to be reconciled with God because their human
nature is originally corrupt. In analyzing this era Rauls states that "they had come so
far that the confession of faith of the church revolved only around humanity and
humankind.'
The abandonment and relativization of Lutheran doctrine and the Lutheran
confessions, prepared for by the Union Theology of Calixt, led to a broad move for
reconciliation and union between Lutherans and Roman Catholics but especially
between Lutherans and the Reformed.' The first champions of these efforts had been
mRiddagshausen

was established as a seminary in 1690. Stroup says that its
original purpose was "to train up to twelve candidates at a time for leadership
positions in the church" and "had as its further goal the raising of the prestige of the
clerical estate and the creation of churchmen able to defend ecclesiastical selfinterest." Stroup, 77.
"Rauls, 50.
'Hermann Coming (1606-1681) advocated such a relativization. See Inge
Mager, "Georg Calixt—der niedersachsische Unionstheologie," in Vier Jahrhunderte
Lutherische Landeskirche in Braunschweig: Festschrift zum 400jiihrigen
Reformationsjubileium der Braunschweigischen evangelisch-lutherischen Landeskirche
im Jahre 1968, ed. Friedrich W. Wandersleb and Martin Wandersleb (Wolfenbiittel:
Landeskirchenamt, 1968), 90.
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Gerhard Molanus (1633-1722), a disciple of Calixt, and Leibniz." Theologians and
pastors throughout Braunschweig-Wolfenbtittel applauded the union eventually forced
in 1817 on the Lutherans and the Reformed in Prussia through King Frederick
Wilhelm III's actions and decrees. At the 300th anniversary of the delivery of the
Augsburg Confession a Reformed pastor gave a speech in the Briidernkiche of
Braunschweig and the general and city superintendent Theodor Conrad Carl Henke
delivered the sermon. In the year 1838 the Braunschweig consistory approved the
common celebration of the Lord's Supper in the Bartholomew church for the Lutheran
and the Reformed with pastors of both churches officiating.
Were there men who opposed the spirit of the time? Certainly, but they were
few in number. In Helmstedt Professor Benedict Carpzovsa represented traditional
Lutheran Orthodoxy until his death in 1803, and Rauls cites individual pastors and
superintendents who opposed the teaching and practical consequences of the
Enlightenment. Yet as a whole, the principality became a center of Enlightenment
thinking and persuasion.

The Understanding of the Office of the Holy Ministry During
the Enlightenment in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittei
The Enlightenment had a profound impact on the way in which both pastors and
the laity viewed the office of the holy ministry and its purpose and functions. John
"See Mager, "Georg Calixt—der niedersachsische Unionstheologie," 89.
sgSee also Stroup, 204.
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Stroup in The Struggle for Identity in the Clerical Estate: Northwest German
Protestant Opposition to Absolutist Policy in the Eighteenth Century analyzes in great
detail the impact of the Enlightenment and political absolutism on the clergy in the
electorate of Hannover and the principality of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel. Stroup's
primary contention is that not all
Enlightenment churchmen in Protestant Germany were proponents of absolutism
and secularization, nor that their undeniable surrender of Orthodoxy necessarily
led them to give up all independence of spirit. . . . A significant number of
Enlightenment churchmen opposed the secularizing consequences of absolutism,
and did so with some ingenuity."
The reason for their opposition, says Stroup, finally rests on clerical particularism.
They intended to protect the existence of the clerical estate in society and the clerics'
role as servants of principles larger than the goals and intentions of the state.'
At the beginning of the eighteenth century the duties of the clergy were
essentially the same as those of the sixteenth century. However, they did provide
some additional services to the state. Stroup outlines their responsibilities:
For these parish clergy many features of life were regulated by law. . . . For
example, besides maintaining already as students the proper decorum clericale, or
grave and upright conduct becoming a clergyman, the clergy in BraunschweigWolfenbiittel were obligated to give public instruction in the Christian religion to
their congregations, administer according to the valid church order the sacraments
and rites of their office, wear clerical garb, read aloud spiritual and temporal
orders before the congregation, exhibit respect toward their superiors, observe the
precepts of Christian doctrine, inspect schools, supervise poor-houses, keep church
"Stroup, 12. He counters on pages 1-15 the prevailing view that
Enlightenment clergy, to one degree or another secularized in their theology, simply
succumbed to the secularization of their office and function.
'Stroup, 23.
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records and parish statistics, and send in regular reports to their ecclesiastical
superiors on any number of matters.'
The main core of their responsibilities, as in Chemnitz's day, was the teaching of the
gospel and the administration of the sacraments.' However, other less significant
duties, especially tasks for the state such as reading public orders, are also considered
primary responsibilities.' This linking of the pastoral office to the state by providing
the state with certain functions paved the way for the state to attempt a wholesale
redefinition of the office."
This redefinition began to occur under Pietism and even more radically with the
onset of the Enlightenment. Stroup summarizes the impact of these theological
developments:
The first result in the course of the eighteenth century was that the classic
Lutheran notion of the clergyman was simplified in that the element of teacher
was ever more completely stripped of supernaturalist or 'quasi-priestly' trappings.
This process can he seen in the conflicts over the grace conferred at ordination.. .
. It is also evident in the Pietist furor over the danger of an unconverted
ministry—over, that is, the danger of coming into contact with a pastor who had
not felt the immediate operation of the Spirit upon his inner self: for in the Pietist
view such a pastor would scarcely be able to transmit the true divine spark despite
'Stroup, 23.
"Stroup, 34. For the relationship between clergy and laity see Stroup, 17-20,
although I believe he overdramatizes the laity's view that the clergy alone constituted
the church because of their omnipresence.
'Such demands resulted in ridiculous requests under duke Karl I according to
Stroup: "Clergy . . . had been required to read . . . government orders on temporal
matters ranging from begging to care of ducal mulberry trees to protect the health of
silkworms. In 1748 the militaristic Karl I, sensing the economic potential of the
clergy, strongly urged all preachers to take up bee-keeping. Clerical reaction was
unfavorable." Stroup, 85.
'See also Vierhaus, 44.
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his ordination. As a result, with the simultaneous growth of Enlightenment and
the increasing tendency of the Pietists to resort to moralism, the pastor became
regarded increasingly as a teacher pure and simple—first as a teacher of divine
wisdom, then more and more as a teacher of virtue.'
It is probable that many of the clergy in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel would have
accepted, to one degree or another, the Enlightenment view of their office as one of
being a teacher of virtue.'
There were those who fought against such a view." Ironically, one of the
great champions of a more traditional view of the office of the ministry was Johann
Lorenz von Mosheim (1693-1755), a Calixtinian, yet proof that the Enlightenment had
surpassed Calixtinism." The territory had inherited from Orthodoxy and from Calixt
an emphasis on the teaching function of the clergy and respect for their learned
character. Of this heritage Stroup states:
It was above all the possession of a special kind of learning (in religious doctrine
and biblical exegesis) that constituted the clerical identity. This traditional
identity, stressing learning and the divine institution of the clerical estate, was
deeply rooted in the WeIf territories. Its intellectualism . . . had been elaborated
by Calixt with the intention of providing an elitist ideology for the. training and
legitimation of a clerical leadership that could be assured of preponderance over
the temporal government in all matters of ecclesiastical life and order."
'Stroup, 35.
'Other views of the office's purpose did not die out, including the Orthodox
view. See Stroup, 36-38.
"Stroup, 60.
"On Mosheim's efforts to hold to traditional Christian, Reformation-era
theology while appealing to his own day and context, see Paulo W. Buss, "Integrity
and Integration in Ecclesiastical Historiography: The Perspective of Mosheim and
Neander" (Th.D. diss., Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, 1994), chapter 2.
"Stroup, 75-76.
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Stroup believes that Mosheim would have defended the academic theologian's task in
saying that
the main task of the academic theologian must now consist, not simply in refuting
theological error, but as well in refuting atheism, skepticism, and secularism of
the sort associated with Hobbes [and one might add Jerusalem, Teller, and
Bartels]."
Mosheim viewed the pastoral office in traditional terms. According to Stroup, "For
him the main purpose of the parish ministry is the traditional cure of souls, that is,
their conversion and preparation for eternal bliss by use of the supernaturally
efficacious Word of God so as to instruct the understanding and move the will.""
Mosheim held that the minister is "empowered to interpret scripture, admonish the
laity concerning their duties, and to administer public worship."' Unlike the
Enlightenment, the concept of the pastor as a teacher of virtue is not prevalent.
Consistent with the Calixtinian tradition, Mosheim repeatedly uses the term "minister"
to denote the pastoral office." For him the minister is one who is
called mediately by God, for the purpose of publicly expounding and interpreting
the laws of Christ, and for exhorting and encouraging the citizens in Christ's
Kingdom to obedience in faith and morals, so that in their assemblies all things
are done as the laws of the church intend."
'Stroup, 53. For more information on Mosheim, who taught at Helmstedt and
Gottingen—he left for Gottingen on account of disagreements with Duke Karl I's
militarism—see Stroup, 51-81.
"Stroup, 73.
'Stroup, 74.
"Johann Lorenz von Mosheim, Auserlesene akademische Abhandlungen, ed.
Johann Peter Miller (Leipzig: n.p., 1766), 246.
'Johann Lorenz von Mosheim, "Vorrede," in Heilie Reden (Hamburg: n.p.,
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Mosheim further qualifies the term: a minister is someone in the service of or to
someone—for example, the Lord, Christ, God. As Stroup states, "In using the term
one must state unequivocally whose servants the clergy are—and by implication,
whose they are not."[author's emphasis]75 Although his understanding of the office
upheld a primarily traditional Lutheran understanding, Mosheim did not always
maintain a purely Lutheran Orthodox view. For instance, Stroup says this of his view
of ordination: "Mosheim holds that, although ordination is to be retained, nonetheless
it has 'no divine power connected with it' but is rather 'a ceremonial action' that is
time-conditioned and potentially dispensable."' As forceful and persuasive as
Mosheim's position was, it did not hold the field, especially after he left Helmstedt.
Instead the Enlightenment view of the office of the ministry would continue to
undermine the traditional understanding.
The Enlightenment was generally anticlerical, at least in the traditional sense
of what a pastor was and what he was to do. The Enlightenment believed that there
was a need for clerical reform, including the training of the pastors, and an emphasis
upon the development within pastors of the true, inward, moral, and natural religion.'
The Enlightenment eventually made three demands for clerical reform: a reform of
theology, drastic changes in the clergy's professional training, and alteration of the
1732), 1:889; quoted in Stroup, 73.
"Stroup, 73.
"Stroup, 73.
"For this general overview see Stroup, 43-50.
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legal relationship between the pastors and the state. The last aim was forcefully
advocated by Christian Thomasius (1655-1728), a jurist at the University of Halle, in
his theory of Territorialism." According to Thomasius "the prince has rights over the
church simply on account of his sovereignty." That puts the church entirely under
the legislative prerogative of the ruler." Stroup indicates that
Thomasius goes so far as to deny that the visible, external church and its external
worship were instituted by Christ—and thus implicitly places the church, the clergy,
and public worship wholly in the hands of the prince acting according to raison
d'etat.8`
Thomasius' ideas, which were received favorably by Duke Karl 1, prepared the way in
the middle and late eighteenth century for Enlightenment theologians in BraunschweigWolfenbiittel to attempt a redefinition of the office.
The first redefinitions attempted to reconcile the traditional work of the pastor
with this-worldly concerns and activities." This clerical utilitarianism, moderate in its
first manifestations, advocated that the clergy serve the needs of people as they live in
the world here and now. The Prussian deist Thomas Abbt was one of the first
"Thomasius was a sharp critic of the Pietism advocated by August Hermann
Francke (1633-1727), a member of Halle's theology faculty.
"Stroup, 48.
"Klaus Schlaich, "Der rationale Territorialismus. Die Kirche unter dem
staatsrechtlichen Absolutismus urn die Wende vom 17. zum 18. Jahrhundert,"
Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung fiir Rechtsgeschichte, 85, Kanonistische Abteilung, 54
(1968): 301.
"Stroup, 49.
"Jerusalem viewed the office from this perspective and did not go as far as the
later eighteenth century theologians. Stroup says that he fostered a "more
traditionalistic, other-worldly view of clerical activity." Stroup, 86.
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representatives, emphasizing that the clergy must serve the state and its interests. For
Abbt this meant that the clergy were to be "guardians of morale and morality."83 They
were to promote the general good of the public and state as defined by the prince.
Abbt's principles were advocated by his cousin Johann Peter Miller (1725-89) in
Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel. Miller adopted Abbt's aims but in the interest of
defending the traditional purposes of the pastoral office." Although he encouraged
pastors to "cooperate with the government in imparting to the peasantry the latest
methods of improving crop yield and the well-being of livestock, of modernizing care
of the sick and education, and of rationalizing poor relief,"" he also urged the pastor
to apply divine truth to the human condition. As Stroup concludes:
Miller develops a model of ministry preserving intact the supernatural care of
traditional ministry while still allowing the pastor to undertake on a peripheral
basis some of the this-worldly tasks advocated by spokesmen for absolutism.
Miller carefully retains a conventional emphasis on preparing the souls of the
parishioners for eternity by means of instruction in revealed divine truth."
The first representative of this extreme view was Heinrich Philipp Sextroh
(1746-1838) who was first a professor at Helmstedt, pastor of St. Stephen's, general
superintendent, and abbot of the Marienthal cloister, and then later court preacher at
"Stroup, 85.
"Miller emphasizes the traditional aspects of the ministry such as preaching,
teaching, sacramental administration, and pastoral care intended to show "the way
through Christ's mediation" toward eternal life. Ausilihrfiche Anleitung zur . .
Verwaltung des evangelischen Lehramts (Leipzig: n.p., 1774), 8.
"Stroup, 87-88.
'Stroup, 88.
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Hannover, consistorial councilor, and general superintendent of Hoya." Sextroh,
building upon the work of Abbt, redefined the primary nature of the pastoral office as
that of "moral physician" or "ideological officer." As Stroup indicates, Sextroh
frames his discussion of the pastoral office by discussing the pastor's religious and
moral duties." The religious duties include the traditional "public preaching and
teaching and private instruction (all based on biblical doctrine), the conduct of public
worship, [and] the administration of the sacraments.' However, the traditional
elements are hardly emphasized by Sextroh. As Stroup indicates, Sextroh
undertakes to show that moral supervision, moralische Aufsicht . . . constitutes the
chief business . . . of the preaching office. Moreover, arguing in Abbtian fashion
that Seelsorge or cure of souls has been open to misunderstanding, Sextroh then
implies that moral supervision is the true sense of Seelsorge; in so doing,
moreover, Sextroh necessarily evokes a recollection of Abbt's redefinition of the
cure of souls, which had concentrated on this worldly supervision of morals,
largely leaving out of account other-worldly matters."
Moral supervision means for Sextroh that the pastor seeks to admonish, persuade, and
encourage by example the people under his care so that they correct their moral flaws
and live virtuously.' Sextroh's redefinition of the purpose of the preaching office is
aimed at proving the usefulness of the office in order to justify its continuing place in
society.
'Stroup, 93.
"Heinrich Philipp Sextroh, Ueber Pflicht, Beruf and Verdienst des Predigers
(Gottingen: n.p., 1786), 30.
"Stroup, 95.
"Stroup, 95.
'Stroup, 95.
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Sextroh had gone as far as possible in emphasizing the utilitarian function of the
office of the ministry without completely divorcing it from traditional, other-worldly
concerns. His followers would take that step, making the preaching office one solely
aimed at utilitarian service to the state. Duke Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand, having
stabilized the government's budget woes inherited from his father, decided to attempt
a drastic reform of the educational system. His primary minister, Karl August von
Hardenberg, was committed to the centralization of power under the duke and was
"critical of the traditional position and privileges of the church . . . the administrative
independence of the church . . . specifically . . . supervision of schools by the
consistory."" As a result Hardenberg engaged the services of Joachim Heinrich
Campe (1746-1818), a supporter of Teller and an educational theorist. Campe hated
the traditional clerical role." He desired to remove the control of the schools from the
consistory and place it under a new ducal board, the Schuldirektorium, an action that
caused a great outcry and was eventually reversed. Campe essentially equated the
pastoral office with that of the schoolteacher, calling the traditional duties of the
pastor "onerous.' Campe said in the midst of his reform effort that "the most
esteemed and most profitable clerical positions will in future only be conferred on
schoolteachers of outstanding merit.' He sought to reform the education of pastors,
'Stroup, 111.
"Stroup, 106.
''Stroup, 115.
"Friedrich Koldewey, "Campe's Vorschlage zur Verbesserung des
braunschweigischen Schulwesens," Braunschweigisches Magazin 2 (1896): 99.
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removing from the curriculum all study of philosophy, dogmatics, and ancient
languages. The pastor was to be educated to assist people "in the business and
happiness of life."" All that he learns must be applicable to the practical improvement
of the lives of the people he serves." With Campe the pastor has truly become a
moral pedagogue, one inculcating a natural religion for the sake of the improvement
of people's lives and manner of life and the consequent betterment of the state." As
Stroup asserts,
with Campe we stand at the logical conclusion to a long development: the
traditional metaphysical and philological elements of the pastor's stock-in-trade
have been reduced to an absolute minimum . . . . the historic raison d'être of the
clergy (that is, expounding the truths of a supernatural salvation drawn from
revealed scripture) has in large measure given way to a new raison d'etre: the
pastor is chiefly concerned with the temporal welfare of his parishioners, and that
in a fashion designed to benefit the state. It was immediately clear that Campe's
was no idle proposal; seen in context it was a blueprint for transforming the
Lutheran clergy into state functionaries deprived of the financial or ideological
basis for any purpose independent of that which the temporal government might
indicate."
The impact of the Enlightenment and the absolutist policies of Duke Karl I are
most readily apparent in the functioning of the Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel
consistory.' The members of the consistory, both laity and clergy, were appointed
"Stroup, 117.
'See Stroup, 113-19.
"Joachim Heinrich Campe, Uber einige verkannte, wenigstens ungeniitzte
Mittel zur BcfOrderung der Industrie, der Bevolkerung and des Offentlichen
Wohlstandes (Wolfenbiittel: n.p., 1786), 79.
"Stroup, 119.
`At this time Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel was divided into 6
superintendencies. See Stroup, 24.
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by the duke. Traditionally consistories had jurisdiction over clerical and marital
disputes and were not simply tools of the government. As Stroup indicates, "The
clerical members of the consistory . . . could reinterpret or ignore orders perceived as
inimical to the self-interest of the clergy as a particularist corporation."' In return,
the duke could affect the potency of the consistory by neglecting it." Toward the end
of the century the consistory, traditionally composed of two lay members and three or
four clerical members, had two clerical members and at one time, 1758-65, none.'
When the seat of government was moved to Braunschweig in 1754 it appeared that the
consistory might be abolished completely.' At the time Duke Karl relied for
ecclesiastical advice upon Jerusalem, who did not sit on the consistory. As Stroup
points out, this state of affairs meant that many issues in the church "were decided to
the disadvantage of ecclesiastical and clerical independence"' and interests.
Napoleon's establishment of the Kingdom of Westphalia, as indicated earlier,
curtailed church independence and privileges. Under Jerome Bonaparte's rule the
prospect of the disestablishment of the clergy became a real possibility (although that
prospect was apparent from 1789 onwards). This prospect forced those striving to
''Stroup, 24.
''Stroup, 50.
'Stroup, 25.
'For this episode see Vitus Dettmer, Das Konsistorium zu Wolfenblittel: Ein
Beitrag zur Braunschweigischen Kirchen- and Kirchenverfassungsgeschichte
(Braunschweig: E. Appelhans and Co., 1922), 80-85.
"Stroup, 109.
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prevent the redefinition of the preaching office by the state—for example, Campe's
redefinition—to fight on two fronts: against such a redefinition and against
disestablishment. Yet Stroup offers this assessment:
The churchmen, however caught up they might have been on the eve of invasion
in the domestic struggle to preserve clerical self-interest and independency in the
face of the tradition of Thomasius and Campe, would in the long run be forced by
revolution to conclude that alliance with domestic Christian governments was
preferable to the radical reorganization or virtual disestablishment promoted by the
centralism of revolutionary imperialism in its more extreme phases.'
This reality led to somewhat seemingly contradictory aims' on the part of those
defending a more traditional role for the clergy. They urged, in a clerical utilitarian
sense, that the government continue to support the clergy because it was beneficial to
society and useful to the state. Yet, since the office of the ministry served nontemporal purposes—proclamation of divine truth and administration of sacraments—it
must not be exploited by the state or simply redefined as an office of moral pedagogy.
They did encourage reforms to improve "the functioning and reputation of pastors and
students of theology" and to "counteract propaganda for the disestablishment of the
clergy."' Although a radical redefinition of the office of the holy ministry was
avoided, the Enlightenment and absolutist rule did significantly reshape the office's
traditional purpose and function in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel. This defense of the
''Stroup, 150.
"See Stroup, 151-52. Typical of this accommodationist redefinition was
Heinrich Philipp Conrad Henke (1752-1809), a church historian and Rationalist
dogmatician on the faculty at Helmstedt and later director of the new seminary at
Helmstedt. See Stroup, 134-38, 174-186.
'Stroup, 152.
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office of the holy ministry and semi-accommodation to the state, as Stroup indicates,
point to developments at the end of the nineteenth century:
The demand for autonomy of the clerical profession and the concern for defense
of clerical status or privilege even as they recall Lutheran orthodoxy and Mosheim
simultaneously anticipate certain elements of the Neoconfessional revival of
clerical ideology that was to flower in the course of the nineteenth century. The
reserve with regard to the central state (whether German absolutist or French
imperial) and the hesitation to commit oneself unthinkingly to its mercies
anticipate both the difficulties of later extreme confessional groups (e.g.
Altlutheraner). . . . Yet the emphasis on service to the patriotic and conservative
aims of the territorial central government as a bulwark against French deistic
radicalism and revolutionary expansionism foreshadows the kind of reaction which
one associates with the post-1848 alliance of throne and altar in Germany.'°9
'Stroup, 152. Stroup's language seems to betray a predilection on his part
against the traditional understanding of the office of the ministry and the conservative,
confessional pastors, theologians, and groups that tried to keep that understanding
alive. Such a predilection is neither Biblical nor confessional.
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The Rites of the Vocational Process in the Church Orders of 1709 and 1769'
Given the impact of the Enlightenment and absolutism on the understanding of
the office of the ministry one would expect the rites of the vocational process to have
been equally affected. Interestingly, this is not the case. Only two church orders
were published in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel during the entire period."' The first,
the Erneurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs, Herflogen
zu Braunnschweig und Luneburg, published in 1709 by Duke Anton Ulrich, and the
second, a republication of the 1709 order in 1769. The next church order does not
appear until 1853! The fact that the determinative church order for this era was
published at the beginning of the Enlightenment may help to explain why the rites
n'Erneurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
Herflogen zu Braunnschweig und Luneburg (Braunschweig: Johann Georg Zillinger,
1709); FUrstliche Braunschweig-Dinebergische Kirchen-Ordnung (Braunschweig:
Waisenhaus-Buchhandlung, 1769) [Reprint of the New Church Order of 1709]; see
Appendix 9. According to the available secondary literature the 1769 church order is
a republication of the church order of 1709. Thus its rites of the vocational process
should differ little from those of the 1709 church order. Analysis of this order has
therefore been omitted to avoid repetition. Further study of this church order may
provoke a revision of this conclusion, but at this point it is assumed that it reflects the
evidence provided by the 1709 church order concerning the rites of the vocational
process. (The author requested copies of this church order from Herr LKAR
Hermann Kuhr of the Landeskirchenamt of the Evangelisch-Lutherische Landeskirche
in Braunschweig in a letter of 6 December 1993. Professor Dr. Inge Mager of the
Universitat Hamburg directed me to contact Herr Kuhr. As of the writing of this
thesis I had received no response from Herr Kuhr. I intend to procure this church
order at a later date.)

'There was acutally a third church order published for the territory of
Calenberg-GOttingen in 1739. This territory had been acquired by the ruling house of
Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel. It is entitled Braunschweig-Laneburgische KirchenOrdnung Zum Gebrauch Der Furstenthumer, Graff und Herrschaften, Calenbergischen
Theils, (Gottingen: Verlag der Konigl. privilegirten Universitits Buchhandlung, 1739),
and was a reprint of the 1569 and 1615 church orders.
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show such a minimal impact by the Enlightenment. At the same time, the way the
office came to be viewed in contrast to the image reflected in the liturgy, raises
questions about how seriously people took these rites and the extent to which they
were used at all to place men into the office of the ministry."'
Worship in general, however, was not neglected. The Enlightenment and
absolutism had a very significant impact upon worship life generally in BraunschweigWolfenbiittel."3 Rauls outlines all of the significant changes, especially in the divine
service.' Private confession was abolished in 1775. This apparently had a
repercussion upon attendance at the Lord's Supper, since only three years later
attendance was cut in half. Most sung portions of the liturgy were removed from the
divine service and the creed was eliminated. Various festivals on the church calendar
either were transferred—for example, the Marian festivals—or abolished—for
instance, the four repentance days and the three post-high festival days (Easter
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday). The baptismal liturgy also suffered alterations,
since so many people no longer viewed a seemingly pure or harmless child as being
born in original sin. Rather, the child was considered innocent and the changes
reflected that. Some contended that making of the sign of the cross over the child
"'Answering this question would require examining various records in
Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel. Does the fact that the 1569 agenda was republished in
1739 allow a very tentative response? Does that republication indicate that some
pastors were offended by the agenda of 1709 and wanted to return to a doctrinally
purer agenda? Obviously this is purely speculation.
'"As Rauls indicates it had a greater impact in various portions of the
principality, for example, the cities, than in others. Rauls, 51.
"'See Rauls, 50-53.
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represented superstition. At crown prince Friedrich Wilhelm's baptism in 1804 the
Braunschweig Dom preacher substituted for the Apostle's Creed his own creed in
which the 3rd article stated, "We Christians believe in God 'the holy Spirit, the spirit
of truth, who is our leader of virtue."' It became a common practice to hold burials
at night so that they could be conducted with great pomp and lighted processions,
often without the pastors involved. The Enlightenment affected worship by lessening
the degree to which the service was seen as an encounter between the Lord and his
people.
In contrast to these dramatic changes, the rites of ordination and installation in
the 1709 church order, other than minor variations in word usage and the restructuring
of two small sections, are the same as the rites in the 1657 church order. Since the
changes made in the rites were so minimal, the theological confession of the rites also
changes little from 1657. One rubric is changed: ordinations may now occur at a
worship service during the week.' The word changes that are made do not reflect
highly significant changes in theology. For instance, in the installation rite the word
used in the prayer before the readings for the devil's attacks upon the pastor is
changed from "onslaughts" to "interference."' This does seem to indicate a
tempering of the power of the devil's temptations, but at least the devil is still there.
'Rains, 51.
"Trneurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
Herflogen zu Braunnschweig und Luneburg (Braunschweig: Johann Georg Zillinger,
1709), 89.
"Trneurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
Herflogen zu Braunnschweig und Ltineburg, 100.
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Another change is the elimination of the word "true" in the admonition to the ordinand
in the ordination service to describe the Son of God."' This might indicate a
tempering of the divine nature of Christ, but that is a supposition at best. He is still
called the Son of God. Another example is the elimination of the exhortation to pray
"heartily" the prayer after the readings in the installation service.119 Were it not for
the fact that this exhortation remains in the ordination service,' it might indicate a
deliberate attempt to erase the influences of Pietism from the rites. An addition made
to the service is the option to sing "May God Embrace us with His Grace" instead of
"Lord God We Praise You" at the end of the installation service. None of these
omissions or additions, however, radically alters the theological nature of the rites.
The same can be said for the two significant alterations made from the 1657
rites. The first, in the installation service, is that the sermon is now to be delivered
not by the superintendent but by the one being installed or one of the other preachers
present, and it is to be based not on the institution, profit, or authority of the
preaching office but on an appointed or assigned text for the day. Then, following the
singing of "Come Holy Ghost, God and Lord," the superintendent delivers a talk
before the congregation concerning the institution/necessity and authority of the holy
'Erneurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
Herflogen zu Braunnschweig und Liineburg, 91.
l

Enteurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
HerJ3ogen zu Braunnschweig und Liineburg, 102.
119

Erneurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
Herflogen zu Braunnschweig und Luneburg, 92, 93.
m
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preaching office.'21 This alteration does not change the theological import of
installation and actually adds the benefit that a clear connection is made, if the sermon
is preached by the new pastor, between the one being installed and the reason he is
being installed, namely, to preach and teach the gospel to the people of God.
The most glaring alteration concerns the post-laying-on-of-hands prayer in both
the ordination and installation rites. In the ordination rite in the 1657 order only the
prayer of Luther was included. In the installation rite of 1657 two possible prayers,
Luther's prayer and the prayer from the Wiirttemberg church order' are given as
options. In the 1709 rites much of Luther's prayer is deleted, except for the opening
section (quoting Matthew 9:37-38), and the other optional prayer from the installation
rite is substituted for the bulk of Luther's prayer with minor word changes and the
elimination of one entire section.' In other words, the same amalgamated prayer is
offered after the laying-on-of-hands in both rites. This part is omitted:
Upon this divine command, we pray heartily that thou wouldst grant thy Holy
Spirit richly to these thy servants, to us, and to all those who are called to serve
thy Word so that the company of us who publish the good tidings may be great,
and that we may stand faithful and firm against the devil, the world, and the flesh,
to the end that thy name may be hallowed, thy kingdom grow, and thy will be
done. Be also pleased at length to check and stop the detestable abomination of
the pope, Mohammed, and all the enemies of Christianity like other sects . . .
which blaspheme thy name, hinder thy kingdom, and oppose thy will.124
121Erneurte Kirchen-Ordnung: Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
Herflogen zu Braunnschweig und Luneburg, 94.
''See p. 87.
' 23Erneurte Kirchen-Ordnung: Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrlchs,
Herflogen zu Braunnschweig und Luneburg, 93.
'Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
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If the omission indicates anything it is the ecumenical and anti-confessional nature of
the age. (Remember at the turn of the century discussions under Leibniz were in full
swing to reconcile the Lutherans with the Roman Catholics and the Reformed.) If the
goal is to reconcile the confessions, one does not want to speak of them as "detestable
abominations" or as "sects." Omitting the section of the prayer also eliminates the call
for the Holy Spirit to be granted to the ones being ordained/installed and the petition
that the number of pastors may be great. Could this reflect the Enlightenment's
tendency to rationalize the doctrine of the Trinity and its anti-clericalism?
The issue of language usage does raise one problem. Although there are few
changes in the language of the ordination rite, this does not necessarily guarantee that
the rite is understood by those who participate in it and those who hear it in a
confessional Lutheran way. In other words, the rites, orthodox as they might sound,
can be imbued with another significance or meaning, namely, that of the
Enlightenment. An example is the use of the word Seelsorger, "shepherd or caretaker
of souls." This word, although used infrequently to describe the office of the ministry
in the rites, was intended by the Pietists to denote a pastor's loving concern for the
spiritual lives of the people under his care. Under Enlightenment influence the term
came to denote a pastor concerned primarily with the people's morality and helping to
improve their efforts at living a virtuous life.' It also signified a pastor concerned
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk und Luntiburg. Wie es mit den Ceremonien auch
andern nootwendigen Sachen und Verrichtungen den Kirchen Unserer Furstentume
Graf-Herrschaften und Landen zu halten (Wolfenbiittel: Sternen, 1657), 137.
`See Abbt's definition of the term on page 155.
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with the temporal lives of his people, helping them to work hard and to become more
educated about their livelihoods. In other words, this is a hermeneutical issue. How
are the rites to be understood? The language of these rites, although sounding very
confessional, were not understood by Enlightenment superintendents and pastors in a
Biblical, confessional sense. The language of the rites point to an orthodox
understanding of the office of the holy ministry and may help encourage such an
understanding, but they did not guarantee it. The listener of that day, as even of our
own, shaped the message he heard in the rites according to his context and theological
presuppositions whether of the Enlightenment or of confessional Lutheranism. That
shaping may not be justified, but it nevertheless occurred.
As has been indicated, the theology of the rite, at least as far as the language
indicates, is essentially the same as that of the rite of 1657.1w Stroup captures this
fact:
The newer church order in force for Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel during the
eighteenth century shows only minor departures from this pattern [that of the 1569
church order]. It stresses the importance of teaching the pure doctrine that leads
to blessedness, and develops an Orthodox view of the ministry on this basis.
Though by this time the exercise of church discipline required the prior consent of
the consistory, and though the absolution formulae are cast in a somewhat less
objective or "quasi-priestly" mold in response to the currents of the day,
nonetheless the formula for ordination makes extensive use of the classic passages
(e.g., Matthew 16 and 18; John 20) identifying the ministerial power of the keys
in disciplining matters and the pastoral authority to teach with the very divine
power of Jesus Christ. Nor any noticeable effort can be detected to widen the
scope of the minister's temporal duties so as to benefit the state at the expense of
the cure of souls. The Orthodox Lutheran concept of the ministry was then, at
least on paper, largely intact in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel at the start of the

126See

pp. 124, 125, 126.
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Enlightenment despite the issue of a new church order under the authority of a
duke desirous of emulating Louis XIV.'
As Stroup indicates, the concept of the office of the holy ministry and of the
vocational process changes little in the 1709 rite. The office is still conceived of
primarily as an office of instrumentality, an office serving the word of God and the
means of grace to the people of God by divine command of Christ. The primary
function of the pastor is to teach the gospel. Through the entire vocational process, as
indicated by ordination and installation, one becomes a pastor when placed by God
into this divinely instituted office. Central to ordination is the laying on of hands and
prayer indicating that God is acting through those already in the office, through the
church, to place this man into his office. God has promised the presence of the Holy
Spirit in his ministry, through the word and the means of grace, to bring people to
faith and to strengthen them in their faith. Theologically the 1709 rites confess the
same office of the ministry confessed in the church order of 1657.
This is further witnessed to by the doctrinal section of the church order. It
contains discourses on a multitude of doctrinal points, including the filling of church
offices, the pastor's style of preaching, catechization, colloquy meetings, his life and
conduct, and his relationship to the temporal government.' As in the rite and the
1657 church order, the pastor is encouraged to model a godly life to his people:
'Stroup, 33.
luSee Erneurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
Herflogen zu Braunnschweig and Luneburg, 11-22.
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It is not enough that the preacher properly conduct the office of teaching, but at
the same time he must promote that teaching with the example of his daily
conduct before his entrusted flock as a model, thereby strengthening them through
his example.'"
In addition, the primary teaching role of the office is stressed through the detailed
instructions given regarding the preparation of sermons:
Chiefly through the sermon the pastor is to apply the text distinctly, explaining it
with vigor and for them to apply to their lives. It is to concentrate on edifying
their work and it should therefore be able to bring about that the Christian
congregation according to the revealed, divine Word is strengthened in simple
faith and is confirmed and stimulated in the way of salvation.'3°
Finally, the instructions indicate the priority of the pastor being properly nominated,
called, approved by the congregation, examined, and ordained and installed according
to the rites in the church order."' The doctrinal section confirms the theological
understanding of the office of the holy ministry as confessed by the rites.
Obviously given the way the office is understood in the rites of 1709 and the
way the vocational process of forming pastors continues to be a priority, these rites
eventually come to stand in contradiction to the Enlightenment as it developed in
Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel. These rites understand the pastor to be called to an
office of teaching a supernatural, divine proclamation of God and of serving as an
instrument conveying salvation through the means of grace. The Enlightenment
1"Erneurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
Herflogen zu Braunnschweig und Luneburg, 19.
'"Erneurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
Herflogen zu Braunnschweig und Luneburg, 17.
l'Enzeurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Ganes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
Herflogen zu Braunnschweig und Luneburg, 11-12.
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understood the pastoral office as an office of teaching morals, developed in the context
of a natural religion deducible from reason. The pastor, as has been shown in the
thought of men like Abbt, Sextroh, and Campe, was to be a servant of the state in
encouraging people to live virtuous lives and in assisting them with temporal
affairs—their farming, cattle raising, and more. Whether the Enlightenment
superintendents continued to use the rites of the vocational process as found in the
1709 church order throughout the eighteenth century cannot be determined.' It
would certainly be suspected that given their theological and philosophical
presuppositions, they changed the rites in practice. Fortunately for the church in
Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel the rites on paper were not changed. They provided a
resource for the church orders to be prepared in the nineteenth century. The lex
credendi of the church did not entirely overwhelm the lex orandi. Rather, through the
rites of the vocational process a proper understanding of the office of the ministry and
of its purpose and service to the church survived in the midst of the lex credendi of
the church which had gone severely astray.
'Stroup indicates that questions of liturgical reform were raised in this
century. This author has not been able to determine what course those questions
took. As Stroup indicates the legal status of the church orders, they were legally
binding since they were issued by the prince, probably also helped protect the
theology of the rites. Although the theologians could have easily convinced the duke
to sponsor the preparation of a new agenda, the fact that Dukes Karl I and Karl
Wilhelm Ferdinand took little active interest in ecclesiastical affairs, except where it
affected the governing of the principality, probably hindered any efforts at the
preparation of a new church order. Stroup, 181.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION: THE OFFICE OF THE HOLY
MINISTRY ALIVE IN THE LITURGY

Let us talk about the term "liturgy." It does not really mean a sacrifice but a
public service. Thus it squares with our position that a minister who consecrates
shows forth the body and blood of the Lord to the people, just as a minister who
preaches shows forth the gospel to the people, as Paul says (I Corinthians 4:1),
"This is how one should regard us, as ministers of Christ and dispensers of the
sacraments of God," that is, of the Word and sacraments; and II Corinthians 5:20,
"We are ambassadors for Christ, God making his appeal through us. We beseech
you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God."'
This statement from the Lutheran Confessions summarizes in a nutshell the
understanding of the office of the holy ministry from a Lutheran perspective. The
office is intended to deliver the gospel to God's people through preaching, teaching,
and the means of grace. The Apology to the Augsburg Confession also reminds us
that in the liturgy God's people see what the pastoral office is all about. It is there as
a service to God's people in the name and by the command of Christ. In the liturgy
God's people know why the Lord has given them pastors.
The relationship between the liturgy and theology is a dynamic one. There are
probably a myriad of ways in which they affect one another. In the liturgy the church
confesses what it believes about God, about Christ, about salvation, and, in the case
'Apology 24:80; Tappert, 264.
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of the rites of the vocational process, about the office of the ministry. That has been
nowhere more apparent than in the 1569 church order of Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel.
In it the biblically and confessionally formulated understanding of the preaching
office, especially as voiced by the towering father of Lutheranism in BraunschweigWolfenbiittel, Martin Chemnitz, is expressed and confessed.
Not only does the church confess what it believes in the liturgy, the liturgy
also shapes the church's belief and piety. In the continuing encounter with God, in
the liturgy's language and actions, the church is reminded of the Lord's promises to
all men through Jesus Christ. The Lord speaks to his church and the church learns
and grows. All of the rites of the vocational process in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel
have exhibited the teaching power of the liturgy. Through the rites the BraunschweigWolfenbiittel church learned from 1569 to 1815 that the office in its midst was one
placed there to teach. The rites would not let Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel forget that.
The dynamic relationship between the liturgy and theology does not stop there.
The liturgy not only shapes theology and doctrine, but the church's theology and
doctrine can shape both the content of the liturgy and what the liturgy means to
people. The church's theology provides a hermeneutical framework in which the
liturgy is heard and understood. The changes in theology in BraunschweigWolfenbilttel in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had an impact on the content
of the rites—for example, adding lengthy admonitions and altering prayers. Perhaps
more significantly, the theological and political context helped to determine how the
rites were understood. Even though the content of the rites changed little from
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century to century, the understanding of what the rites said about the pastoral office
did change. This was perhaps most discernible in the rites of the 1709 church order.
Although the expressed content varied little, the theological milieu altered the basic
significance of the office's purpose. It was no longer viewed as an office of teaching
divine truths but as an office of teaching virtuous moral conduct according to the
constraints of reason.
As indicated at the beginning of this study, examining liturgical documents from
a historical perspective is part of the process enunciated by Prosper of Aquitaine in his
phrase "Lex orandi, lex credendi." Paul De Clerck indicates that Prosper's phrase,
often misinterpreted over the centuries, intends to show that liturgical content can
serve as a support of doctrinal truth. However, it is only the third support following
that of the church's response to Scriptural mandates and the Lord's actual mandate
itself. Thus, the content of the liturgy does not replace the Lord's institution of the
office of the holy ministry, nor is the way that office has been filled in the church a
proof of how the office should be understood. The liturgical witness provides more
evidence that one hopes will confirm both the mandate and the church's response.
This study sought to determine the liturgical witness for the vocational process
of forming pastors in one specific Lutheran territory, that of BraunschweigWolfenbiittel. The study was conducted from a contextual-historic or interpretivesynthetic framework, that is, it realized that the content and meaning of the rites could
never be divorced from the theological and political milieu in which they were framed
and understood. The attendant theological and political structure of the principality of
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Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel during a specific historical era determined how the rites
were constructed. The attendant structures also deeply influenced the way in which
the rites were heard and understood. In short, the study hoped to determine what the
church, theologians, superintendents and pastors in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel
believed they were doing when they called, elected, examined, ordained and installed
a pastor into the office of the ministry.
As has been shown, a great degree of continuity was maintained between the
first rite prepared in the sixteenth century and those of the eighteenth century. The
content and language of the rites did change in response to the era's tenor, but they
did not vary drastically. The primary theological understanding of the office as
witnessed to by the content and language of the rites remained intact. What did
change was the theological and political milieu in which the rites were celebrated.
The hermeneutical framework altered drastically from the sixteenth to the eighteenth
centuries: from Orthodox Lutheranism to Enlightenment Christianity.
In content and apart from the hermeneutical issue, the rites examined do witness
to a strong continuity in the understanding of the vocational process and the
ministerial office's nature and purpose. In terms of the vocational process itself, all
the elements—nomination, call, election, examination, ordination, and
installation—are stressed as part of the process of forming a pastor. In none of the
church orders are the elements played off against each other. None is more important
than another. Only the 1569 church order contains detailed instructions regarding
nomination, call, election, and examination. The 1657 church order only contains the
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ordination and installation rites. But this does not signify a devaluation of the other
elements. The ecclesiastical law section of this church order was simply never
finished. The law section from 1569 continued to apply until 1709. In 1709 the other
elements are reaffirmed, although not in as great detail, especially the involvement of
the whole church in the process. As in 1569 no candidate may be placed in a
congregation that does not approve of him as their pastor. The lack of detail
regarding the process after 1569 may simply betray the fact that the entire church was
well-acquainted with the procedure.
Pietism perhaps effected the greatest change in the vocational process. It
emphasized the call, in the narrow sense, and examination so that the efficacy of the
pastor might be assured. If the pastor was unconverted, contended Arndt, then he
could not model a morally sound and spiritually alive Christian life to his
parishioners. The examination was to ascertain not only the orthodoxy of the pastor's
teaching but also his mode of conduct and spiritual fervor. Chemnitz had emphasized
examining a pastor's life but not so that his ministry might be more efficacious.
Rather the pastor's conduct was to be examined in order to prevent doubt from arising
in the congregation's mind that his ministry actually conveyed the forgiveness of sins.
The emphasis on the conduct of the pastor as a model appeared in the 1657 church
order in the lengthy admonition to the candidate. Also, as a result of emphasizing the
call and examination, the Pietists devalued ordination to simply a ratification and
confirmation of the call without any idea of bestowing the office at ordination.
However, this emphasis did not appear in the ordination rite of 1657.
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Throughout the entire period, the relationship between ordination and
installation grew closer and closer. With the 1569 church order the content of the
ordination and installation rites was very similar. For example, both included the
laying on of hands. However, the location in which the rites took place—ordination
in the capital and installation at the church to which one was called—separated the two
acts. The 1657 church order in its initial rubrics made this distinction very clear. Yet
since the content and intent of the installation rite was so similar to the ordination rite,
the connection between the two was solidified. Installation pointed back to the man's
ordination and reminded both him and the congregation of the Lord's promises at his
ordination to be active in his ministry of word and sacrament. The 1657 church order
further cemented this relationship by substituting the Vollzugsfonnel, the declaration of
ordination, for the Lord's Prayer at the laying on of hands. The 1709 church order
continued this solidification by making the prayers after the laying on of hands
identical in both rites. The rites in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel leave no doubt that
ordination and installation are indivisibly related to one another.
The understanding of the nature and purpose of the ministry changes little in the
rites. Only slight alterations in emphasis can be detected. In all the rites the laying
on of hands and prayer is primary. Chemnitz had enunciated five reasons for
observing ordination, that is, the laying on of hands and prayer.' They emphasize that
in ordination the candidate is placed by God into the ministry and promised the Holy
Spirit's presence in his ministry. Chemnitz indicates that ordination leaves no doubt
'See pp. 41, 42, 43.
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in the minds of those present that this man has been properly called by God. The
rites of 1657 and 1709, by substituting the Vollzugsformel for the Lord's Prayer, lose
some of the emphasis on the ordination being a divine action, the Lord's placing a
candidate into his office according to his command. However, the Vollzugsformel
does not diminish the reality that God is active and the formula, like the Lord's
Prayer, emphasizes the reason for the pastoral office, namely, the preaching of the
word of God and the administration of the means of grace. Even the 1709 church
order retains the Vollzugsformel in the midst of a theological climate that all but
denied the purpose of the office as being the preaching of God's word and the
administration of sacraments that convey forgiveness and the loosing of sins in the
Lord's name.
The laying on of hands, the prayers and the Vollzugsformel in the rites all point
to the nature of the office as one of instrumentality. They confess the office as one
that delivers the forgiveness of sins and salvation through the pastor's preaching and
administration of the sacraments. There is a slight change of emphasis between the
rites of 1569 and that of 1657 concerning what kind of teaching is to occur. In 1569
the emphasis is on teaching the gospel, of the divine will toward people revealed in
Jesus Christ. The 1657 rites emphasize this as well as the pastor's teaching through
the example of his life. He instructs not only by what he says, but also, and maybe
more importantly, by living a morally pure, virtuous, and spiritual life. This is most
apparent in the long admonition to the pastor in the 1657 ordination rite and in the
increased usage of the term Seelsorger to denote the preaching office. The emphasis
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upon teaching changes dramatically in Enlightenment theology, but the understanding
of teaching as moral inculcation and education concerning temporal affairs and devoid
of any supernatural instruction does not creep into the rites of 1709.
The content of all the rites from 1569 to 1815 witness to a consistent
understanding of the vocational process and the office of the holy ministry. Although
the rites in Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel are no guarantee that the church will remain
orthodox, biblical, and confessional in its understanding of the office of the ministry,
they do endeavor to keep the church's teaching pure. These rites can and do help to
shape the church's belief and piety when it is in danger of losing a biblical and
confessional understanding of its preaching office. That apparently occurred in
Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel. When the liturgy has served the church in that capacity,
guarding and protecting its confession, the greatest doxology to God has surely been
rendered.

APPENDIX I
THE FAMILY OF GUELPH

The origins of the family of Guelph lie in the marriage of Henry the Proud, the
duke of Bavaria and Saxony, to Gertrude, the daughter of the Emperor Lothair and
the heiress to the original Lords of Braunschweig. Their son, Henry the Lion, lost the
duchies of Saxony and Bavaria in 1180 but retained possession of the family lands of
Braunschweig and Luneburg. In 1235 Emperor Frederick II made Otto I, the Child,
duke of both Braunschweig and Luneburg' and all subsequent family lines descend
from him.
There have been numerous divisions in the Welfischen lands. The first division
occurred in 1267 when Albrecht I divided the duchy in half, he receiving the
Braunschweig-WolfenbUttel lands and his brother John I the Braunschweig-Liineburg
lands. This first Braunschweig-Luneburg line died out in 1369. Albrecht's sons
divided the Braunschweig-Wolfenbuttel lands among three lines: A BraunschweigGrubenhagen line that lasted until 1596, a Braunschweig-Gottingen line that died out
quickly and the dominant Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel line. Bernhard I in 1428 further
divided the dominant Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel lands and line, also called the Old
'See Geoffrey Barraclough, The Origins of Modern Germany (New York:
Capricorn Books, 1963), 235.
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House of Braunschweig, between his heirs and his brother, Henry II's heirs.
Bernhard's son Frederick received the Braunschweig-Luneburg lands and Henry's son,
William I, the Braunschweig-WolfenbUttel line. The latter Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel
lands were split again in 1498 by Henry I and Erich I into the duchies of
Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel and Braunschweig-Kalenberg (also called KalenbergGottingen). The latter Braunschweig-Kalenberg line died out in 1584. The former
Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel line, also called the Middle House of Braunschweig, lasted
through the Reformation and died out in 1634 with the death of Duke Friedrich
Ulrich.
With the death of Friedrich Ulrich the Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel lands reverted
back to the original Braunschweig-Luneburg line of Bernhard I. The descendants of
this line had also acquired the areas of Kalenberg, Celle, and Grubenhagen in the mid
1600's. William the Younger, the duke of Braunschweig-Luneburg and his brother
Henry, the duke of Dannenberg (the Braunschweig-Liineburg line had been divided in
half) divided the newly acquired lands, including the Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel
parts, between them. Braunschweig-Liineburg and all its associated regions such as
Kalenberg, Celle, and Grubenhagen went to William the Younger and his descendants
whose grandson, Ernest Augustus, was made elector of Hanover in 1692 and whose
great-grandson George I was both elector of Hanover and King of Great Britain.
Braunschweig-Wolfenbiittel and Dannenberg went to the descendants of Henry, the
Duke of Dannenberg. This line lasted from 1635 until 1884 when after the death of
Duke Wilhelm the duchy was ruled respectively by Prussia, Mecklenburg, and
Hanover.

APPENDIX II
THE RULING HOUSES OF BRAUNSCHWEIG-WOLFENBUTTEL
Source: Joseph Konig, "Landesgeschichte," in Braunschweigische Landesgeschichte
im Uberblick, 2nd ed., Quellen and Forschungen zur braunschweigischen
Geschichte, ed. Richard Moderhack, vol. 23 (Braunschweig: Selbstverlag des
Braunschweigischen Geschichtsvereins, 1977), 105-07.
STAMMTAFELN UND REGENTENFOLGEN

1. Heinrich der Lowe als Erbe der gro/Ien Geschlechter Sachsen.
Welfen

Billunger

Brunonen

Northeimer

Supplingenburger

Gertrud CO Heinrich d. Fette
Heinrich d. Schwarze co Wulfhild
Heinrich d. Stoke

Richenza

Lothar

7

Gcrtrud

CO
Heinrich d. Li3we

2. Altes Haus Braunschweig
Otto das Kind (t 1252)

`Albrecht d. Grote (t 1279)
(Braunschweig)

Johann (t 1277)
(Luneburg)

[

I
'Heinrich Mirabilis (t 1322)
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I
Ernst (t 1361)

Albrecht d. Feiste (t 1318)
(Gottingen)

Wilhelm (t 1292)1
(Braunschweig)

I

I

Otto d. Milde (1. 1344)

Albrecht II. (t 1383)
Erich (t 1427)
Herziige in Grubenhagen
bin 1596
+ + +

Ernst (t 1367)
(Gottingen)

I
Otto d.Quade (t 1394)

I
Otto d. Einiugige (t 1463)
+ + +

1

Friedrich
(t 1400)
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4. Neues Haus Braunschweig
Ernst d. Bekenner (t 1546}
(Neues Haus Liineburg)
I
Heinrich (t 1598)
(Danaenberg)
I
August d. J. (t 1666)
(Nano Haus Braunschweig)
I

1

1

Wilhelm d. J. (t 1592)
(Neues Haus Luneburg)
I
Georg (t 1641)
(Calenberg)
l

1714)

Ferdinand Albrecht I. (t 1687)1 I Georg Wilhelm (t 1705)
Ernst August
(Linie Severn)
Kurfiirst (t 1698)
I
1
I
Ferdinand Albrecht IL
Sophie Dorothea CO Georg I. Ludwig
August Wilhelm (t 1731) Ludwig Rudolf (t 1735) I
(r 1735)
Kg. v. England (t 1727)
I
Georg II. August (t 1760)
I
Elisabeth Christine Ferdinand
Charlotte Christine I I
Karl I. (1' 1780)
Elisabeth Christine
Friedrids Ludwig (t 1751)
CO Zarewitsch Alexei
co Philippine Charlotte CO Friedrids d. Gr.
(t 1792)
CO Karl VI.
von Osterreids
Anna Amalie
Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand
I
(CO E. A. K. v. Sachsen-Weimar)
(t 1806)
Rudolf August (t 1704) Anton Ulrids (t

Friedrida Wilhelm (t 1815)
Karl II. (t 1873)
entthront 1830

Wilhelm (t 1884)
+ + +

1 I

Georg IV. (t 1830)

Georg II . (t 1820)
Wilhelm IV. (t 1837)

Ernst August (t 1851)
Kg. v. Hannover
Georg V. (t 1878)
catthroat 1866
Ernst August (t 1923)
Hag. v. Cumberland
1
Ernst August (t 1953)
1913-1918 Herzog von
Braunschweig

APPENDIX III
THE RULERS OF THE DUCHY OF BRAUNSCHWEIG-LUNEBURG
Source: Jill Louda and Michael Maclagan, Heraldry of the Royal Families of Europe
(New York: Clarkson N. Potter, 1981), Table 99.
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APPENDIX IV
THE STRUCTURE OF THE RITE OF ORDINATION
Invitation Prayer
Proctamadon/
Rubric
Approbation
of
Bidding
Text
people
or
Litany
Apostolic
Tradition

X

Canons of
Hippolytus

X

Apostolic
Constitution

X

Testamentum
Domini

Sign
of the
Cross

X

(X)

Sacramentary
of Sarapion
X

X

Byzantine
East Syrian

(X)

X

Jacobite

(X)

X

X
X

(X)

X

X

Leonine
Sacramentary

(X)

X

Ordo XXXIV
Statua
Ecclesiae
Antigua
Missale
Francorum
Pontifical
of Durandis
of Mede
Luther's
Rite (1569)

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

Rite of the
1657 Order

X

X

X

X

Rite of the
1709 Order

X

X

X

X

..
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X
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Rubric

Laying on
of Hands

Text

Ordination/
Consecration
Prayer

Imposition
of Book of
Gospels

Concluding
Ceremonies
Kiss

Apostolic
Tradition

X

X

(X)

Canons of
Hippolytus

X

X

X

Apostolic
Constitution

X

X

(X)

Testamentum
Domini

X

X

X

Sacramentary
of Sarapion

X

X

Byzantine

X

(X)

East Syrian

X

(X)

Jacobite

X

(X)

•

X

X

X

X

X

Leonine
Sacramentary

X

Ordo XXXIV

X

Statua
Ecclesiae
Antigua

(X)

Missale
Francorum
Pontifical
of Durandis
of Mede

X

X
X

X

X

Lord's
Prayer

Rite of the
1657 Order

X

Ordination
Formula

Rite of the
1709 Order

X

Luther's
Rite (1569)

Ordination
Formula

X

186
Bestowal of
Symbols of
Office

Rubric
L

Text

Enthronement/
Seating

Declaration of
Ordination

Anointing

Apostolic
Tradition
Canons of
Hippolytus
Apostolic
Constitution

(X)

.

-

(X)

Testamentum
Domini
Sacramentary
of Sarapion
I Byzantine
1
East Syrian
1
Jacobite

X
X

X

X

X

(X)

Leonine
Sacramentary
Ordo XX XI V

X

Statuta
Ecclesiae
Antigua
Missale
Francorum
Pontifical
of Durandis
of Mende
Luther's
Rite
Saxon Rite
of 1580
Rite of the
1856 Agenda

X
X

X

187
Rubric

Delivery of Chalice
and Paten

Delivery of Book of
Gospels

Text

Final
Imposition of
Hands

Apostolic
Tradition
Canons of
Hippolytus
Apostolic
Constitution
Testamentum
Domini
Sacramentary
of Sarapion
Byzantine
X

East Syrian
Jacobite
Leonine
Sacramentary
Ordo XXXIV
Statuta
Ecclesiae
Antigua
Missale
Francorum
Pontifical
of Durandis
of Mende

X

X

Luther's
Rite
Saxon Rite
of 1580
Rite of the
1856 Agenda
Key: X = present in both the ordination of bishops and presbyters
only in the ordination of bishops

(X)= present

APPENDIX V
THE RITE OF ORDINATION OF WILLIAM DURANDUS
Source: Michel Andrieu, ed., Le Pontifical Romain au Moyen-Age, vol. 3, Le
Pontifical de Guillaume Durand (Vatican City: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana,
1940): 364-373.
Ordination of Presbyters - prior to the reading of the Gospel
Approbation
Admonition to People
Admonition to Ordinands
Laying on of Hands
Ordination Prayer
Prayer: Exaudi nos
Preface
Bestowal of Symbols of Office
Blessing
Veni Sancte Spiritus or Veni Creator Spiritus
Anointing of Hands
Delivery of Chalice and Paten
Reading of Gospel
Canon of the Mass
Response
Creed
Second Imposition of Hands
Oath of Allegiance to Bishop
Instruction to New Presbyters
Postcommunion Prayer
Benediction
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APPENDIX VI
TEXT OF THE 1571 PASTORAL CODE
Source: "Ordnunge, wie es hinfuro mit den nominationibus, vocationibus und
annhemunge der herren predicanten in den kirchen zu Braunschweig gleichformig
und einhellig gehalten werden soil, berathschlagt, gewilligt und beschlossen,"
(1571), in Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen des sechzehnten Jahrhunderts, ed.
Emil Sehling (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1955), 6/1:456-58.
Braunschweig

2. Ordnunge, wie es hinfuro mit den nominationibus, vocationibus und
annhemunge der herren predicanten in den kirchen zu Braunschweig
gleichformig und einhellig gehalten werden soil. berathschlagt, gewilligt
und beschlossen anno 1571 am 12. tage des monats Junii.`
In dem namen Gottes. Amen. Zu wissen. das

herein In jedem weichbilde gegeben ward. die

sich die ehrwardige. wirdige. both sod wolge-

maths auf the gewissen in namen und von we-

lerte herren Martians Chemnitius. der heiligen

gen der ganzen gemeine nach der instruction 1.

schrift doctor. superinteridens 2. M. Andreas Pouchenius. coadlutor 3 und die andere herren pre-

Tbim. 3 11-7] et Tit. 1 17-9) su vorhandelen

dicanten des ganzen colloquia und eau erbar

and zu vorrichten. so soil das also pleiben und
anderer gestalt damn nicht gebaret werden. zu

radt der stadt Braunschweig aus christlichern

vorhuten. das nicht etwa eine unordernmge der-

bedenken and notwendagen ursachen

mal werde. wen aus der weitluftigen gemenide

vorgllechen und vorabschtedet habeas wie
es hinfuro mit den nonsinattonibits. vocationibus

sin leder seine kepis sich darin mengen. mitre-

und annhemunge der herren predicanten 1n den
kitchen in alien toot weichbilden 3 aihier su

nicht seln soil. So sullen und swollen rich auch

then und den herren furschreiben wolte. das
die heaven des oolloquil darin nicht mengen.

Braunschweig gleichformig and einhellig gehal-

sunder es bet der kirchenordenunge plelben

ten werden son. nemblich:

lessen.

Zum ersten: Weil die prediger von Got mus-

Das abet nicht unwllle and welterunge zwu-

sen gegeben und gesandt werden sod seine al-

schen dem mlnisterio and den herein der welch-

mechttgkait auch den segen darzu schen mus.

Wide entstehen range. wen etwa unvorwarneter

wen es zu gedei und erbauwunge der kitchen

sache eine persone nun predigambte zu beruf-

gerathen solle. so wollen ein erbar rath and die

ten. nontiniert words. die aus erhebUchen ursa-

kastenherren. wie die kirchenordenunge metdet s und auch an ihme selba christlich. nuts-

chen dem colloqulo nicht Ithillch were, so sollen

hell und notig tat the der handel der election
and vocation furgenomen wird. das gemeine ge-

bIldes die personen. unter welchen rile eine zum

bet In alien kitchen bestehen. des es eine woche,

len gedenken. entweder muntlich nambaftlg ma-

vier oder tante furhero gehe. ehe zu der election
etas predigers gegriffen werde.

herren superintendenten und coadjutors mit be-

Zum anderna Nachdem die electio oder nontinatio eLner gewissen personen. die zu einem prediger angenommeo werden soil. in der kitchenordenunge einem erbaren rathe und den kasten-

DruckvortageiGriginal.lis mit Siegel tin Stadtarchav Braunschweig unter B tV 11 Nr. 38.
Vgl. die Bestallungsordnung von 1567 untie
Nr. 3. S. 459 ff.
3 Mag. Andreas Pouchenius hatte am 16. 3.1571
In die Vokatton sum Koadjutor gewilligt. Er
war aus Gardelegen gebitrag. Schiller Melanchthons in Wittenberg. spater Konrektor
zu Helmstedt and an der Martinsschule in B..
nach emitihriger Sekretsrszeit in Helmstedt
12 Jahre Rektor der Martinsschule in B.

ens ether rath und die kastenherr•n des welchpredlgambte vormittets gotllcher hulfe zu whethen oder schaftlIch vorzelchnet Obergeben den
get, so unter den personen eine oder miser weten. die aus ursachen urdeidlich. solcha zu vormelden and anzuzeigen. Dies soil also in alien
weichbUden gleichformig geschehen und gehalten

und sett 1564 Pastor an der Martlnsklrche
ebd. 1575 folgte er einem Rut als Superintendent oath Labeek. wo er 1600 starb. Vgl. Ph.
J. Rehtmeyer III. S. 388 U. — .1. Beste. Album.
S 26.
Zum sett 1529 bestehenden Kolloquium vgl.
Einleitung S. 343. auch H. Hachfeld. Martin
Chemnitz. 1367. S. 32.
3 Vgl. S. 365 u. Anm. 35.
Vgl. S. 374-
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werden. dadurch allerleige unrath zuvorkommen.
dan der personen gelegenheit und geschickligkait den herren des oolloquii oft besser bekant
1st als den herren des raths und den kastenherren, und soil gleichwol nichtzt deste weiniger
die wahl den herren des raths und kastenherren
der weichbilde frei sein und pleiben. das sie aus
den angegeben personen eine erwhelen und nominieren mugen.
Zum dritten: Wen nu also von einem erbaren
rathe und den kastenherren des weichbildes eine
persone zum predigambte nominiert und eligiert
sein wird, soil sie vormuge der kirchenordenunge 7 den herren superintendenten und coadjutori angezeigt werden. dieselbe ferner dem
ganzen colloquio anzumelden, und gleiche anmeldunge soil auch geschehen einem ganzen erbarn kuchenrathe 8. alles zuvor und ehe dan die
geschehene wahle der nominierten personen insinuiert werde.
Zum vierten: Wen man nu allenthalben mit
der election also zufrieden sein wird. so soil solche election der nominierten personen in forma
vocationis schriftiich oder mundlich insinuiert
werden mit dieser angehengten condition. das
die vocierte persone sick solle fur das ministerium alhie zum examine oder vorhor instellen.
und so ehr alda zum ambte tuchtig und in der
lehre refine befunden wird, so soil darauf die
vocatio volzogen und bestetigt werden. wie dieser punkt der kirchenordnunge also inverleibet
1st.
Und nach gelegenheit der itzt geferlichen zeiten sollen zum examine furgestellet werden
nicht alleine die, so nicht im predigambte gewesea sonder auch die, so vorhin anderswo das
predigambt gehabt und vorwaltet. zu vornhemen, ob sie auch in der lehre rein, auf das nicht
etwa unkraut vorborgen sein muge.
Zum fiinften: Soil das examen oder vorhor
vormuge der kirchenordnung stehen bei den

Vgi. S. 374.
8

57

Der Kiichenrat war der engere Rat. ein Tell
des Gesamtrates. so genannt. well er sich gewohnlich in der ..Ratskiiche". einem Gebaude

herrn des colloquii, denselbigen auch nicht entkegen sein soil. sonder begeren es, das ein erbar radt and die kastenherren eins jeden weichbildes aus ihrem mittel oder sonsten etliche personen darzu deputieren, die bei dem examine
mit sein und anhoren mugen, was und vie gefraget und geanthwort werde, so kan in diesem
Thal kein vordacht auf das colloquium geleget
werden und konnen auch die herren durch die
ihren, die bei dem examine gewesen, berichtet
werden. was sie vor einen prediger bekommen.
Zum sechsten: Soli das juditium oder urtheil
von dem examine vormuge der kirchenordnunge
stehen und pleiben bei den herren superintendenten. coadjutore und dem ganzen colloquio
und nach dem urtheil, so aus grunde und mit
bestande gefellet werden soli, mag dan die examinierte persone von dem erbaren rathe und
kastenherrn des weichbildes angenommen werden oder nicht. wie solchs auch die ordenunge
also disponiert und saget.
Zum siebenden: Wen nach diesem alien die
vocatio volzogen. so soil die angenommen person durch einen erbaren rath und kastenherren
des weichbildes .dem colloquio presentiert und
darselbst mit ihme gehandelt werden, das ehr
dem corpori doctrine 9 dieser loblichen kirchen
unterschreibe und angelobe. das ehr sich der
wolhergebrachten christlichen ordnunge des colloquii unterwerfe. alsdan soil ehr vor ein membrum des colloquii auf und angenommen werden.
Zum achten und letzten: Wen also eine vocatio nach alien obberurten punkten ordentlich
mid christlich hergangen mid volzogen ist. soli
dieselbige auch der gemeinde des weichbildes
offentlich von der kanzel cum aliqua solennitate
angezeigt werden. Und wo dan die vocierte persone noch nicht ordiniert. so soli der herr soperintendens oder coadjutor de vocatione eine
offentliche predigt than. darauf alsdan nach geendigter predigt die ordinatio in der kitchen und

neben dem Neustadtrathause. versammelte.
vgl. h. Durre. Geschichte. S. 307.
9 Vgl. unter NT. 4 § 1. S. 471.
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vor der gemeinde. do der angenommen prediger das ambt fuhren wird, nach hergebrochtem
gotseligen und christlichen gebrauche und gewonheit geschehen soli. und mugen alsdan auch
ein erbar rath und die kastenherren des weichbildes zum zeugnis der vocation bei der ordination des predigers im chore stehen und gegenwertig sein.
Und wen gleich die vocierte person vorhin
anderswo ordiniert und im ambte gewesen und
derwegen keiner weitern ordination von notten
were, so soil dennoch solchem prediger, ehe dan
das ehr in das ambt tritt, dasselbige sein predigambt in einer offentlichen predigt fur der ganzen kirchen von dem herrn superintendenten
oder in mangel desselben von dem herrn coadjutore befholen. der kirchen damit presentirt
und die kirche an ihne als an ihren sehelsorger
solenniter geweiset werden, das beide, prediger
und zuhorern, Bute nuzliche erinnerunge geben
wird, well es aus Gottes worte mit dem gebette

in gegenwertigkait Gottes, seiner engel und der
ganzen gemeinde geschicht.
Zu urkund mid stetter venter haltunge aller
und jeder obgeschriebner punkte und articul 1st
diese gegenwertige ordenunge von uns, Martino
Chenuntio. der helgen schrift doctore, superintendenten. und Magistro Andrea Pouchenio. coadjutore, vor uns und von wegen des ganzen,
colloquii mit unsern eigen handen unterschrieben und mit unserm. des raths der stadt Braunschweig, signete wissentlich gesiegelt und bei
ein jede pfarkirche in den funf weichbilden. sich
jedesmal Kirin zu ersehen und darnach zu richten, hinterleget worden. Geschehen und gegeben
nach Jhesu Christi unsers Herrn und salichmachers geburt im funfzehenhunderteinundsiebenzigsten jare am zwolften tage des monats Junii.
[Mit aufgedrucktem Ratssignum und eigenhandiger Unterschrift von Martinus Kemnitius,
D., Superintendens, und M. M. Andreas Pouclenius, Coadjutor].

APPENDIX VII
TEXT OF THE RITES FROM THE 1569 CHURCH ORDER
Source: "Kirchenordnung unser, von Gottes genaden Julii, herzogen zu Braunschweig
und Liineburg etc. Wie es mit lehr und ceremonien unsers fiirstenthumbs
Braunschweig, Wulffenbiitlischen theils, such derselben kirchen anhangenden
sachen und verrichtungen hinfurt (vermittelst gottlicher gnaden) gehalten werden
sol," (1569), in Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen des sechzehnten
Jahrhunderts, ed. Emil Sehling (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1955), 6/1:182-92.
Wolfenbattel
Wie alle pfarren und kirchen4mpler beselzt werden
Nachdem der kitchen noch nicht gebotfen.
wenn die summen remit lehre verfasset und
ehristliche ordnung. dieselb zu fahren and die
beilige sacrament zu handeln. begriffen. sondem such von noten. das taugliehe und geschickte diener zu pfarherrn and seelsorgern verordnet. durch welche ermelte lehr dem yolk
nutzlich fargetragen. darzu der knits sathan
durch die rottengeister sich understehet. das
predigampt entweder ganz und gar zu vetttigen oder falache Lehr einzutringen. dardurth
das arme yolk von der reelaten heilsamen Misr
und erkantnua Gottes abgefahret. solchem zu
begegnen und das. soviet an um& an unser
underthanen seelenheil and seligkeit nichts versaumbt werde: so ordnen. bevehien und wdllen
wa in unsers farstenthumbs oberkett and
gemeten. stedten. flecken and dorfern von alters
eigene gestate pfarren. predicaturn and vicereyen oder was sonsten sum kirchendienst and
predigampt verordnet gewesen und erhalten
worden. das dleselben furthin noch also unabgengig bleiben und von der kitchen nicht
entwendet werden. Derhalben unser consistoNum sein vleissiges aufsehens, achtung and
supertntendens haben soil. damit solche miniVertu, so oft die vaciren. es habe glitch de
lure patronatus. dieselben zu verleihen. wer
oder wee standee der seye. Jederzeit farderlichen
and unverlengt mit gottsfarchtigen. eyferigen.
gelerten and erfarnen Menem und natnIstris
obgedachter augspargischen confession. kitchen
and nachgesetzter derselben gleicher (enterer
ordnung geme3 bestelt und keine unversehen
gelassen werden ".

Wo dann titer oder mehr wenn, so. as obstehet. die collatucen zu etniger oder mehr
pfarren, predicaturen, kaplaneyen und vicaNsten oder andern kirchentilensten unsers farstenthumbs hetten. weiche sich threr rechten
gebraucben wolten. das sol ihnen zugelassen
sein. doch des nicht (wie etwan geseheheru die
pfarren sum predigampt untachtagen personen
contemn werden. Derhalben die personen. so
dermassen nominirt, savor unserm consistario
gen Wulffenbattel. oder wohin wit dasseibig
Jederzeit vetordnen warden 30. zur prob und
examen presenttrt and gestelt. and we derselbig in solchem der augspargischen confession
nada zu solchem Idrchendienst zaugenllehen and
sonsten geleret und eines erbarn christllchen
lebens und wandels mit ,gnugsainer urkund und
testhnonlis erfunden, wa sac zuvor uns zu der
kitchen und ministerio. wie andere unsere kirchendlener gebarliche hernach gesetzte promssion erstattet von unserm consistorlo Idoch
=darer gestalt gar nicht) admittiert and verordent werden.
Im fall abet einigen wer glitch der were.
so in unserm farstenthumb auf die mintsterta
von alters zu nominleren gehobt keine solche
taugenlIche bitten oder nicht stellen wolten.
diewell dann aus Gottes des Herrn ordnung
wit uns schaldig erkennen. unser von seiner allinechtigkeit bevohlene kitchen. auch underthanen obgehdrtermasseu Vs versehen. and darzu
die jangste reichsabschted 32 tins solche zugeben.
damit auch solche kirclaenempter nicht vaciren.
so wallen wit, das unser consistorium mit versetting selbiger pfarren. predlcaturen. kapia-

Veber die Schwierigkeiten. die die Realisierung dieser Forderung =fangs bot vgl.
Dettmer. S. 251.
30 1579 wurde das Konslstorium nach Helmstedt verlegt, erhlelt semen Sitz abet schon
1589 wveder to Wolfenbattell vgl. Dettmer,
S. 29-34.
31 A 67 f. Im Abschied des Reichstags zu Augsburg 1566 u. 1 37 £m Abschied des Reichstags
zu Regensburg 1567 zuachten es den °brig-

batten zur Pflicht In lhren Gebleten daftir
sorgen. den die Untertanen dutch Pfarrherrn. Praedlcanten usw. zu Bulk und Besserung three t.ebens sowte zu emsigem Gebet
ermahnt warden. — Die Veranlassung zn
diesem Gebot hatte die Not des Tarkenkrieges
gegeben. Dutch Bulk and Gebet sollte der
gottliche Zorn abgewandt werden. So wurde
such befohlen. dna allerorts zur Mlttagszeit
erne Glocke gelautet werde. die das Volk
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neyen und vicariaten als oblaut fUrgehen, doch
den pratronis an den collaturis bill zu allgemeiner christenlicher vergleichung in der religion unnachteilig oder abbrilchig.
Derowegen unser consistorium mit ernst daran
sein, auch darob halten solle. damit in unsers
furstenthumbs oberkeit und gepieten keine pfarherr. prediger, kaplan oder vicarii, noch auch
schulmeister oder custodes wiser christlichen
augspiirgischen confession, kirchen und dieser
ordnung entgegen. wie hernacher weitleuf tiger
begriffen. gediildet noch gestattet werden.
Von den kirchendienem, wie die
aufgenomen sollen werden.
Demnach sol keiner zu pfarher, prediger,
kaplaney oder anderm kirchendienst vocirt noch
verordent werden, er bringe dann zuvor glaubwirdige, rechtmessige testimonia seiner geburt,
herkommens, haltens, thun und lassens an lehr
und leben. Er sey dann auch hievor von unsern
verordenten theologen erstlichs und fUrnemlich
auf nachvolgende punkten notturftiglichen, wol,
privatim und latine examinirt, und dann darauf
in gegenwertigkeit unserer verordenten theologen
in publico mit einer predigt gehort und approbiret, auch mit ihme allerdings zuvor procediret
und gehandelt vermog volgender ordnung.
Von der election und examine der
kirchendiener.
Nachdem unter alien emptern, so den menschen aus gottlicher ordnung auferlegt sein.
kein schwerers erfunden wird. dann die kirchen
des Sohn Gottes recht regieren. so sot soviel
desto grosser ernst und vleiB, ein kirchendiener
zu wolen, fUrgewendet werden, soviel gefehrlicher geirret wird, da man einem, der mit
falscher lehr beflecket oder mit ergerlichem.
lasterlichem leben geschendet. ein kirchen zu
regiren befihlet. Hierauf so bevehlen wir, das
sich niemands in dill gottlich ampt ohne &dentzum Gebet urn Ueberwindung des Feindes
aufriefe. — Vgl. Nene vollstandigere Sammlung
der Reichsabschiede samt den wichtigsten

liche vocation eintringen solle. Demnach so
oft und dick unser verordnet consistorium einen
kirchendiener walen und ordnen wiirde, sollen
sie fiirnemlich auf drey punkten gute vleissige
achtung haben:
Erstlich auf die lehre des kirchendieners,
nemlich was er filr eM lehr der religion gelernet und wie er gegen der rechten wahren lehr
gesinnet sey.
Zum andern auf sein leben, wie er von jugend auf sein leben hergebracht und was er
jetziger zeit fUr ein leben und wandel Mire.
Zum dritten auf sein alter, ob er nicht zu
jung sey. dann Paulus [1. Tim 3,6] sagt, du
solt niemands die hand bald auflegen (das
ist, zum kirchenampt erwelen), ja kein neuling,
auf das er sich nicht aufblase und dem lesterer
ins urthell falle.
Darumb, da sich einer des kirchendienstes
anbieten wiirde, des lehre mid leben, kunst und
sitten unbekant, sol er am allerersten. ehe
dann er in das examen admittiert und zugelessen, offentliche glaubwirdige testimonia und
kundschaft seines herkomens und lebens, entweder von seinen praeceptoribus oder von der
obrigkeit, darunter er gewohnet, oder von semen
collegis, bey welchen er in kirchenampt gedienet, filrbringen und darlegen.
So dann dieselbigen testimonia richtig. sol
er darauf von den articuln unsers christlichen
glaubens vermoge der heiligen, gottlichen. prophetischen und apostolischen schriften, auch
der augspiirgischen confession, filrnemlich aber
von den articuln, darin man zu dieser zeit nicht
allein mit dem bapsthumb und der andern falschen religion und glauben, sondern auch mit
allerley sekten streitig mid zweyspaltig ist. verfloret und examinirt werden. Demnach so haben wir ein kurz register derselben articul frageweiB, darauf unsere theologen der examinanden meinung einnemen sollen. nacheinander,
wie volget, begreifen lassen.
Reichsschliissen (Senkenberg-Koch'sche Sammlung), 1747, Theil 3, S. 223 u. 254.
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Von Gott.32
Ob eM Gott sey? Und waher man erkennet,
das em Gott sey?
Oh nur ein einiger Gott sey?
Ob in dem einigen gottlichen wesen drey underschiedliche personen seyen?
Was jeglicher der dreyen personen eigenschaft sey?
Von dem Son Gottes."
Ob der Son Gottes sey ein wahrer. ewiger
Gott. von seinem himlischen Vater vor der
welt erschaffung, von ewigkeit her. gleichs wesens. gewalts und majestet geborn?
Von dem heiligen Geist."
Ob der heilig Geist sey eM warer. ewiger
Gott, der von dem Vater und Son von ewigkeit
aullgehe?
Von den engeln.
Ob die engel von Gott erschaffen oder von
ewigkeit gewesen seyen?
Ob die engel alle nach ihrer erschaffung gut
und bey Gott bestendig blieben?
Was der guten engel ampt sey?
Von der schopfung der welt.
Ob diese welt sey im anfang von Gott aus
nichts erschaffen oder sey von ewigkeit gewesen
und werde ewiglich also bleiben?
Ob nur ein einige welt sey und sonst keine?
Von dem fall des menschen.'
Ob der mensch am anfang gut. gerecht und
Fromm von Gott erschaffen sey?
Ob er in derselben giite und gerechtigkeit
bestanden sey?
Ob er nach dem fall. da er gesiindiget und
den heiligen Geist verloren hat. dannoch soVgl. Conf. Aug. I. 1— 4. Bek. Schr. S. 50.
Apol. I. Bek. Schr. S. 195. Schmalk. Art.
1. Teil. Bek. Schr. S. 414.
33 Vgl. Symb. Nicaen. Bek. Schr. S. 26.
34 Vgl. Symb. Nicaen. Bek. Schr. S. 27.
35 Vgl. Conf. Aug. IL Bek. Schr. S. 52 f.. XVIII.
Bek. Schr. S. 70 ff. — Apol. IL Bek. Schr. S.
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viel tugend und kraft behalten. das er aus natdrlichen vermogen sich midge zu Gott bekeren,
auch fronun und selig werden?
Was die erbsiinde sey, und ob sie sick auf
ale. so von Adam natiirlicher geburt herkommen, erstrecke?
Von der mensdiwerdung des Sohns Gottes."
Ob der Son Gottes sey zu seiner bestimpten
zeit em wahrer mensch, von dem heiligen Geist
in der jungfrauen Maria empfangen und aus
derselben (vermog der heiligen propheten verheissungen) geborn?
Ob der Son Gottes und Mariae. Jhesus Christus. ein person sey, doch mit zweyen underschiedlichen naturen, nemlich der gottlichen und
menschlichen natur?
Was der Son Gottes filr eM ampt hie auf
erden geftiret mid was er aullgerichtet habe?
Ob er kommen sey. ein neu gesetz zu geben
und nur allein ein exempel eines gdttlichen
lebens fllrzutragen?
Von dem kirchen oder predigampt.
Ob das predigampt sey die schliissel des
himeireichs 37 und ein werkzeug, dardurch der
heilige Geist nicht ailein die kirch des Sons
Gottes aus alien vOlkern versamble, sondern
auch den glauben im herzen gebe und bestettige, auch die gleubigen in dem gehorsam
erhalte?
Von dem gesetz.
Wie und welcher gestalt das gesetz Mosi
abgethan und aufgehebt sey?
Ob man schilldig sey, den zehen gebotten,
die da sind ein kurzer begriff des ganzen giittlichen gesetzs. gehorsam zu sein?
Ob der gehorsam, den wir hie in diesem
leben den zehen gebotten leisten mogen, dem
145 ff, XVIII. Bek. Schr. S. 311 ff. — Schmalk.
Bek. Schr.
Art. 3. Tell. Von der Sunde.
S. 433-435.
36 Vgl. Conf. Aug. III. Bek. Schr. S. 53 ff. —
Apol. III. Bek. Schr. S. 158.
37 Vgl. Conf. Aug. XXVIII.8 f. Bek. Schr. S. 121 f.
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menschen die verzeihung der Minden vor Gott
erlange und lime fromm mache?
WeIches sey der rechte gebrauch der zehen
gebott oder des gottlichen gesetzs?

Von dem evangelio.
Was der gebrauch dieses namens evangelii
in der kirchen sey?
Was der recht underscheid sey zwischen dem
gesetz and evangelio 38?
Oh das evangelion von Christo dem Sohn
Gottes allererst geprediget worden sey, da Christus ist in dise welt komen and hat seine
apostel in die ganzen welt ausgeschicket. oder
ob es auch von anfang der welt her geprediget
worden sey?
Von der rechtfertigung des menschen.
Ob der mensch gerechtfertigt, (das ist) von
den siinden and ungerechtigkeit absolviret and
erledigt werde durch den verdienst seiner werk
oder allein durch den glauben in Jhesum Christum, das derselbe allein uns die verzeihung
der siinden durch sein leiden and sterben verdient habe?
Nachdem der verdienst unserer werk uns
nicht erlangt die vergebung der siinden. warumb
sollen wir darn gute werk thun?
Ists auch recht geredt, allein der glaub macht
uns gerecht?
Ists auch recht geredt, die gate werk seind
zur seligkeit ntitig 38 9
Nachdem wir haben verzeihung der siinden
allein durch den glauben von wegen Jhesu
Christi. ist es auch notwendig, das wir durch
den heiligen Geist erneuert werden and hie
in diesem leben anfahen. gute werk zu thun,

38 Vgl. oben S. 98 ff.
38 Vgl. oben S. 111 ff.

to Vgl. oben S. 125 f.
Vgl. Conf. Aug. X. Bek. Schr. S. 62 f. —
K1. Katech., Das Sakrament des Altars, 1 —4.
Bek. Schr. S. 519 f., Gr. Katech., Von dem
Sakrament des Altars, 8. Bek. Schr. S. 709.
42 Vgl. Schmalk. Art., Vom Sakrament des Altars, 5. Bek. Schr. S. 452.
41
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bill wir im kilnftigen leben ganz rein und heilig werden?

Von der taufe.
Ob die taufe. so von Johann angefangen
and von Christo bevolen, zu unserm hell notwendig sey?
Ob die tauf nicht allein sey ein eusserlich
zeichen" des innerlichen tants, sander sey auch
ein mittelwerkzeug, dardurch wir in Christo
von dem heiligen Geist wiedergeborn und erneuert warden?
Ob man auch die kinder teufen soil?

Von dem h. abendmal des Herrn Christi.
Ob das brodt and der wein in dem abendmal
des Herrn Christi sey laut seiner wort (Nemet
hin and esset. das ist mein leib; nemet hin
and trinket, das ist mein blut etc.) der recht
and warhaftig leib und blut Christi, werde auch
durch wein and brodt warhaftig, wesentlich
and gegenwertig auflgetheilet 41?
Ob das brodt werde also in den leib and der
wein in das blut Christi verwandelt. das da
wider brodt noch wein, sondern allein die gestalt des brodts and weins bleibe 42?
Ob der unwirdig auch den leib und blut Christi
int nachtmal empfahe 43?
Ob man aus dem nachtmal Christi sol ein
mail machen, darin man den leib and blut
Christi opfer far die siind der lebendigen and
todten 44?
Ob man das brodt and wein ftir den leib und
blut Christi halten sol, so man dabey kein
verkiincligung des todts Christi haltet 'und es
nicht nach der einsetzung Christi der kirchen
austeilet, sondern sperret es in ein sacrament-

Vgl. Schmalk. Art., ibid. 1. Bek. Schr. S.
450 f. — Gr. Katech., Von dem Sakrament
des Altars, 5. Bek. Schr. S. 708 f.
44 Vgl. Conf. Aug. XXIV,21 — 33. Bek. Schr. S.
93 f. — Apol. XXIV,62 f. Bek. Schr. S. 367;
auch Apol. XXIV,89 ff. Bek. Schr. S. 373 ff. —
Schmalk. Art. Das ander Teil. Der ander
Artikel. 1. Bek. Schr. S. 416.
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heuBlein oder tregt es umbher in einer monstranzen?

Ob der ehestand durch menschensatzung einigem stand mog verbotten werden?

Von der absolution.

Von weltlicher oberkeit.51

Was die absolution sey?
Ob man auch die gemein and sonderlich oder
privatabsolution gebrauchen sol 45?
Warzu die absolution dienstlich und nutzlich
sey 46?

Ob die weltliche oberkeit sey von Gott gestift und eingesetzt?
Ob ein Christ moge mit gutem gewissen das
ampt der weltlichen oberkeit tragen?

Von der bUB.41
Ob einer. so nach dem taut in todtsiind und
laster gef alien. rage widerumb zu Gottes gnaden und verzeihung der siinden durch die bull
kommen?
Welche seind die rechte stuck der christlichen
bull?

Von dem gebet.
Ob man allein Gott den Vater durch Jhesum
Christum im heiligen Geist oder auch durch
die heiligen sol anruffen 48?
Nachdem die Tiirken und Juden auch Gott
anruffen. was zwischen derselben und der rechten Christen anruffung underschied sey?

Von der christlichen kirch.
Welchs die recht christlich kirch sey, und
wobey man sie erkenne 49 ?
Ob man ausserhalb der rechten christlichen
kirchen moge die verzeihung der sunden und
ewigs leben erlangen?

Von dem ehestand.'
Ob der ehestand von Gott oder den menschen
sey eingesetzt?

Vg1. Conf. Aug. XI.1. Bek. Schr. S. 63. —
Schmalk. Art., Von der Beicht. 1. Bek. Schr.
S. 453.
46 Vgl. Conf. Aug. XXV.2 ff. Bek. Schr. S. 97 f.
— Apol. XI,2. Bek. Schr. S. 249 f.
47 Vgl. hierzu Conf. Aug. XII. Bek. Schr. S. 64 f.
— Apol. XII.1; 28 ff. Bek. Schr. S. 252; 257 ff.
48 Vgl. Conf. Aug. XXI,2-4. Bek. Schr. S. 81. —
Apol. XXI.1 ff. Bek. Schr. S. 316 ff. Schmalk.
Art.. Von Heiligen-Anrufen. Bek. Schr. S. 924 f.
45
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Es mochten gleichwol viel mehr punkten und
artickel der christlichen Lehr erzelet werden,
welche auch zum theil in der augspurgischen
confession vermeldet. zum theil in den schrif ten
der augspiirgischen confession verwandten theologen weitleuftig erkleret seien. Jedoch dieweil
in den vorgemelten artickeln ongeferlich alle
punkten, darin man zu dieser zeit mit unsern
gegenparten zweyig,in genere angeregt und die
theologi examinatores sich wol hierin nach ihrer
von Gott verliehener gabe und nach ansehung
und erzeigung des examinanden zu halten wissen werden, was sie vermog der heiligen gotlichen schrift, auch der augspiirgischen confession, in examine fragen und erforschen sollen. so lassen wirs auf diBrnal bey den erzelten
articuin beruhen.
Nachdem nun der examinirt auf die fiirgehaltenen punkten und articul christlich und,
wie jetzt vermeldet, nach ausweisung der heiligen prophetischen und apostolischen schrift,
auch der augspOrgischen confession geantwort
hat. sollen unsere theologi und kirchenrethe
denselben nicht alsbald zu der kirchen. dahin
er bedacht, schicken, sondern dieweil Paulus
[1. Tim 3,21 an eim kirchendiener erfordert.
das er aptus ad docendum. lehrhaftig sey, so

49 Vg1. Conf. Aug. VII; VIII,1. u. Apol. VII u.
VIII. Bek. Schr. S. 59 f.. S. 233 ff. — Schmalk.
Art., Von der Kirchen. Bek. Schr. S. 459 f.
50 Vgi. Conf. Aug. u. Apol. XXIII. Bek. Schr.
S. 86 ff. u. S. 332 if. — Schmalk. Art.. Von
der Priesterehe. Bek. Schr. S. 459.
51 Vg1. Conf. Aug. u. Apol. XVI. Bek. Schr.
S. 67 ff.. S. 307 ff.
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sol dem examinirten zuvor auferlegt werden
von dem argumento, so ihme von unsern theologis proponirt, ein predigt zu thun, damit man
nicht allein sein erudition, sonder auch sein
pronunciation und action der predigt vernemen
und. was daran strefflich, ihne berichten miige.
So ist auch ferner unser will und meinung, das
keiner kirchen wider ihren willen ohne sonderlich billich und beweglich ursach ein kirchendiener aufgedrungen werde. Darumb nachdem ein
solcher, so des kirchendiensts begeret, sein gewisse testimonia, beide. der rechten lehr und
des erbarn wandels, dargethan hat und er
also zu lehren geschickt erfunden wird. so sol
dennoch zuvor und ehe er zu derselbigen kirchen geordnet wird, dem superintendenten selbigen gezirks und dem amptman mit bevelch
zugeschicket werden. ihne der kirchen. deren
er vorstehen und verordnet werden sol. zuvor
in sein superintendentenbeysein etliche offentliche predigen thun zu lassen. So dann der
superintendens vermerket. das die kirch desselben orts ab dem furgestelten kirchendiener
kein abscheuen tregt, sonder ihne im kirchenampt wol leiden mag, sol er superintendens
sampt dem amptman solches schriftlich unsere kirchenrethe berichten. damit was ferner hierin zu handeln sein. von denselben unsern kirchenrethen ordentlich verrichtet werde,
das also die kirch ihr vocation auch ordentlich
haben und behalten mog.
Darauf und sobald der kirchendiener seine
testimonia von dem superintendenten und amptman unserm consistorio also zugestelt und von
der kirchen. dahin er bedacht. bewilliget, sol
er ungefehrlich auf volgende weil3 vermanet
werden:
Das er anfangs mit hachstem vleiB bedenke
und zu herzen fasse. mit was grosser sorge.
miihe. vleiB und arbeit er das regiment der
kirchen annehmen und verrichten sol.
Dann die kirch ist ein gesponB Christi.
des Sohns Gottes, welche Christus so herzlich
liebet, das er ihr heil und ewiges leben zu erlangen. vom himel herabgestiegen und sich mit
allerley menschlicher blode beladen. auch sein
23'

eigen bluth vergossen und den schmelichsten
todt auf sich genommen hat, damit er sie
von dem todt errettet. Darumb sol der kirchendiener sein besten muglichen vleiB ankeren, das er die kirch nicht mit menschentraum.
sondern mit gottlicher himlischer lehr underrichte. damit sie durch den heiligen Geist erwecket werde, dem Herrn Christo, ihrem breutigam treue und glauben zu halten und darin
unverrticket und unbeflecket zu verharren nach
dem exemplo Pauli [2. K 11,2]. der da saget:
Ich habe euch vertrauet einem manne. das
ich ein refine jungfrau Christo zubrechte.
Und sol der kirchendiener allwege mit 'lochstem ernst bedenken, da etwas an der kirchen
durch sein faulkeit, nachlessigkeit, versaumbnull, verkerung und ergernuB versaumbt oder
gehindert werde. so wolle unser Herr und Gott,
der himlisch Vater, ihr blut von seiner des
kirchendieners hand erfordern.
Hierauf soli er predigen und lehren die heilige prophetische und apostolische schrift. welche mit gottlichen himlischen wunderzeichen bestetiget, ein lucern unserer fiiB (wie der psalm
sagt [Ps 119,105]) und ein liecht auf unserm
weg seind.
Und nachdem die erklerung • solcher artickel,
darin man in glaubenssachen zu dieser zeit
streitig, in der augspilrgischen confession und
unserer theologen angehefter declaration kurz
und klar nach anweisung des rechten wahren
catholischen verstands der prophetischen und
apostolischen schrift begriffen und verfasset
seind, so erfordert die noturft des kirchenampts,
das der kirchendiener in solchen articuln sein
lehr nach der erklerung und inhalt bemelter
confession getreulich verrichte.
Dieweil auch dem ampt und vocation des
kirchendieners gebiiret, das er der kirchen nicht
allein mit reiner gottlicher lehre, sonder auch
mit gutem exempel und vorbild diene. auch die
lehre. soviel an ihm, mit seinem ehrlichen wandel ziere, so erfordert abermals die notturft,
das ein jeglicher. so sich die kirchen zu regieren underfahen, sein leben dieser gestalt
durch Gottes gnad anschicke, das nicht allein
187
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alle sein gescheft und hantierung, sonder auch
sein rede, kleidung und wandel, ja auch alle
seine wort und werk ein ehr und tugend seien,
damit nicht, was er mit einer hand erbaue.
gleich wider mit der andern abreisse mid er
nicht die kirch, held, mit strefflichem laster
und ergerlichem exempel. verderbe.
Er soil auch bedenken, das ihme vor alien
andern menschen der spruch Christi zugeharet,
Math. 18 [6]: Welcher ergert dieser geringsten
einen, die an mich gleuben, dem were es besser.
das ein miilenstein an semen hals gehenket
und erseufet wiirde im meer, da es am tiefsten
1st.
Und der kirchendiener sol auf das vleissigst
die epistolas Pauli ad Timotheum und Titum
leben, widerlesen und oft repetiren, damit er
drauB erlerne. wie er sich, beide. in lehr und
leben halten, auch wie sein eigen hauBgesind
sein und er dasselbig regieren sol [1. Tim 3,4].
Das er auch unserer hievor in diesem buck
gedruckten kirchenordnung, die wir haben anrichten lassen, vleissig nachkommen und seinen superintendenten in ihrem ampt mid von
uns habendem bevelch gehorsam sein, und da
sich was irrung und miBverstand zwischen ihm
und andern unsern kirchendienern, amptleuten.
underthanen und zugewandten zutruge, dasselb
an den superintendenten oder unser consistorium gelangen lassen und von ihnen bescheids
erholen. Wo aber solche irrung dermassen geschaffen, das die vermeltermassen nicht entscheiden. sonder zu recht remittiert muster
werden, so sol er darumb an ortern und enden,
dahin wir ihne volgender freyheit nach Ordentlich bescheiden werden. recht geben und
nemen und sich selbigen ohne weigerlich. entlichen und ohne einige appellation settigen lassen, auch von seinem kirchenampt ohne wiser
vonvissen und willen nicht abtretten.
Und dieweil er die zeit seines kirchenampts
und dienstes aller unser lands und biirgerlicher freyheiten nicht weniger als unsere under-

thanen theilhaftig ist, so sol er unsern nutzen
fiirdern, auch schaden warren, wie er dean
solchs apes und jedes zu halten bey hand gegebener treu versprechen mid zusagen sol.
Nach verrichtung theses sol er nach der ordnung, durch D. Luthern 52 gestelt, ordinirt mid
alsdann erst, inmassen hernach begriffen, praesentirt werden.
Folget die form der ordination, durch
D. Martinum Luther gestellet.
Erstlich singet man Von sancte Spiritus 53
etc. und wird die collect gelesen. Darnach lieset der superintendens diese volgende text:
So schreibt S. Paulus in der ersten epistel an
Thnotheon am dritten capitel [1 — 7]:
Das ist je gewislich war, so jemand ein
bischoffsampt begeret, der begeret ein kostlich
werk. Es sol aber ein bischoff unstref filch sein,
eines weibes man, nilchtern, messig, sittig, gastfrey, lernhaftig, nicht ein weinseufer. nicht betssig, nicht unehrliche hantierung treiben, sondern
gelinde, nicht haderhaftig, nicht geizig, der seinem eigen hause wol fUrstehet. der gehorsame
kinder habe, mit aller erbarkeit. So aber jemand seinem eigenen hause nicht weiB filrzustehen, wie wird er die gemeine Gottes versorgen? Nicht ein neuling, auf das er sich
nicht aufblase und dem lesterer ins urtheil
falle. Er mull aber auch ein gut zeugniB haben
von denen, die draussen sind, auf das er nicht
falle dem lesterer in die schmach und stricke.
So ermanet Paulus die eltisten der gemeine
zu Epheso, Actor. 20 [28 —311:
So habt nun acht auf euch selbst und auf
die ganze herde, mater welche euch der heilige
Geist gesetzt hat zu bischoffen, zu weyden die
gemeine Gottes, welche er durch sein eigen
blut erworben hat. Dean das weiB ich. das
nach meinem abschied werden miter euch komen greuliche wolfe. die der herde nicht verschonen warden. Auch auB euch seibs werden
aufstehen menner, die da verkerte lehr reden.

- • -

" Luther, Das deutsche Ordinationsformular.
1535. WA 38. S. 423 ff. (R). Riffling, S. 137 ff.
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die Anger an sich zu ziehen. Darumb seid
wacker und denket daran, das ich nicht abgelassen hab, dreg jar tag und nacht. einem
jeglichen mit trenen zu vermanen.
Hie floret ihr, das uns, so bischoffe, das 1st
prediger, pfarher beruffen sand und sein sollen,
nicht wird bevohlen. gense oder kdhe zu hilten,
sondern die gemeine, so Gott durch sein eigen
blut erworben hat, das wir sie weyden sollen
mit dem reinen wort Gottes, auch wachen und
zusehen, das nicht wolfe mid rotten tinter die
armen schaffe einreissen. Darumb nennet er
es eM kostlich werk. Auch Mr unser person
sollen wir zilchtig und ehrlich leben, unser
hauli. weib, kind und gesinde christlich halten
und ziehen.
Seid ihr nun solches zu thun bereit. so sprecht:
Ja.
Da lege der superintendens und die andern
diener des worts, so dabey sind, dem ordinand° die hende auf das heupt. Darnach spreche er:
Lasset uns beten.
Vater unser, der du bist im himel etc.
Barmherziger Gott. himlischer Vater, du bast
durch den mund deines lieben Sons, unsers
Herrn Jhesu Christi [Mt 9.37], zu uns gesagt:
Die ernte ist groB, aber wenig seind der arbeiter, bittet den Herrn der ernte. das er arbeiter in seine ernte sende. Auf soichen deinen gottlichen bevelch bitten wir von herzen,
du Wiliest diesen deinen diener sampt uns
und alien. die zu deinem wort beruffen seind,
deinen heiligen Geist reichlich geben. das wir
mit grossen haufen deine evangelisten sein,
treu und fest bleiben wider den teufel, welt
und fleisch etc.. damit dein name geheiliget,
dein reich gemehret. dein wille volnbracht werde. W45llest auch dem leidigen greuel des
bapsts und Mahomets und alien feinden definer Christen sampt andern rotten, so deinen
namen lestern. dein reich zerstoren. deinen willen wiederstreben, entlich steuren und eM ende
machen. Solch unser gebet (weil du es ge" Zum

heissen, geleret und vertrostet hast) wollestu
gnediglich erhoren. wie wir gleuben und trauen.
durch deinen lieben Sohn. unsern Herrn Jhesum Christum, der mit dir und dem heiligen
Geist lebet und herschet in ewigkeit. Amen.
So gehet nun bin und weidet die herde
Christi, so euch bevohlen ist. mid sehet wol
zu, nicht gezwungen, sondern willig, nicht umb
schendlichen gewins willen. sondern von herzengrund. nicht als die uber das vok herschen, sondern werdet fiirbilde der herde, so
werdet ihr, wenn der erzhirte erscheinen wird,
die unverwelkliche kron der ehren empfahen
[1. Petr 5,2 —
Benedicat vobis Dominus, ut faciatis fructurn multum. Amen.
Wo aber die commun. als pfarkinder, einen
redlicher und ehehafter ursachen halber recusiren wiirde, so sol, wie hievor begriffen. derselben keiner wider ihren willen aufgebunden
werden, es were dann, das die recusation liederlichen und ohne ehafte ursachen. sonder aus
unverstand oder eigenwillig filrgenommen wiltde. darauf dann unsere verordente kirchenrehte ihr sonders gut aufmerken haben. So
sollen sie die verordenten nicht gleich also
umb solch liederlich sachen ohne redliche ursachen einem zum ministerio tauglichen und
approbirten diener zu verschmehung des ministeril in contempt fallen und kommen lassen,
sonder die gemein ihres mill und unverstands
halben bessers berichten.
Wenn dann solchs alles ordentlich geschehen, so sol ein jeder solcher kirchendiener unsern verordenten specialsuperintendenten und
amptleuten praesentiert, auch commendiert und
installiert werden auf solche form, wie volget.
Auf weiche weiB ein neuer kirchendiener von
den superintendenten seiner kirchen cornmendirt, eingeleibt und installirt werden sol."
Als oft nun einer zu einem kirchendiener aufgenommen, verordnet und der kirchen vermoge der superintendenzordnung annemlich, sol

Folgenden s. Hailing, S. 145 — 151.
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der specialsuperintendens aufs fiirderlichst neben dem amptman selbigen orts, auch einem
genachbaurten pfarrer als gezeugen der handlungen daselbsten erscheinen. denselbigen angenommen diener mitbringen.
Und so das yolk in der kirchen versamlet.
anfangs singen: Nun bitten wir den heiligen
Geist 55 etc.
Auf diti gesang der superintendens oder sein
adjunct aufstehen und ein predigt thun vom
ministerio verbi oder sonst von einem argument, dahin dienlich, von wem es eingesetzt
sey und worzu es nutz etc.. and also das yolk
entlich zur predigt vermanen. Nach der predigt gesungen werden der glaub 56.
Unter dem gesang sol der superintendens fur
den altar tretten. den neuen pfarherr oder
diacon zu sick beruffen und vor ihme zu dem
gebet niderknien lassen. nach vollendetem gesang ein kurze vermanung zu dem volke thun.
darin anzeigen. wie das dieser zu ihrem pfarherr oder diacon erwtilt und taugenlich erkent, auch ordentlich darzu beruffen der hoffnung, sie wiirden mit ihme versehen sein etc.,
und also das yolk welter zu dem gebet ermanen. damit der Herr sein gnad und gedeyen darzu geben wolle, und alsdann volgende
gebet mit heller. lauter und verstendlicher
sprach vorbeten etc. und sagen:
Last uns beten.
Allmechtiger. ewiger Gott. himlischer Vater.
du hast selbst dem armen menschlichen geschlecht zur wolfart. trost und MIf das hochwirdig predigampt des heiligen evangelli von
deinem geliebten Son. unsern Herrn Jhesu Christo. geordnet und eingesetzt. auch darbey zugesagt und versprochen. das welcher gleubt
und getauft wird. selig sein sol. Dieweil uns
aber unserer verderbten natur und sundlichen
fleisches halben beschwerlich und geferlich sein
wil. solchen so theuren und werden schatz wider
den anlauf des tausentlistigen und grimmigen
feindes ohn dein sonderliche hillf und gnedi-
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gen beystand unter uns zu bewaren und zu erhalten, so bitten wir dick herzlichen, du wtillest
uns durch dein grundlose gnad und barmherzigkeit in ntiten nicht verlassen. sondern mit
deiner gottlichen hand uber uns halten und
sonderlich uber diesem deinem diener N., welchem jetzund das heilig evangelium zu predigen bevohkn ist, damit solcher dein so heilsamer, nutzlicher und notwendiger bevelch biLS
eu ende der welt in deiner heiligen christenheit
wieder alle gespenst des bosen geistes sein
fOrgang hab und wir des himlischen trosts nimmermehr beraubt werden. durch Jhesum Christum, deinen geliebten Son. unsern Herrn, welcher mit dir und dem heiligen Geist lebet und
regieret. gleicher Gott. hochgelobt in ewigkeit.
Amen.
Floret das heilig evangelium, welchs uns beschreibt der heilig evangelist Johannes [Joh 20.
21-23].
Der Herr sagt zu semen jUngern: \Vie mich
mein himlischer Vater gesandt hat, also sende
ich euch auch. Und als er solchs gesagt hat.
blieB er sie an und sprach: Hemet bin den
heiligen Geist. welchen ihr die siind erlasset.
denen sollen sie erlassen sein, und welchen
ihr dle mind behaltet, denen sollen sie behalten sein.
Der superintendens mag auch nachvolgende
epistel nach gelegenheit der zeit und kirchen
umb mehr erinnerung wegen fOrlesen. nemlich
also:
So schreibt S. Paulus in der ersten epistel
an Timotheon am dritten capittel [1—
Das ist je gewisslich war. so jemand ein
bischoffampt begeret, der begeret ein kostlich
werk. Es sol aber ein blschoff unstrefflich
sein. eines weibs man. niichtern. messig. sittig, gastfrey. lehrhaftig. nicht ein weinseufer.
nicht beissig. nicht unehrliche hantierung treiben. sonder gelinde. nicht haderhaftig. nicht
geizig, der seinem eignen hause wol filrstehe.
der gehorsame kinder habe, mit alter erbarkeit.
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(So aber jemand seinem eignen hause nicht
weiB furzustehen, wie wird er die gemein Gottes
versorgen?) nicht ein neuling, auf das er sich
nicht aufblase und dem lesterer ins urtheil
falle. Er mull aber auch ein gut zeugnill haben
von denen. die draussen seind, auf das er
nicht falle dem lesterer in die schmach und
strick.
So ermanet S. Paulus die eltisten der gemeine
zu Epheso [Act 20,28 — 31]:
So habt nun acht auf euch selbst und auf
die gauze herde, under welche euch der heillge Geist gesetzt hat zu bischoffen, zu weiden die
gemeine Gottes, welche er durch sein eigen blut
erworben hat. Dann das weiB ich. das nach
meinem abschied werden under euch kommen
greuliche wolfe. die der herd nicht verschonen werden. Auch aus euch selbs werden aufstehen menner, die dar verkerte lehr reden. die
jilnger an sich zu ziehen. Darumb seid wacker
und denket daran, das ich nicht abgelassen
habe, drey jahr, tag und nacht. einen jeglichen
mit threnen zu vermanen.
Hierauf so last uns herzlich bitten. und sprecht
mit mir:
Ach gnediger Gott. himlischer Herr und Vater,
der du uns durch deinen heiligen apostel Paulum
veterlichen getr6st und zugesagt hast. das es
dir, o himlischer Herr und Vater. wolgefalle.
durch die thoricht predigt des kreuzes selig
zu machen alle die, so dran gleuben [1. K 1.21].
so bitten wir dich nun auf solches ganz ernstlich, das du deinen diener N., hie zugegen. welchen du zu diesem so seligen und hochwirdigen
predigampt beruffen hest. mit deiner OURchen gnaden begaben und deinen heiligen Geist
geben und rnittheilen wollest, durch welches
kraft er gesterket, wieder alle anfechtung des
teufels bestehen und deine geliebte herde. durch
das blut unsers Herrn Jhesu Christi, deines
Sohns, theur erkauft und erworben, mit deinem heilsamen und tutgefelschten wort nach
deinem gottlichen wolgefallen weiden Triage zu
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lob und preiB deines heiligen namens und ffirderung der ganzen christenheit durch Jhesum
Christum, deinen geliebten Son. Amen.
Oder nachgesetzt gebet gesprochen werden:
Barmherziger Gott, himlischer Vater. du hast
durch deinen round deines Sons, unsers Herrn
Jhesu Christi [Mt 9,37], zu uns gesagt: Die
ernte ist groB, aber wenig seind der arbeiter.
Bittet den Herrn der ernte. das er arbeiter in
sein ernte sende. Auf solchen deinen gottlichen bevelch bitten wir von herzen, du willlest diesem deinem diener sampt uns und alien.
die zu deinem wort beruffen seind, deinen heiligen Geist reichlich geben. das wir mit grossen haufen deine wahre diener. erkenner und
bekenner seyen. treu mid fest bleiben wider den
teufel. welt und fleisch, damit dein name geheiliget. dein reich gemehret, dein will volbracht
werde. Wollest such dem leidigen greuel des
bapsts und Mahomets sampt andern rotten.
so deinen namen lestern, dein reich zerstoren.
deinen willen widerstreben. entlich steuren und
ein ende machen. Solch unser gebet (dieweil du
uns geheissen, geleret und vertrastet hast) 1.01lestu gnediglich erhoren. ivie wir gleuben und
trauen, durch deinen lieben Sohn. unsern Herrn
Jhesum Christum. der mit dir und dem heiligen
Geist lebt und herschet in ewigkeit. Amen.
Solchs alles zu erlangen. sprecht mit mir von
herzen das heilig Vater unser.
Es mag auch, wa schiller vorhanden. alsbald das Vater unser 57 gesungen werden etc.
Nach dem gebet oder gesang des Vater unsers
sol sich der superintendens vor dem altar gegen
dem yolk wenden und. vie nach christlicher
freyheit, so von dem Herrn Christo der kirchen in eusserlichen mittelmessigen ceremonien
gegeben. gebreuchlich, sein rechte hand dem
neuen pfarrer oder diacon auf sein bloB haupt
legen und also sagen:
Dieweil wir im heiligen Geist versamlet. Gott
unserm himlischen Vater durch Jhesum Christum. unsern Herrn und heiland, uber dich ange-
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ruffen und gebeten und deshalben nicht zweifeln, er werde uns Taut seiner gOttlichen zusagung gnediglich erhoret und gewehret haben.
demnach so ordne. confirmire und bestettige
ich dich auB gotlichem bevelch und ordnung zu
einem diener und seelsorger dieser gemein, hie
zugegen. mit ernstlichem bevelch. das du solcher ehrlich und ohne alle ergerniB mit hochstem vleiB und treuen vorstehen wollest, wie
du dann vor dem gerichtstul unsers Herrn
Jhesu Christi an jennem tag rede und antwort
geben must dem rechten richter im namen des
Vaters und des Sohns und heiligen Geistes. Amen.
Darauf singe die kirch Te Deum laudamus 58 ,
oder Grates nunc omnes 59 , deudsch. und beschlies es der superintendens mit dem segen
etc.
Von der kirchendiener underhaltung und
besoldung.
Nachdem Christus der Herr [1. K. 9, 14] verordnet, das die. so das evangelium verkilndigen. sich sollen vom evangelio nehren. und
die des altars pflegen. vom altar leben sollen.
ist billich, das auch den treuen gottseligen
pastorn und kirchendienern ihr underhaltung
notturftiglich geschafft und verordnet werde.
Derwegen ganz beschwerlich. das biBdaher an
vielen ortern sich etliche unrechtmessige, wieder
das gottlich, ja auch des bapsts selbs und alle
recht und billicheit eingedrungen. und was zu
underhaltung der pastorn verordnet und also zu
Gottes dienst ergeben. auBgebeten. zu sich gezogen. sich selbs oder ihre kinder mit den
pfarren haben belehnen Lassen und also der
pfarren einkommen in ihren eigenen nutz ver-

Wackernagel III. Nr. 31. Ev. Kgb. Nr. 137.
Wackernagel III. Nr. 266.
60 Vielfach hatten die Lehnsherren die Pfarrgtiter als Belohnung filr treue Dienste ohne
Riicksicht auf den Stand der zu Belehnenden
ausgetan. Die auf diese Weise in die Pfarrstellen Eingesetzten mullten dann einen
Pfarrer mieten. wobei ihnen der billigste der
angenehmste war. vgl. Krusch, Entwicklung.
Forts. S. 98.
58
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wendet, darneben aber wenig sorg getragen,
welcher gestalt die armen leut mit der predigt.
Gottes wort and gebrauch der heiligen sacramenten versehen 68, der ursachen oft die kinder ungetauft hingestorben, desgleichen alte und
schwache leute an ihrer seligkeit nicht wenig
versaumbt.
Solcher unordnung zu begegnen. so ordnen,
bevehlen und wiillen wir, was zu jeder kirchen
und derselben getreuen diener underhaltung von
alters gestiftet und verordent, auch bey der
kitchen bleiben und von derselben keineswegs
abalieniert, sonder solches einkommen niemands
ander% dann diesen personen gereicht werden
sole, so der kirchen mit der predigt des worts
Gottes und austheilung der heiligen sacrament
dienen.
Dann auch des bapsts recht auBweiset: beneficium dari propter officium.61 Derhalben ever
der kitchen nicht dienet und solche giiter zu
sich zeucht. von dem crimine sacrilegii nicht
mag entschilldiget werden, welchen leuten der
spruch S. Jacobs [Jak. 5, 4] wol zu bedenken.
da er schreibt: Der arbeiter John, die euer land
ingeerntet haben und von euch abgebrochen
1st, das schreyet, und das ruffen der ernter ist
kommen Mr die ohren des Herrn Zebaoth.
Damit sich auch die kirchendiener dester
besser erhalten mogen, so sollen die gewohnliche
alten accidentalia, als von kinderteufen, verehelichung, besuchung der kranken, begrebniB.
vierzeitpfenning 62, umbgeng und dergleichen hinfurt wie biBher den kirchendienern gereicht
werden.
Wo aber an etlichen often die pfarren so
Bering, das sich die kirchendiener sampt ihrem

61 Corp.

iur. can. lib. next. I, tit. III, c. 15; Friedberg II. S. 943. Vgl. dazu Tract. de potestate
papae. 80. Bek. Schr. S. 495. H. E. Feine.
Kirchl. Rechtsgesch. I, 1950. S. 172 ff. 304. 327.
62 GewOhnlich war das Michaellsfest als „vierter Hochfesttag" neben Weihnachten, Ostern
und Pfingsten der Termin. an dem Abgaben
an die Geistlichen entrichtet wurden, vgl.
H. Pfannenschmid. Germ. Erntefeste. 1878.
S. 118 f.

APPENDIX VIII
TEXT OF THE RITES FROM THE 1657 CHURCH ORDER
Source: Agenda Oder: Erster Teil der Kirchen-Ordnung UNSER von Gottes Gnaden
AUGUST!, Herzogen zu Brunswyk und Lunaburg. Vile es mit den Ceremonien
auch ardent nootwendigen Sachen und Verrichtungen den Kirchen Unserer
Farstentume Graf-Herrschaften und Landen zu halten (Wolfenbiittel: Sternen,
1657), 3-6, 132-50.
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uub ZerorDnung be0 SlierOodpSten @otteo 5uunt Sir,
ciontZDnot Weiss:Jong orDentfic§ beruffi unD befictiget
repD/fo loft §intriberunt aucilauf eftereeiten mit ions
DerbaretuSieigfe oft unD int/ bep eitc0 §etgid2 betracQ=
ten/ unb mit boctotem erliegen teio beDentfen. Cintrot
mit two goefer Gorge/ Me/ Stein unto ?Idea ter dist)
birer carer gluten ationamen/ unD eilettnt be; direr
(betitelitept ertictten alt/beneeiotYoaarticb barum fein
GcQer3
obetRinDerfp0/ fonDettt Di) rnerte,ircfe igt et
neall)ottO unbZraut be eoottletteti/ ivelci)e et
fo feurig nub _§erobtilnotig abet dna unb meitictibaf Cr
pr
etrige teben 6tteriangen t am .intinei footmen/
unD fit§ mit after menoctiticQer LOU betabent auc1 fein
eigen iuut tiergovren / unb fin fp bat atierfintilicQ.
.0ten unb Omergictoten gireitwo toot getitten/ unb
auf Oct) genotmnen §at / Damit et ft) tom toot mate/
Datum forlet unD ntitofet it don beaten inivaitcpten
tet antrenben Dag s)r Stirtte unb @3eintine Witt
mit YfienocQen tratuen/ fonbern @ottlicigr titutio
otOcr deer unterrictatibamit ft) bunt) Den (witigcn Ocit4t
trroeffet iverbe / bet*Erm 3efuSi§rbsto treneeeten
Q3r4uttgainZreite nub 031auben au§atten/unb barium
unsierriiffet unD unbefiefeet 3utertarun / Day efic0
Nut Dent tipootet Paulo ill DerSaartettitinen ennui

e

id)
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Sifrotlid)e 23ruitstrygisd)e
CAP46,tw v4ve
fi
;
Cuw Cinem
Bann Dertratiet / bag icy eiict ewe
reine retie 3ungfraue frioto 3tibrAte/2.10r. ii. nub
Ode did) nicOo t+er atten/bad icy eficipt4t Derfimbiget
Da ttemitenNaat Of:MO/ Ad. zo.
e oUet pr alio flue nut grooefentertiStaiDegtil/
1150 CtiVa6 O
a urct) dire staarlitefigfeivangenifligfeit unb
Untleits bet 015emeine buttmergernio/ec§aben unbTlact:
tOeil nittuttDiffig eingeffiret/unb teruurfacf)en fotte / 4i6
ter nicf)t ti-offea otien/bct# unier*erzE3Ott alter unb
jeber Derirartoregeeeten tuut you do en Oinben for#
Dern/ uttb eo etvig an eit4 rectnen unb firdfett meat /
tt4 er 5u 3tDepett maim iiberaue fcreflic0 gebriluct §0t/
e3CC1. unb 33. glop.
*ornectot fott or prebigett unb Wren bt Oeitige
progetiec(le unb2ipoetolifdy ecrift/tDdcry snit Obto
iic en Oilutioc§en ZVunberbeicten befotiget/unb eine2us
cern unb 2tilc4te unferer
/ ja gar ein 2i* auf
unferm Vegerpfctl. 19, nub naci: bent bieerfarung Der
flint e m (sten @Unbent:01r ticutib marl* man in Religions
eaten bile 9eit fiber fireitig iot / natO 2intveirung DOS
rotten traaren icttotietign 13erflanbee bet prolletto
fcten unb Apoototiocten ecrift arttici) begriffen nub
terfaisfet Met/inben brepen*aupt-symboiis in bet un' •
beranberten 2ugfpurgiecilett Confesfionfamt berfetben
Apologia in ben ematectibietOettartictitAini Den grout
ern unb efeinen CatechismisLutheri,ro erforbert o Do
Wootturft bee Rititttnanto/ba# yr in foic§eidtrticuin
cure 2ler/ 0ernt6g 0(TC-dittoing unti3n§atte iebiganets
T4a
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itirdynoorbnutis
terecriften getreidic0 fitretineciptunD NC§ Der DeifigettcAP•=6,
Zilyet Direibigen oft unb Opt/ mit fontedarem Stet*
Durc§iefet unDfinficOtig fei;D/ bag pr baton nittt about.
et /tuber 3uur9iec§ten nod, suur 2infen 1 unb did) lei
nen einigen Ment4en DaDoniauf *Nay Iraege
ten unb abferen
211Dinniin- abet 014 fatter basMint_mtb bey teruf
dna Rirct Zinere er§eiscQet t bag er Der Xircten.
nictt edit mit renter Q3Ottlic12en tea/ fonbern mut mit
gluon Exempel) Dine unD fitrieilftte1 nub Oro DV leer fo
OW an pm fa/ mit einem ariaticixtt unb eerficigZ3ana
bet bire/
on neiten eine Oo§eNootturft/ ba0
§infiiro titer 2e6en bunt eCittee @nab( bergeffa an.
fiefletibaqttyilt akin dire (13efiQdfte unbaityntkmen/fons
ban auc eureNebot/Converfation)Xteibungunbam
bet/ta aileaoort unntiert_eine2ter unbZugenb fepni
bait iqr Wait mats Dr mit cinaanb ballet/ mit Da am
Dern triter abreigfit / nub Die Xirt(le mit ffrafbaren
flan unD argeriittem ManDel/gefarlit)- terberbeti in era
megung bass uno prebigern Dor often anbern geraget
tDorben : Z3e0e Dem VienvcOat Dm() roeftOot Crgerniit
ommet/Den Ivey ergert ter Bering ten tinnyDo an tuica!
gfauben/bern irke eg 5essfer I ba# cinMitiffein an feinen
saftv gettingeounD er erfaufet ivurbe imMeer/ NI team
try oten iot/ Snat*. 18. ?u bent &De foit aufe
fie is felt/ triberklien unD oft repetiren epiotein Dank
all`Zii110tOCUM
ZitillitOtir4116 gr gnugfam 3uerfeben.
§a6t/tvo pr bepbef$ iniEeeren unb?cilat 4c §aften/unb.
014
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Sdrettidx lirtmetvigierbe
44
cAP•z6ZK0 der tigeno$ *ccuis=eefinbe mina unb erthweli
ntipget.
tuttc§tu pact pr nicig dein norm §oten Obrigi
!tit mit um telt, feint/ unD tuft 97ttbsen ferbern / den
ectaDen abet nab baton ‘2Bizien stub Ocivigen (*0
Venni ($elia/fenberit mut ffir 611 @oft ergict
ego or atilt fotcOee affeo ou tuun/ noctmatv gee
grim/ fo mat et efu4 bap laffirotbaar/ unD fprecf2eti
1

tufa utobaten:

OVinacttiger Mgt 03ott/OftlitiectaTateri
--NIZu Oast fclOolt ban amen Milectlicten
ecticitisteiunr ZoolfatZrooiStuti 61561ft tve
ockirtirbocpcboanit/boS§eiligcnEoangc0
t ton berm geipbtco soot' unfirm *trrett
S'fuCOrtOto georbnef unb eingegeti4u0 ear
betj gcfaget unb ocrfprocten/bag/Mictcrgicitv
/ fielig peen fol. =8tmeQ
bet unb getaufet
title 45er Urifera oerberbtennaturunb
ctscnileteckco Clam 6clitcritc0 icOp iv! folf
cten fo tam unb werten ectak ituDer Den 24
lauf bco taufenbitotigcn unb ottinitgen Sono
unb gn4bigen
No/ one bane fonbcritOe
apflatib tinter use ;u Odom; unb itiCtD6
tent
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AirchettVattuttg:

145

ten/ fo Num tivr Oentick /Du 'polka uns, CAP.1,6
Durc0 beim grunbloic Onabe unb Zartztero,
pgreit in Men ntctt ogriaefenifonbern tnit00.
ncr Obtlicken ,,anD Aber untS Oalten/u.nb foul,
tieritct ubgr Wan Num Zinertnicifr.100
ni
AinD bao Ociligc Coangeltuni/an bifinC5ortiu
prawn befolen tot/ banitt folcter bete fo
four/n(41*r utib HootivenDigerZ#4161Nu
Cale ba melt / in 'Muer §edigen Qa0cti§cit
witer alie &linnet bee Wet Vatee / ff0.
Siirgang 0460 nub ivpr betv OttnitOctcn
flee Moen= beraubet Waal/ bigc0.3te..
funiONtotuni beinm gelpbteitecim_Onfait
• errn linicter mit Or unb betiLOcietio
bet unb regiretigicicker (f3Otti .oitgOoOtt
to
.
•
ifivigfeiMmen•
•

Bo'ret bao eilige-ftioangelittini 0,440 ittS.
beicreibet Der 6.1erangclistjob•aitnee.
J5Err
gt Riven Vngetai 030
mut mein bin*cter Zater gefanb that/
alio finbe tc0 406 anc§./ nub ale er pcteti go
fageE §attoOlpo a fib an utiblprack:Mtnet In
Z
0(11
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Sarstlidn 23runowygiod)e

146
CAP, 16

DM Octligm Octet/ oxicten pr bp ebbe er..
latvfet/beneff foam erlaefen ('ern / nub treto
eixl or boefinbe beOctitet/ Denali Hien fp be=
§a(ten rpm
Zee Superintendens mag and nadfoigmbe Epi4tet nad)

(Bag:Theft be eit nub Xircixt/ um meet trimmung mem/
frirlaint/nemiidpifo ;

evo fadetigsDauttio ber

iotet

an Cimottsum ant 3. Capita
21E5 it fe.getott(tti) timat/fo jemanb cin Zia§ofe:
2Itnt begraMer *act tin footticil2pat/ Co cot
der etuZiOofutiftraffitt fon/ eincoVeibeo Minn/
nisetten/mdefigiffttigi elgotircp/ lectbaftivnidg tin
Vettliairaini4t beieffg I nag uttecrii**anbiirtmg
Milo/ Onbern gelinbeinic§t abertaftigInicet getopj
egaint*duff Mot ffirfle0e/ bet getoorfani e
Sinter §dieguit alleritaf,atfeiti(fo Aber )enianb (*dram
eigenen *are nictg trees ffiriufletenimp with 0 bp co
IlleingOotteetw(orgen?)nic(it tin Reitlingiauf ba0 ec

1162 nicOt aufbfare/ unb Dem Waterer int1 noel fare/ er
litus$414 din gituqetignis §abeniton bend bp braulfen
froth/ auf aka stictt fork aem t flower in bp entoc0
unb ettirk
•ZO.

o crilignetS• Vow bjStietm bet
Mincing 31; eptxfo.

eo
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Itircbewthbonng.
147
fl §a6t nuun actt auf ettc0 felbot/unD auf bp gangsecAP•16.
aeerbe / untez McKie nut der §eitige eeiSt gefeeriet .
tat/ au ZisscOfen/bu meiben DvE3emeine Sotte6/meitte
er bunt fein vigen Zfuut erworbett at / Dean bass Ode
icy / bag nark meinem 21bReib maben unter ea) few
men / greinitte V61fe / Der *calm iticQt terRonett .
merb en / aucfl Aug euct fetbOt merDen auffletenVieauteri
bp Da team deer Men; bp Sanger an fit(' bublen/bare
um leo matter/ unD benftet baron/ Da# id) nic§t abgeo
faisfen Oa6oreo3aariagunbNactt etnen jegtictin ntit.
Zranen 3w:tantalum
sirauflaget um; berblid) bitten/unb fined* mit trig:

Siti igncibiger Oott/OnitectrOnim unb
1-15ater/ber ba tur- burg betnen§cdigola
poad paulunt/
getroVid tint! Dv
gefaget UV
bprO Ointlitveteren unb

Zater ivoigefaileiburct bo tOrtetteprebigtbe6
SfretiBetv feelo ;u mactenialle bp fo barangidul
ben / eo bitten irpr Diet mutt auf Kee gall;
ernMitc0/bag Ou bairn Ziner oy ;ug eg en/
Weicten bu ;t1 bifern fo feelign unb OoctwAro
Nen prebteimt Murat Octet mit Muer
Ci3imlicten Onaben- begabm/unD Down Oda
gen Q3eta Oben unb itittteden troika /burg
WetZ 3j
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T4s

Stivotlid)e Ztuitstrygie*

cAP iz6-110C1Cte# *graft ergeflarffetItriber

atte anfcc0/
(Ong Da Zeureits beficOen unb beim geripbte
catte/ bunt 040 Nuut unferOperrn
Qtrititi beince e0Orle fair ettnift tut erirov
•. ben/ nut beton §cilifittun unb ungefilleetten
Moort nact balm Obtlictim Molgeralkn
Waal tit6gOutb6 unb Trete betnce'Ociligcn
Nainene/unb Wienberung ber
tett/burct 3iftitti C..rietum- Ogirtmgclpbtett
eopti/amen4
Rtni§ergiger(Bott/§itnitecker Tater/bas
040t burg) betiMutib UMW Nen eloone
unfircieraigerucforkitt urie gaga/ bp
En* grootPaber *rang fiprib Der Ottetteri
23itta ben,octnn bet inite/bagevatbcitcr to
feine &ate fenbeiauf foicten beinen
Zefal/ bitten ivpr Oon 05ergen/ bu Moffat No
fern Ocinem Zinet faint and/ unb alien/ bp pa
Wino Z3oort berufen feptibiOnnen 01.0(W
reicklict gctervbag Ivor nut grocnIfen tatifert
bane ivareZtnerierecnner unbZerennerfeptv
Mit unD Pt Men/ toilur cnZeurci/ Melt
nub
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_ liircben-Vas.nUtitt*

X40.

unbglegatix. Jrmit Dein Nattic.ge§ciligetici,.P•vs:
beta NcioD gandirct i - ban saill 0olien6ractit
trerbe troika (luck Dan lawn eyeful bee
Vabetif unb Ma§emetsif t _faint anbern Vitot4
ten/ (o tutnenVamaiketeriv Dein Mi.ctletfib
yen/ beim •A
inotberfirebin/ enblitO ftcfv.
ravunbon enbc macOen; eotetunfer Odd/
(Nand im ants gctetvicnt gcl4ret wit ocr4&
fict §cogl) poilat Ou Aticibtglict erObtfripop
irpr giauDen unb train Durfkininen Wert
evon un(rn.J5erti3iftitti(E0getuttii bet
mrt Dpr unb ban Qctlfgetl(186etetc Ott IMO Ocno
rcket in CirtgrettiOttug.
eolci50.01c00etiatigen/fitEc§effilit fniir
~orc..ertett/bad §ciligeTater unftq.
srigtr unfer/bq bit bie,t/.2c.
mat) pnbigton fokbeit (Boat/ [age btr Supaintendens,

mei) Qbrigliter gcbrautlitber areibtit fo itn beni 3)qrrn
COW() Der Xirci)en in &(irtiehett Cerernonien getagetti flint
red* Nana aeon wenn Trebiger auf ta0 bloareNttpt i unb
fine* alfo:

Buil mg im Ocifigen@eisft terfairiet/eott unfern
§imtifuten TatcrOurc03efulnriot
Si*ton *4"
iti_
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Sdraffid)e ZrOttOreygistbe
cAp.o.Firrit iiiii(2eplanDI Aber cue() ongeruf en unb gebeten/

150

nub beiN0al6en utcQtimeifetn / fir vitae une taut fetner
@l5tfici2en 3u(aguttg/andbiglic§ irt6ret unb getveret 041
11wev
a et.ige eft
ettnoll) fo matte/ confirmire
ben•
ant) alto E3ottictent 2ief41 unto Orbnung/ in einem Zio.
ner nub eeefforger bifer @mine Qt) ugegen/mit ernet?
lidynt Zer41/ bag pr folcber ter1ic12/ nub one age trgero
nifq mit fAotent 8leis unb Zreuen voorifeten tvolieti
tvv pr ban Doer bemE3er4oe.. mut unfero •Nrrn 3cto
fuSitrisstlian jenent Zage9iebettnb antivortgben mug,
(et/bent rut ten Nicliter itn stamen be ZaterO/unb

eoonV unb Deb §eifigen@eieteSiTimen•
der gang Aaus mitt begogetonit ban @tillage:
5.

• *trzeott tic§ toben timp/n.

Zer*er: fegne Nctant
bicti
ZeOir: atm& feittatigeftoktilber bicti
unb deg air gttibig/
ZeOencrOebt fetnangtfici5tatifbtctiunto
gebe Dpi Sou/amen.
44) (cer,

CA PUT

APPENDIX IX
TEXT OF THE RITES FROM THE 1709 CHURCH ORDER

Source: Erneurte Kirchen-Ordnung; Unser von Gottes Gnaden, Anthon Ulrichs,
Hetflogen zu Braunnschweig and Liineburg (Braunschweig: Johann Georg
Zillinger, 1709), 11-22, 88-104.
- .46

ttleliCtte

it(Detiol Onung
tinier

Son ette6 'Wen

tupon ititD5

Mogen gt rantOweig uttb
,4)

ittdurg.

23raunfdranig/
Nbret bud) 30ann mg 5iffiguni*o#1411. privilegir4oP Q3ip4bra70 9.
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irdvitorbigmg.
ertunDigung unb erbalteaeancityreniciformationbieit011
lige Zeitanbi9 an line ober tinfireebeimbten Dia4t61.
Collegium brmgen bamit fokben gefti4riit'ven Zeroet
gungen seitig gefleuert/ 3fco2eDre
Inc aber gercttet un*
c1v4Dret imam mr3ge.-

CAP. IL . .
ZOit Zefeoung.bcrgit(Deiv
0401er...7;144:kt
‘‘

I.;

Lnn beo benen, Sireten Iti-UnPrn urfient§ttinett
unb 2anben bie.:Pubiger mit lobe abge4eu unb
bie Warren vacant werben1 foloilen unfer Superintendenten 6eitige Qerfeung tbun / bad von benen benacbo
babrten preofgern bat; SircbetAmbt in alien eticren
fo tang / bi6 bae vacarits Meta erfeoet I perrid)tet
1verbe.
II. Zeo tieber ZefeOung fold* eriebiattat 93fav
ten rotten bun Patronis i4re tool bergebrad)te jura Patronatus unb in fpecie baO• in. ',men inecbten gefeOte fatale prxfentandi o4ngefrcincret gelaffen /Warm abet fol t,
peremtorifdyr terminus On torber bet) tin any 1In ferny
Contiftono au6 erviplicben ZeOinberunge s lirfadyn
er4aftene extenfion tetgeblfd) abgelauffen fo Dann foil
mit erfeOuttg ter pfar2Unferntmegen c jug devoluto
onverbtiglici) Derfarcn iverbent
'Eel)
2
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t2 _
Emmett
EL eobalb nun Lind i)Der unferem Confiftorio
tte prxfentation eingefanDt / lvie aud)/ Warm be()ueff ber
MI6 affein 6nfie4enben Marren
entiveber einen on
Unc3 felbilen autS(onberbabrerZemegni0 errItinbten abet
einen 11n6 son Unferm Confittorio unterOcinigittorg.o
Plagenen Candidattim-Att bqffelbe remituren merben/
fo loft folitem Candidatb eititsgetbirre Veit 5u einbritt=
feinen .erforuen/
dung $(aublvtlrbiger 3digniffen
Erudition , Eeben-untl Oanbel ange(elyt / unb, barauf
ftrner nad) Zeffnben bad gemoOpliciyExamen mit benfelben fOrgenommen tiieibelt)s Maim er bann nad) den
requifitis el.tim,SircDepf-Mnbt gefibirft fetp befunbett
Poorben fo. foil be *perintendens bey -OM On 'eine ft>
genanbtesprob04:Frebigt.O.:ber vacirenben-Pfandeircbe
oa6aUle4eti eitiittifht intb. mtnn er_Derninunt ba#
meine mit feitien Oaben iiemlidy 5uftieben felbige tpo.
gen bet getttO4nliften vocation erinnern unb nebfl geN$
tiger relation ben CandidAturn Oinivieber anlinier Coniiitorium 5u r-tiatigung ber ordination -Ultb
on Dertveifen /mit iDekben aftibus fobann natD bet i( 5ormi
tie in bitten Agendis, Capite Don ordination uni) introdu6tion oeriprebiger/ mit me4rett georpneti gebti4rlid)
Derfabren terben foil.
•
IV. Mann (INT eine ifetnfict auetragfid)e Mars ire
linfern et4bten• offer aud) auk bem canoe fid) er6ffnett
rofirbe fo foil iu berm tiiieber Zefeoung nicbt fo glad)
ein junr Caudidatusadmittireti fonbertt auDottott
fan Confiftorio geurt§eitet Vtrben .ob ettiut Ott ober
antler
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13
anber begabter unt) um p ie g4rifillcDeStrclx
D..er$
bienter Trebtger auf bem .2anbe gclyftnbe welcber . au
(old)er Tfaa befobert unb baburd) 6u einer Zerbefferung
gebractt iDerben Mite ; aal6 aber bergleicben prebiger
nic4 Der4anbett ober and) su {old}er mutation iltOt
gR'neigt RIP mirbe/ eo foll.ber gegicrtefte Collegiat aii5
Unfernralotter %ibbagOautini. Dertase tinier Dor bem
ergangenen fcl)rifftlicDen refolution,far 4nbern Dasu be,
foDert merben.
V. 4)b auci). WO. . an dynicbt unAulaPig bad bet)
CrfeOung dna ober atrbern triebtittert.TfcirvZienfte6
barauf mit iefle&iret Vac otyetwa- Dermittefd enter
.et)ra4t Die binterlairene Wittwe.obertine Zodger auf
bey Tfarl Derbleibenlantie;
treficnivir bock buydp
auk nictt bak baba dfeinticbewegede Utfady ber
Zefoberupg genotnmen / fonbern Dornetulic0 put' ble
an ber Derfo4n Candidati erfoberte etilcreinernficb
ctuf bit erudition, orthodoxie, guts Q3aben in Trebi$
audy ob
gen nub auf beffargeftlixten Waite,
bet) ber inToricWag gebracbten.9et)r44( ftet) clue 023Otts
itcly dircolion fpfibren laire gefeixn merben Col
VI. TBmir Un6 atid) e3.ett unb bet tcit)rifiricten
Stird)en terbunben .errennen gegen batt greulicte 2affcr.
bet Simonie
triangung bet* spfaraDorsugi4en
pfie.get I mit alien rigeur procediren
eofer3ent
orbnert
Won't tuib troika hang fen Patronus nor
ate Collation sin me4re6. 4161ttlinferti2anb.:Zag6Mv
fttibm.-triattIxt von. ti4nicatididaro: Wan offer arts
.
nctizert
Z3
frdmmtDcbtning.
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T4

- Raid:ate "

netimen folic; eettalt balm berjenige / trseir!)er
nur
unterfielyn tvirb folcber Unfer Merorbnun4 iumieber ein
tiotyred fub griocunque prxtextu entiteber fart ober
burcl) anbere iu prxtendiren / auf -be6 Candidati bloffes
ftmelben entweber (id) coblici) iu refs
ni en guibig ober ber Collation or felbigen ad! Ders
lu g fetm foil. eolte Der Patrorius aberbefdpibiget fturo
ben
ettDa6 un5u14#iged Angenomment
er
fo fort aufe3 (d)drffelle barauf inquinret unb twann alto
weber burcl) ZeiDeigtiNutt / ober burd) .Terwegyung
bee aufge4rfuteten Zerbacbt erfoberten juramenti purgatorii bie 93er6redyre beIS
convincirtt ItOrben/
ber Patronus, (en innevober aufTerbaib 2anbee / Oeift$
40ber %Demo itaburcb ipfo fiat, feined Patronat-Dte*.
tens Derlu(t0 ('epn/ unb nianaWen eine prxfentationftro
ner Don 31)m angenommen / ber Candidatus ober mit
023efangni0 aud)
bem Zeftnben nad) mit Aeitlid)er
EanbetiMerivelfung befiraffet
Za audy fom
flen jemanb/ ber (el) wet er wok/ Don einem Candidato
ober beffen arcunben megen Zefoberung aunt Rinteno
Pinibt einige6 efttencr angenommcn Oaben tibero
ftibret iDerben NI* fo ('on berfelbt ben Webrt beffen
tobenfad) be3a4ten fdpibig / bad Oefcbend abet oo
ber bie nor bad airdyn gmbt bqablete Summ bein
jenigen / ber es anmeiben tDirbl gegeben malign / unb
etraffe bem Fifco beinigefailen fem.
VII. ~ieroeiY aud) Die exillimation eitie6 Pak
ggr6 bep Ur famine batnoc0•84nolic0 §inivoirtitleti
Unb
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If
Itircbetveltitmg:
V4ergerni# entfte4ett mann in beinfelben
unb e
tentireber eine nor %ntretung feint6 Pfar2-Zienfiez3 beg
gangene ftraffbaOre tibeltbat.au6bricV I: ober nadber
von ihm begangenivirb
bagegen iurecbte
6ffentlict) nicbt 5u iuitifidren Dermag; Cie fort in folcben
unb bergleicben gallon. toad WergerniO.o4nge(aumt akge•
t4anttmb Der Delinquent non fdigentiOrtc removiret

teoinDent.
•:

•

CAP.

.I/T.

ufbi ot:Zeiet.
itrelisObe
•.

06301_ be qbigct
-

•" - Atitt4
aftrpli
.*

2ie unb jebtilor,ebiger / '11504e - #*
Iird)eno
Wnibt aufne4men/ ordinieen- Int inftituiren laffen/
fotjett
bielyr alio- fergOlIttii littb jit*rdj 50cceiroyen an er91egieitings •-Ofeid)_ .anPetenzlinferen tintert§a5
nen- b-eti- gett)§tilicten..Dilibignii4t)b:aNtifiatten get
Daiten Rpm
, H. .11:nb wit; biefilbe in gircbenle.acten.unb tva6
geb6ret
hers
ZefeWen unb ned) ern liad)tinfert3
orbnung fid)su acbten unb (eibigen geborfabrnlid) nad)g
auf oilmen / ntOln .aucb ibr(r.DOrgefeWn Superintenkitten (dui.
-denten Qdrincrungto gcbil§teriDe aolge
'EMI)
• -• •
-•
dig (ay' ;
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If
_
tinb tin groft Viergernili entftebeti, nom ton bernfelben
entiteber eine to Vntretung
Tian f'Zien(eti ()co
gangene ftraffbarellbeitOat Ausbridg ob.cr nadAer
won item begangenitirb kvin.1,:er(id) bagegen. burectte
6ffentlid) iticbt 5uitillifidren-vertnagt C5o foil in fold)en
tut bergleid)en-gaifen:bo621e.rgerni0..Ongegunit abgo
t4ant unb der Delinquent ton felttigginOte removiret
itmben.-•
:
tAP.

ZOil. bet qb.iget 1.11)4
""Altif ti
aftt

.3

•

Itiot . Ire jetty
ve-Imb jebtl3reNger
?hat aufnOmen/ ordinitofuniiinftjtuiren laffen/pgol fi*:.bi44er .alb rt er 110 Vib 1.11*C.ij . 15ticceiror en an *oiegferung,.Veid). ant?cren-Mnferen. tintertbao
tieitbitt.getig)§tlict et.q)ultifetiligt3jOix Ostillaten ges
often rem
, . II. . n tpie; biefilbe ..grirdy4 eacDen: unb tta6
(tin:0)6ra
mer:
i
Z.efeWen unb. tikt) • em .1441.1iirai37C6ititorii
relbigen geborfabitilid) nad
orbnung ficb 8u ac 'ten
ibro:torgereVen•Superinten- .
,sufonnnen
id.entcn eti41101111g01 gOtiljtc*: 019e...64.1014d fitu
bigicpti ;---•
•
- •
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.Eliteueite
II. tifo follen fiefictlxi4t-untiratlynen-Utifern in
Stirdyn;eadyti.,ergatigenett Zefcblett, (016 von oxf=
die tilta0:1 fte C3..,<,tt,e4Vprto_1140-feptrifilft
ibmign)Anter - ein ober'artbertyprttpwildy su
er e.
oen fonbern / mann fie Mixt tpobet) einen etteblid)en
ScrupeLiu baben Dernyinen-/-bartiberAnwritiglid) bet)
lin6:obryllnierem Cotifadrid;explicatithit4ciltinb. tv
marten / fettled mege6 aber; bet) Zertneibung arbitrath
abviefen
fcber__efirgfungl mid ibtren-tvitinr
Ober (on ten stl Mun, befo4fen. iporOset1 Tricrkyip4iciq
unb• neici.ei4ettencsOutbuncren,Anterlaffen iiiititieOlgtt
pprti) eimpietcOtioeiS *yntb.3stittotp
-2_ 40eril.

2oneittrictftting-kt TrtbiOtti Don
attungi.to.;:€4c.,
_,Don pro, Qplipgyiisl:nab Don
beri3rebt4r mijvtOttt ttftb- anbc1.
.

Eibieweit bte1. barhit :geregetr. pap. auf Einrict)tung
ber Trepigen gObtif)rctiPc. 4treption unb stetg go
n,.enbet biefelbe nad) Wnleitung be6 Textus mol difpomut/ reince tveged der tymilltuarie, avie e0 bent Pro
biger bepfdtleti ol)ne
b.eranO.gertofferi I ober _
Don hiftOrien, eprtict)eretaito
2iebern sufamo
men
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- Itird)OVrbitting.

men gcliticret MerOen; eo DerorDnen fir Ijterriit unts
ift tinier gndbigiter aud) crofter SU/ ba#.ein jeber pre=
biger Die -Tr:ebigt / fo et qbsuiegen §at
jebe6mai)1
febriffttidy ender fen/ bab0" bie Regulen ber _Theologi
homileticx fur 2fugen 4ab.en 1 unb fief einer angetie00
men diftion unb folder Deutlidyn Diebene:Virten/ tvdr
d)e -awl) ton ben ungelebrten unb einfatigen teritanbeit
tterben fornen beffelOigen ; .hinge en feine frembbe
ober neu erfunbene bem gemcinen Mann unbefanbte
forte: unb %eben6Itrten mit einmifeben / ton ctilitt
iteitletufftigen paraphrafiren ober Rethorifdyn amplifica.
tioneil /. Don tautologien, ilberfitiOigen allegiretti unb
Beier hittoriemCrieVung abftrahiren / MHO mega; aucl)
bie 30orer. mit Controverfien unb etreit=aragen irre
rnadyn foil; Zaneben foil tr bie gemus unb eufferficbe
::Oeberben ternerniftig moderiren / fici) affeeecbrevenei
Tolbeten$- unb ettirmen6 auf ber ant3e1 ent4aften/
.reine Frivat affeecen flatil)ren laffen I unb allerbingS
bet) ttifiretDrild)er etraffe 4titen i mann er etwa mit jo
manben in privat-ead)en U. tbun ober fonften:Itobep
ein eigen intereffe bat/ baf tr baton nicbt6 in. ber pre=
big gebencre / nod) ur.gire ; fonbern 411ein fide 4aupts
textus beutlicfp
feicblicb, barauf applicant
tr
nervok unb ad sufum erflaren i feint Tirbeit ad idificationem rictten unb ce babio brin4en mope / WO big
gtorifiliMe eemetne nacb ban geoffenbabrten 015ttli=
dym OM in .fimpliei fide,erbauet/ batten befeiliget
unb folder eeftatt Sur eteleit I?efobert
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..

IL . Veit aud) Die trfabrung beieuget bad bur(1)
bie lange unb , tteitietufftige Trebigen bie erbauung ber
Priftlicberi &mine
gebinbert ate befobett / ber
tibrige 023otteebienfi ati4) baburdyaufge4alteii wirbi
unb die eemeine feicbt in -ber 2Inbadg terbroffen ttev
Den an ;
folicn bie Prebiger 34re. Trebigten fo
concipiren unb einridgen/ bap biefeibt.nettil bem gemei
nen Rirebene Oebet innerOalb brety Tiertel etunbenl
ober ium riangften in einer etunbe abgebanbeitittev
ben f6nnen ; die Oocbcn,iprebigten abet foilen mit- bent
eel,* unb tnigem 023otte6bientie in titter etunbe
ganOlicb abfolvirct ttertien /bamit niemanbo tang ton
feinem Zeruff unb Vrbcit abgebalten tterbe.
III. deg Lunen Catechifarionen. forfeit Unfere
13rebiger • bie Krell unb gragen•-pad) 'Whieitung bed
in Unfercn Rircben cingeffityten -.unb • ton tinfern
privilegirten Zuctbructer 2ffligern gebrucften Care—
chifmi Gefenii cipricbten /- unb banebtil • bie ba4in
ge1)6rige Cprt4e cut; ber Ziebet ber Zugenb be;
fanbt madden / feibige auettenbiglimien nub reciriren fallen blefelbe aud) mitbin ton benen quatuor
Noviffimis Aber tier iergen .Zingen unterridjten
unb stitteilen barauf bie aiagen an(iellen / 2m art;
gen aud) bet) benen exammibus gegemenben Olimpff
nub eanfftmubt gebraucDen t dice arten Diebene unb
edyitend (ars ttoNrdybie lercnbe3ugeub nur gc(dge
det nub confiindiret tvirb
ent§alten Caud) t on
obfcurell *wren unb Otter foicOti; 'information

nic§t
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Itircbeff$CrOttuitif.
19
nicOt ge0Origen 3-r-agen geuif3lid). abitrahiren Unb Wn=
gegen nur .Dabin..ftlynti*Zie juxt4 Optum. ber ftino
ber unD Dee Oefinbee 'einem jeben biekeilfabmo 2efiret;
,b-eutfid) bevbringen unb Had) ban wttcv, Zerflanbe
begreffen inadyn.
Zamit aucb bie ilrebiger bet) bem officio .homiletico bie principia Theologian beflo bcffer in Q3 eDtid*
nib coniervirm mogen fo follen-bie Superintendenten
tit 2bren untergebenen Prebigern iu gemiffen 3eiten
orbentlicbe Colloquia .anfieffen unb hero Ze4uff fiber
bie nor einiqen. 304ren berdu6 gegebencau0 :Der TAJO
burgirdyn Confeilimgfpgene.thefes mitt einanber come
municircni unb bie einem oNr bem-anOern
hem or afYmbem loconeologico betgai(enbe dubia DurcD vine
glimpfrlict)e. difcuffionrcioIvirm
-. .
V. ZiciDelLabet nicbt gnug bap file Trebiger bad
gmbt ber 2e1)Te gebtibrlid) fti4ren / fonbern augleittymit
erfobert iDirb / bap etc bie Sere mit i4rem 2eben:6P
fentlid) fur bon TOicre beweifen unb ibren anbertrautt
ten .cerben. (116 Torbilbemit erbaulidyn exempeln
totgelyn eo rotten NePrebiger tor (Ian Zingen
eine6 gotte6ftird)tigln. o4nfircifflidyn ManbeiS beffei(
igen / bamit 31)r Zeben mit be 2ebre fthertin fommen/
unb niemanb geargert merben I unb
nt5t)tig icon
mope jemanben tregen ungebOrlicben unb etrgalicben
20en6 feinc6 Tfc4r2Zien(teti 5u entre$en.
• VI. ,t,b aud) war We TreDiger fdmibig fop/ Mann
piRett di-dm 2nr eeden = Gorge anbefoNenen
24rice.
§2
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--• Erneuerti •
sand unb aBibertoill ereugeti burd)erma4nungen
unb Torfteflungen bie mit einanber serfaftenbe Terfo4
nen privatIm poergieicben ut* aria unb Zinigfcit
befoDern; Cn lam Cie bennod) (ief) nicbt ermad)tigen•
i)artiber forralici)e Ter46ren unb Cogniticgres:ativitel;
len fonbern mann auf 6em000 3ufebrn rein 31eri
trag Au er4atten/ bie eaci)e Don fid) oab unb an bad melts
Ticbe ieeriebte su-febfeunigerentidyibung oertoei(en. •
VII. V3ir gebieVen ii)nen aud) hiemit in(onber4eit
etc (id} nicbt unternebmen (often in welt
trilfilid)/
.Deinbel / beoorab in eadyn 1 fu vor bentoeltli
den Dlicbter in 93ed)ten 4angen / immifciren unb
ouf einer Part4cpe fuggeition ton folOen unb berglei:
tben Diecbtianbelen Mad pro concione an8uftligen/
obey bad &`cbrigfeitlidy Ditc4ter:2finbt banker au taxiten/ pielmeniger fiber bie in 03ericbteleadyn mange=
ne Civil tut Criminal urtlyin 24re Cenfur D011 bey
goutyt geben/ ober autb fool gar unterZebreuung
be6 iti Deriveigerenben ZeicbtriOle bye partpepen Sum
tranfigiren iu t;tDingen. eote rid) food) innanb ftw
ben / Der au6 ungbrifilicOem ;atictftidgigem eetntibt
feinen Ted)flen in Procefi unb .Roffen3u bringen unb
auk Zopbeit Au fatigiren tradgen tburbe / unb auk be.
fcbct)ene Zerma4nung fid) nicbt roetsen laffen oolte; ba•
von foil an Unfer Confifforium referiret unb Merorbo
'slung erwartet merben. %Ber bamiber banbefn Wirtv
bet ('on entiveber mit el= i fernfioben Nib • Zuffe ober
befunbenen
iia-cb- gar mit enticiping bed
_PfarP
-
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ZircbttiOrboting...
gofarvZienfte6 beftraffet tverben ;

ibnen 7attn
cucD fetner 4ieburd) bet) milfOrikber etrociffe terboten
wirD Pa6la dotalia , Teitamenta, Donauones inter vivbs
& mortis caufa, Contraaus unb.bergleicben freltlicbe
,.f,anbfungen anOufeFtigen3...umalgeti b.ergitioben. 4o.
cpmenta
meDer m; nod) aufferalb eericttO agno.
fciret iverben/ fonber4ieburcO fur unglittig unbfraffi3
106 erthiret fepn forfeit:.
VIII. Mil aber / fo tier bie.a3erfo.buttgett anfant
get-1 um .guter-,Orbnung trifien- nic4t,lobubienf44m tit
Dap tur Paitor loci, ropeOtely4tif ben Z6rfferni babel).
die
gegenmartig fen; fo fciti berfelbtl mane er
tommenbe pun&en ('yisterge(ialt Magid) notiren / Wig
lettlige.benenZcambten unb ericb tiqxrrent uttif) nad)
Zefinben barape eine forttilid 4eflifftytig3i1 mitten
unb felhige gericbtlici) cohfirifilreati)prgerdeDt tio.cp
ben roffen. •
IX. rein Prebiger fon obn alortvifien bet; Superintendenten eine Die* /
einen Zag unb
Tacbt Veit erfobert/ vorne..tnen / teine$ tinge6 and) iu
elm folcben Veit erreifen than geRbrild) Srande
der 3ratien beten Q3ebu4rt;3eit Fehr uptie fid) in Der Ciemine ftnben ; Zafern abet big' Metre fo tiobtiterMg,
bad fie gar nicbt aufgefdpben merben ronteilo bat tr
Dal vicinum paftorem su Tertrating feinc6 '21tribf$ • j3n
.trfuct0.
X.'Ea ('off audy feitt Ttebigd fluent Stuclioth.
Theologise die §(11nOtt6frnen/ bit Ott torDer tinb .bus
forberft
.

,
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it

Ertftuerte.. • •

forberft Don linferen Confiltorio, ober iDenigliene Don
Unfer General - Superintendenten ober Dodore
Theologix -of tin RV:Unmet:fit& itiVeittifiabt exatninitet/ un Mit eitteino tOokle eruditione Sc orthodoxia
aft; de vita & moribus fr§41tcilem auto Atteitato
ftetlrift
• CAP.

Vn Dem tratia. nub etinaOnutt40
•
tinibte.
r.
2eiciVie bie Trebiger at Eeeletorger fdvibig
refAb in 24ren Vrebigen nidyt nur aUe Zof t*iten/
bie etinben unb bad cirgerticbe 2eben / unb fonberlicb bie
UnbuPfertigreit in getnein
raffen unb far ben erg
fcbrectlidyn Merluft bey eivigen eeeligfeit marnene
fonbern auct) ire anbefoblene 6uZeivalyung be (ecligs
inadynben efaubenti unb fur Ubung eine6 mal)ren Shia,
tigen Qriftent4umb6 bemeglici) ermanen ;
foilen
Cie aucb barauf Dornemlid) appliciteil f. unb in 2b-=
ten Trebigten offt eelegen4eit bap ergreiffen
abet baba) DorficDttglid) 4titen /bad fie nicbt burd) 4arte
expreffiones erbioen / auf eiti unorbentlicbee Rebut
unb ed)reoen Derfatien / unb
mit ber ec411)44eit
21)rer afrefteu. nicDt proftituiren,

eto
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Cincarte

Bs

unb bay uniernOtnn Orifto in _feun. : Terietbe

bocWier Zrtfteribafi #r un5 41/(1)-febnennacbtertitnnu

lifOen erbfOcifftft.inD in .Doffnunbe0 3ufunfftigenigo
twit etbeeminben Datiewnwcirtige.. 21c1) i)erz bard)
bane graft un5 bercitiurib -ficircre be aleifite6Zb5big•
'reitibali.mfr big ritterlieD ittgat ringcnibutc0ZoOt into
•
£t 6u bir bringotaimou :
&fie Die ZoDedanaft Lange ant ditett /. tbnnen Die. Capita
.410 Den aangeitilett Mattlixo, Marco ) Luca unDJOhanne toff
Der 513agion$•.Diflori teriefeniattO Die porstfei$e Otbeter Oftterd
•
•-;wieDe0ofet
trirD am§ tin Leber
j
ftotnnter arift von Den
a Untft0enDett
in foic§er grofren 92o4t Deg aqbetiben mit Dem Zebu nicOt 4b,
- 1411111/ fonDetn fici) Datelyitifo ertveiren/pie a gm ttlIfj Dag bet)
'feinem ifffuDieD bon anDern ftountten C§riften #hat mft Zroft
unb giabitt be Ott berm of
nub Die ante in •b6Ofier
Vogt 110 Pa Lei ten Zefai)r fiegenDett &ete treitte bet eo0
.00tted ntit feinem OeurettZtut unD bittern Xobt erworben.§40
,Dcn; Utile! auttinnta)ettigerifrett IterDett inOst, •
•

I

•

•

•-•

^

•

CAP.
Wie Die nerve 4itgeOenbe Paftores
. . • retterDell forfeit. -

3e,OrdinationDe; 93reigger gercOie6et *tad) ufgaitett (arift:

its en %poctotiros0ett OebrauciNDur0 ein anD4Otte0 Otheil
ilittflegmigDadnDeittnicte Cerernoniein Der It ir4ett imferer
kitordinationes
gittfienitumen imO VanDen be§aften.runD
in Nefigem unretmgarterttumciBoiffrnbitttel #n unferer Mtn
Refidenz OfPfe Vpii,0011 Obriften.Swerintendenten DerrfOut
ittsabm-014 j forgetiDet 0311410.
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tiabatlikbasing. •
4Tt; foif Der: Ordirrabdus puf einem eonntag nac getaitemt
Twig / ober. in Det5MocDen uad) pencil ZetftunDen ober Tre,:bigten ( Itt bent qnbe.bie Oemetnte bertita4nd itietben fort
Zerric4tung thud anDdcDtigen Zsbetd bey bet Ord tier
omen au _Weiben) wenn Der Superinten dens ne011 affen.in 100
ordinationisverNnDeneniunb Da Wen ett'ea eigfcbe frond-ober abs
toefinbfeititgen and berRacifiatrOafft bap geroDerten Rircigno,
0 ten ern f int auff affetiventee of ben Superiotendertten nod)
peen 93reDiger 110 ffir Den Sitar mitten in ter Stitcf)en fat bent
bor gefteffet / . aldbenn mit einem eigivigen -93reptger-1 ober
von Der
Rircten.5abit fat gebacVem 9thar nteDer itten ;
t
g4nt)ea Zemeine otfungen mita:
2komm baliger 03ciff 61Erte 051Dttic.
(Enbigung foil bet Superietendeus eitte fitt4t (Etin4
Zlact)
in
nerung tom 93rebigotimte tOnp Dent n.. r..nan.o
44
IrP
tebentunb Die ganOr umfle§enbeOemeinbe au dont; anDedgigett
gidubigen Oebet terM4tiett/ unD Daraurfolgentte lett tangspit
•
%MD beutitO
•

SZlet an f41104) Met:Tod GiStteti tibeaic,

Einfoqung bee VrebiAinite:.
- .f)o foigeibet bet rft#ae (Et angeliftlobanntaii fefnent
eangelio ant 20.Capitet:
3teue fpra 34
3tingatt:
er
ritbe .f trait eticip giddy tvi. mid) mein %later go_
fanb 40t-j
re* id} tudj.i nib a r batl• fagde t•
bjic0-tr fie: an unlYlpacb 4u- itnen : Want bin- hew
beiligen 03eiftioxidyn t4r Die elide erlaffetibenett flub
Pe via f'en unb. tpelcben Op: fte e§atft Deno PO tie
bkifegthet) Deft Diatthx-o air t"6 •Capttel:" •
reb toil bit tae sc,tetiateigis tecbitifftl gam/ died
ft'iloaf3
catf trOm binbOtt .44crtelt I fog opal (ra.
• ,•Vinv
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90
.f?immel gebunben fern / nub ngtd-tig•auft rpm 16fen
-14-feOft-•
toerbet/ foil audy fm
.
UnD im
3r if/ gegeben atietttivalt tat :Dimmei nub auf
Den Dam/ geNt 0i0 unb Ie4ret alie -Z6Icreriunb
tauffet fte flu %Omen be 93ateri3 unb be eobne6/
unD bet; eiligen q3eiflef3/ nub It4ret fie batten alieE3 iDa5
iclyeud) befo4len babe / unb fie4e tc0 vin bet) etickaile
gage bid an ber Ecit. Znbe.
gum anbern Don betnVertattett eineo.VrePigero
bep beat Vrebig4tut. • 6cOreibet 6. 93aufue in Der aften qpillet an Den ZitttoOeura
am 3. 01Pitel.

2k3 i(t jc getDiOlid) Maly( / -('o lemanb ein Zifd)c{ffs;
gfmt begebrett ber bege4ret tin rofilic0. %Bed; Cd
loll abet gin Zifc0?ff untireifflid) feonl etner3 Stibei3
MalittimicNernima0tattigi gallfrety lebrbafftig nicbt
tin eeingufferinici$ beiOlginicbt une.Orlicbc.f)anbtbiel
rung treiben fonbern. gelinbeinicDt bdOerbafftig[nidft
geloigiber feinem eigenem sclufe mot ftirliebeiber ge4or;
fa4me ginber 4abeitnit diet Orbarteiti(ro ab.cr fenuinb
feincm eigenen .Dau(e nicbt mein itiriufte0en iDie trirb
er bie amine. 030tte6- Der(orgen) nicbt eitt %ailing/
Auf ba0 er Rd) tact! -aufblafel nub betnEdfterer_the
fairei er muticlud)- ein gut3eugniO baben Don benen die brauffen gto J auf Daft er. nicOt faCie
24flo.
rq in We edjittAc0 unD etrick
2ingieicin ertuanct. getticibteiTIpoliel-Die atitefien Der (Bo
trieinDc CE1)§efo in Der iipoitei0enic§t
WI.

1

a
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am: • tpittnutsg.

avol',abet mint* auf eudyfelbit unb auf bie- ganoe
- .DeerDefunter .iVeldje web ber 4ciligeQ3ei(t gefeOct be.t.
au-Zi('cbi5ffeni su treiben We e3emeine 0$9tte.s/ iveld)e
sr buret). fain eigen Zia erivorben
benn betf3
Dag n. add meinem 9.1bWebe werben tinter eud) rattan

Orturtd)e IBO.(ffe- i We txr.eerbe. nid$ terldvnen wev

Den /- aud) aid CliCb fe(ber.merben auffte4en 9)Zanner bie
Da Derfe4rte2e4ren rebel We hunger an Rd) iie4en/

bar= fepb muter unb beard -baron /ba0 nicbt.ab.:
gelaffen 4abetbrep lmabr Zag unb Wacbt.einen iegititen
attit Ordnen terma4iieq. •
.t5terauf reDet

ben Ordibandum

an:

U6 biefen torten 03r.et unb Derfiebet L Morino
euer2(tut be(le~C. 2. Sit 10.f ba(felbigefir, 3.
Cud) in wren Wen Wit Sanbet beseugett
terato.
ten (ollet
tirnetulicl) abet/bad unt3ibie mir iu ZirdAffen/ txt5
ifi4rebigern unb Tfarlbertti beruffeti ffnb 1 unb fetyt
foam/ befobien.bgrb bie q3cineine/ fo.ber gin* (50to
burd) rein even-Ziut/gingfii
tee en'On3fuz;

eclynerDen unb bitternZo4t erttorben yak/ bad mir fit
iDeoben follen mit bent- return Morte (134f)tte/S / aud)
roacben* unb stife4enfoa0 nie§t ftBeiffe tub Mottett untee
bie acme etNaffc einreiffepl tom mutt co cin !Mt.
litb %Beret
fir fallen, auct fur unfere Teri* AcDtig unb e4ro
ilBeibiginberiunb Oefinbc
lebenNuct un(er

§§riftlid) Oaken unb crait4en.
_ M2

ee0
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. onetime
.,
egtp i0 nun betnielben initgOttiWrieibunge
. alfo nadmufornmen Don -sjeront linb :mit :ernft getnet
net/ lo bstieuget jag) able .ftit:Otnt %VOW* Deb ge$
genmartigen ailiviffenben OC"tteti./ unb
4Drifit:
-•StreDen mit einem ",:56"m 213or(? .
Daraufrage Der Ordinandus inane ed 414 i_onsnottLerteti

•
24.
•
fegt Deg Superintendens nub Die r4ttifficign anivefinDen
q3rebiger I Dent Ordinando Die red* .DditDe. au/ Dad ..aupt/ unb
•
O*
re alio:
sItlf bie(e eure3urage molten Mir cud) NM* dit evOt=
A

r.

•

"tee Matt nad) ufgalten.gbrifilid5enTipoitoliften 023e0

braud) orrmittelft einem inbrtinftigen &bet Hub Milkguns ber.oanbe/ba6 Oeilige Trebigamt anbefo4len Da;
ben / aucbRqd)t geben e3Otte$ Sort rein unb !outer

eacramenta iu adminatireniand)
etinbc 611 lofen unb binbett/ wie (old)ed Derma4i
ariftis
0115 an bott grolien gefirepon 03erit3t
tietantitorten Otauetitinb radyd.imIla§inen gZitteis
ped Mdter6 t 0540tted De$ eopne6 / unt, 0,0ttee. Dee;
prebigen/ bie

beifigen eelfivOMmett.
• etipt tine beten.: - .
Mr Unfetber bu ()tit int Vinuttel 4e15eiliget werbe
befit Tobntti u unIS tonne Dein Mid) / beiti *Mk
alf0 aucb auf &Dent unfer taw
gerdAct:Die int
Zr6bt gib ;indi- 4cuteitutb:pergib unf3 unity eourbi
'are ft* rergeben nofern ecOul:bigetniunb filOreunenicbt
in TerrncOung / knbern cafe tun$ von dein Zefin/
been rein ift bat3 DIelcINDic &aft/1mb Die •9enligreit in
Zatal%
Civiecita4111C17.
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eierauf la(fet une..tertgict bden / unb.
poi* Int mire
.•.
gnetbiger Q3_NV -Oinmiltfcber %Der unb %co
ter bu Daft bind). ben.934n*Oeinet; littler; eabn5
unfer5 .errn
g4r.irti au unt3,. gefagt : Zie
Ernbte grofitaber- menig.finb be.r 9kkeiteri bittet ben
-f)er2n Der ernbte _bag tr 21rbOter in feine ernbte fenbe
DU Daft un6 aucb Durcb beinen beiligen Wpoitel irtaufum
titterlici) getroitetiunb suge('aget/ ba016 bir 4) .5,)eD3D3
nub binunlifcber Mater woUgefaile tomb bie 04/rid*
Prebigt be6 greui3e6 feeliwiu niavOen / able bie (o bran
giauben/ Cu bitten mir bid). nun aulpiefre giant) ernft
lickba0 bu Deinen.Ziener fit. Oie'411 gegen/AO une Ole/
tinkly bu Mien •ro: fefig-en unb bocOnnirbigen Dreo
big=2Imt beruffen bait
beim GO.ttlicbenOnatun
begabert/unb beinen 1)eiligen &i(t geben unb mittt)eilen
tvoriefli burd) welcbet3Strafft ft* geftcircret/ miberaile.
tinfecbtung_be0 Zeuffeld belleOetu unb beine geliebto
.Veerbefburd) bat; Z31u44: unfert3 .Derrn3fu lgbrifti
net eoOnee tbeuererra,ufft unb ermairrn 'Mit beinent
beilfalymen unb ungefrikOten 113ort pink beluga' Q36t0.
lidyn Z3prigefailen meibenphlen/bu Lob unb prei0
tie6 beiligen. ltabineri5 tuinorbetung bcr-gan$en§bri
ead) unfer e3ebet (bieweil butt; un6 gebeiP
lin/gelebret unb tertr6(let
) molielin andbiglici) ero
boren/tvie !I* glaubrit unb tram burcb Zefum
hum beim geliebten eoWlintin. • * •
%Bonn nun Dern Ordinatp. bie-dnbe Irian ton Dent .5aupte
ggnottuneni fprecije ber StTerintendens
••
Denfelben Ive ter:
M3

eo
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terneoefte .
Coo: Act nun 1).0/unb.:unibet•Dic*:.0.ccrbe:tgb.riflii fo
cud)_ befo4len itt/ unb. feOetivotpittic§t gepungen/ fon
fcbanblid)en slietrinti5 iDiflent
inrn
ban Don i0eMengrunb .01cOt a16 Die - tiber:bal-Qold.
Der2fd4tri / fonbern iDerbet:
beer.Defrbt / fo
unrbet fig tochn bcr etoo.Ditle4f0einett DO) / Die uni
erweicrlid)c crone Oct epren titipfangen.
Zer .Dirt 3efu6 Roc etid)/ ba0
Diet Tu$ unb
grucOt fliftteti unb eudy unb cure Ru0Oor our eceligreit-7;
tteforDern WO/ Omen..
• CAP. XVL
.

atifiracDe (13 eife einneuer Trebiger Veufettier

Sircbett eingeftliget Operbeti reit
.
r.
•

e tinat§rung bed neuen qUebigad fort ton bent SpecialSuperintendenttn in Oegenwatt Da -OeticOtdeter:n obeli.
%eamtenioDer Ziirgernieifter unD .91abt lebed Dad] fingleicben;
tined bena§barten warl§erreper:dd 3eugen Diefer: ..anDefut.tg:
nacifolgenDer (e tact. auf -cinch iSonivober aeft•X.ag gefcMen.- •
2. tie. (Benlefilbe foil Dee balm 6Onntagettfuff aleig
ernutnet 1 atic0 Don Den OtricOten Dap mit (Fruit angeaften
trerben Dag fie one .%udbfeiben in Der Sirc§en Den fotgenbel
"
.•
eonwobr 5ieveraag erneine
5tacipem nun Der einsuffi§rette. ober tin anber 33rebiger eine
93rebigt fiber Den orDentlicf)en -ober aufgegebenen Zest berricOtet/
foil Pic 43ettteitiPe, naci) geenbigten gemo§niic§enZottedDienft auf
.
Der_Cantyll etninfibtigiRD fingen:
ao.nonteitigerZeiff fit.
•.
-..
Der
Supointendeasffir
ben Ttfigrtnitten in
3. tlitterbeffat
Der trcf)e Ow Deride 10anDen), treten / eine twig Mee bon'
Der (Rafe OungMut) unD Antorittit bed .5eff.iptebt64gniptd t)afss
ten 1 tii;D Dig. ZenteinDe preinent brinftigen ZOO tiebe nnb
trilo
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afrdunierbiting.
91
wilifgen.aoW Derntabnen/Darauf Den ileum Sirctend)itner fur
14in xu Dem Zeint niebec enien la(fens j unD, bfeVemeinDe• diva
•
4
.
AuffoigenDe inalre anreDen:
-

aiViebtegreunbe in gbrifto- ticiii)enn /train ihr big
..‘-.1anDero mid) DemZcicOf unft113 cinigepeceliamad)erti
barmberiActi 04Vt/a16 been .Dtt2n
Zefu
Jut geifilicben Sirdynatntte urn cling Omen (Superintendenten ober ecer(orger ) an -U6 vorigcn C feclig
Merftorb en en ober anbcr6 mobin beforbaten) etatt unb
Otell Octal unb angeruffcn
ep lytt berielbige
tici fromme 040tt euee $23thet unD eiuff6en in Onabm
tr4orct unb cud) ben gegcntiNirtigen 91. augeivicfm
numucbrp bic(c5ma4I
imb befdyrct. einb
bet) cud) 5ugego/bacipir 6ufo6etfittlegcn -upf46...De.tin
2tru g4rifli/ Ken *re ead)e ifttunb tingen upiti6
gnabigen gorfien unb .f)crrn / ('e* cute,' Hewn Stiperintenc(eartbraftoren ober Prcbiger
fc0
ne Sir* cinftiOrcniunb cud) alien On au cum orbentill
sten eceicnoi)4ten ftir(icilen Moffett.;
Mermabnen cud) bounad) an Ott bet2iiimildgign
030ttcti unb i$t 0404W tinier gnet.kige-n. t.enflo
lidrt tanbc$0..0brigreit / bag .itsr ARmiE onanber
barfly crfc.nnoi/cOren unb liebevaud) ftir...411pi Zinger;
ibm foigen unb geborfabmen foffet / wenn: cr cud), au6
€3.0tteti maren Mom aficm Outen- anspejfet unb
unterricbtetj Erie 10-. termakkint3 anIfiregiAtaMe
fur bem Oilcbter aueositifcb0;:gcbencret suvga4tippo
ten ; Nun- 60 ift ber ern fic mut sunbSciputig.03.006/

per 40prP„. ,itticrtiesiMora oiRineiseoocoNfugori•-
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ft' liatt Fein Eort 5u - prebigen tcrettnet at t4viti S.
Paulus ficirtit (dyeibet got. 44 :Zara teittiOlp

Hermann / nemlid)*ftir g4rifif Zfeiter unb 4f)43. 4balter.

uber 00ttets eebeinini# • unb for. s. Mir-flub

03,Otte6 Zotfd)afften an g00.111 fiattibenn SOU perin.a4net burd) und 'POW ieuger felber non * unS
2= to. der etid).0oret Der §Oret mid) / unb mer eitcf)
Derad)tet ber Deracbtet inidyiver aber mid) iNradytttitxt
terad)tet Oen ber micbgefanb pat. Za0. feliet its fin be;
Went
etict) far TeracDtung
itingeOprfa§il
Dititen.
To fact oud) bierned* Wren euren Talton far
feine treue 2frbett unb Zienfie aft pe. en Einfornmen
effille unb Oerecbtigreitaybie einem tebigcrte412110
tern her ariOter 4ufteben 1 gebilbren unb Brea/ gerne
itt redger Veit g5nneri L ref en unb gebeni
imb
obn_alit Terftiroungt aro:bluing unb Interbaltung
b-enn bieed)tifit geuget Mattb. To. eft; Wrbeiter, fti%
net 2oOnt; unb Ritter epeife roert /la- bet
fuS
felber bat PS befe..len/ bie pad tDangeliutp DethitiDigen/
fan. fici) Oom Dangelio *ram got
UnD 'Or •.ert Pa or, tictottlitior burg((rung
cetto
unMerotbnung bei;dieriOtiffien 0.0ttO
biefer -Orti3 orbentfid) beruffdt unb eficitiget
fepb e5o ‘feriet i§r, .Nmicbertga audy auf iota eel;
ten mit fenberbabrtnaleiffe °kw* vitt such terotidy betutcbtm 1 wit *nit Oc011en tenften ;. altiffE. bebop
dm] tinti*Wmittp46 gmffcr e'Otsciet*Meig 'WO
O.beit
-
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enc191 r.litree
titauu
./- nub
'cueing- betwereemcinbtau tlernchten0abt Z.ttut es
lit ;valid) Oontrii..fein ecbertt obigtinpielifonbern
die mettbe-Sirdye ift eint;W:titaufbeteol)n530t4
te6/Toelcbe fo.feurig uktitigtOrtitiftig -Met 'anima:
net/ .04a et i.§r -bao.eit *10m-six erlattgat tom
met fommemi unb tidy:A*41er WeitigulyerZiobe Iv •
!abut Atid) Rill elm rut t ergoffen I. ob. far .fie ben
afferfdpieVigften unb getertatidfften tere*Z'obt.gefit$
ten Ina'auf fid) gehorntneo oca 1. battik et fie tont Zobt.
area ZatUtil fact tinb stiffetitg-turer atm b-o
lien mgglid)(ten aieto atimaibeni bat) ibr bit Sita;cunb
@enuinDe nic§tua 93ZenicbenoVciunteni --fonbern ntit
06ttlitter trinutiliftlxt2tigeunterrktitetbainit fielnir*
ben
edit trivectet tom! tem...*Crut 3esu
g4rt(to tOrent ectlenMrcluttgain area unb:.elatibeti
halters i unb batinnmunternictetunb unbefidet Tit
rerbarren, t barri4r eucb wit bent -*offer Paulo in het
OBabrtett *men tonne
Oak endyeition MAW*
**net/ bd itO end) eine reinQuitOfttlit gOrtito ito •
brad* 2.-Eor,.n. unb.babetuck nicbtd ixt§aften bid
CS
id) cud) uicDt zerpnbigettrittti.. (Mat Dtafft- sa
Va. 20.

eortet

•

(tiro Rad trait t-,:so(fetn.ertift- ttivegtn./ivo
tittaiS bind) eurela.VICIfi:gfeit t_ Ungepidlidyfeit ..un0
tin fleip/b erOentembe
VlergemVed)aelt uriltad)0
tutlf)troiflig eingeftibtett-luituverOffacW metlxit
foltval6 witnittt DoiffnAtifiliActO nth. *etrQ3Dtt
.
offer
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Ettasette
allerlunDA0er•verwariofeten _ ee enc:. ut...pon.vpren
Is

eatibeit foterth .uhtt 41)4; aired* riiiixtep-ftinres
fen tvetbelVie; etluiiiieuennOlen: tibp.ue grecr110).
.•
geDrefuet-tar:Eze.cit3;&33:Capit
• ierntd)fri(olletAOr prebigeit
Trop4etifd)t nut): Wpoliolifdje-ft rifft/telcbrOlt..06t0
lidyn itinlifc4etilBunbtrytefien:. befelliget f 7.1101i: eine
Ewan unb 2eueryte unfererVtre ifina gar einEi(kt auk
unfern zegen pictintll% .11nD tiacObem bit trflarung
.er• ftirqtnifien . elauben6:- Wrticul •tarinnot--. 614/1
V.teligiOnS;eadyn biek3eit
iftiftacb
fun bey reclittn:tdbren §atbolifdyit TertianbeiV ber
Tropbetifeben !Hub ko(olifd)ened)rifft-art10 btoip
fen nub Derfairette§et ini Den Opts ;&44,1*.$174. :ribolit;
in. be - 4nretdnberten Wugfpur:gfeDen--;cohfe :;;;;Faillt
bofelben Aprogia in bent eonutitalt;ifcbeirAftictilil;
in ben grolitrn unb fleinern Catechifin Lutheri; Coo
fobert ets Die Nobtptirfft betlittlyenanite /bad.tOrItt
fold)en %aka' . cure ebre Dermoge _ ber 'ettfitiritti4
unb 3m4alt6.ititgetnelbter ecl)rifften getretifidyftiOrcti
Zibel blefelbigen offt unb Did
necbft unb t.iarb ber
;Aft tbaberbaprent
burcblefet unb-ftir(icbtig rapt
ba0 11)r cation nine abireicbet/ weber fur Diedgett-n4
fur inden unb end) Much- einigC-n Menfcben baton
auf fcbablkbe2rreac3ege fetbren .unb abrelgen [a et. A
flgtOietoeitab:er auc4 fatter Datainit unb berZeru(f
titteis-SirctensZientri3:erbei(ketl-. bag er tir:STirayen:
mid)t
faricr-ZOttikcizeif.tcptt. ilbAttl. OW)
-KJ
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lirdsitrerbitiong.

mit guten egempeln biencunb fOrleudge unb afro bie

2c4e Co Dietqw-tOtit ift / mid eittenabicifOi4en-Lunb:cOrtirs
45enManttel-31ete., 60- ift OonntiteittfneObeWobfki.r-fti
ba0 i4r bie.tflibto met aiit_004-411:eNtoS e5n4b0 •ber,"
ariftelid . b4;4:411410ti...dieiiiikr.eefeb4fik*
tnetoMen / onbetitoi-ottereDic04, COnverafibli;
g(eibungunb Eabbet f la de T3otte unb
2e4re unb Zugenb fop bamit ihr nitt
i4r aniE
.einer 4.0anD baud/ mit ber anberitirkber areiffet/ unb
))ie Mr* mit (raffbabret; Eo(ferniinb argerlidynMov
be 4ef(14:rlid)verberbet/ in trive4tiung/bag untipiebt=
.gern ort.alien anbern geraget itiorben: MO; ikm9:51eno
fd)en /WO welcben PlergerniO riming/ Win -wer &gat
fur geritigften eineit bie:an. mid) 0140.ben / ;bent mfitte
.beffer / bad ein MIDIftein an feinen.D410-4e44tigditinb
er eriauffet tpfirbe im 9)2eer ba am tieffeften ifteat*
u hem gibe loft ihr aufd
Ken/ iviebetto
.fen unb oft repetiren bie epi(lein paUit an Zimotbemut
Daraue i4r gnugfabtn erfe4en Oabt / mie ihr *bed
im 2ebren una Eeben eue0.4alten / unb.a0c0. our eigene6
S"aug=Q3e(inb regieren ani) erbauen mallet tiiblid) {ode
let lig nid$ dein unferer -41)en Obrigeft treii
• iplo (epniunb dhren %uf3en fobern die edYctUn abet
n;•,c1) !mann Ziffen unb Oe.oiffen atoenbeit Offen fott$
ban aud) far ele 6t1. 0,0a -berelidy Wale
-•.

ecob.ilye nuil.foldm3 affee 0.tbun notbittablis gfau.
net/ 1°,0- niadyt eue4.- 5aatt pflidgtahr • • • .
PI"
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miasissoirkimmtHswilikonsaia.,..

. 1*
Va(rettine. Wirit
WE(nicidgiger digger
Dino11.114er %Ater" bu
Dati fart bem .armen-_.9):ZenftficOen Oe.fltiedg.6ut
g3oilfOrtiZroft pub' ,Niffr. .Dod)ptirWge Treoig;
Wait bed
tDangelit. tiu0)-peipen geliebtep eon
unfern trm
gOrtflunigeorbiletUnb eingefeOett
cud) babel) ge(agetunb Derfprod)en/b4.0 twitter 81aubet
u.ne ober
unb •getatiffct with fectig fmn f6.(1.
unferer Derberbten .1Zeltur
fanblittemaleird)a..46.
ben beldveriid).unb.gefa§rlicb fetp uailifolitenfo Mew
ren unb mats* etbao triber oentinfauff tanfenD
liftigen unb grinunigen acinbei3 one Dane fonberli*
unb gnii0i.gen Zeollanb enter ens itt bet04.ren
unb 5u rater eo bitten noir bid) berOlicb/ ,bu Iva=
left un6 butt) seine Agrunbiofe e3nabe. unb- Zorit.iber011p
felt in. 9"toVen nicbt verlaffeN (one nift beim Q313M
.Danti iber u116
fonberlict)fikr Wein;
Omen *tenet vociti 'WOO bad -beffige.eivn
tiinu an tidal ate iu prebigen.befobleniftbamitfa er
tan fo beilittbmer/
unb nobtvenbiger Zefelti
bip. mienbe ber Melt in beina beiligenabrffienVit tviber die .inberting be Nfen eeitiet; .feytett aortg04
abeiunb Mr betqinunlifdyn Zroftet3nnumettnebr be;
mobet tverben/ burcb3efin gbrtflumbeinen:geriebten
e.00 unfertp .Dtr2ittiverd)er mit Dir tentbeiligen
earitiebvt-tinb- regiieritiskici)er .011 I I
in
ti i
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,soar
zirctesiersi,n.
Vretivo Itleitige *Nave
tteicbee uno beir
• preibet ber.4- *ige.Evangdift Johannes.
• favflufrinen.30gcrn : Ofemjcly
'et
Z4tsr gefanb 0.4/01100AinOgye0d)/ nnt5'416 er
Oct; grefagfNtte / Wit .tefit- an inibfpr4d) : -Tet)sniet
b jn Den 4ci..,qn @MR iVel4en lOrt),4 etinbe erlaffett
bhiin rani fie erNifen-Teon/un0110:bcii Or-Pie ebb;
beNitcti.IDenen foticn fic-beDaltett- fe.tp: • • •
sec .Superintendens wag much naciforAenbe qpiftei 1140
oeiegenteit Der Beit unD Rjrconl -um Inept litiiniqung wept
,
fitlefetiftymito
••••
-eoifibrvibet z)•.-51.3aulue in: bey lapiffel an
•
motteum an23:jgavitet...
•U3 ic 8gM.01.44-0obr- /fp imob
21mt beAtetiber b..43e0it ein.raftlicbeedicellift
Ober tin. Zi.fcboif imfiraffli4) reviveilles.- .apcit.e0_?aili
n14.te.rty. 044/ fittig rOilfreogeKafflio /it* emq
SeittffitifferintOtteiftgmicbtviOrtisbe*.40,tbferiltig
trelbenifimOrpreelinbrinidyt aterooffogrnicbt.grifjigi
Der feittem .eiget.ten;olife vot.ffirtlebei .b.er.Aorfo4mc
X tube; bat ettn# offer t brb.arreit. (Co -abet te,mnb lei
nem clegon,,V.4ufe nitt$ twicg itInuficOen./itie mixt)
eenteintic f3Off.e6. verforgen) nidg eitMenlingtauf
bag er fid) tlicbt laufblafel unb. bem-2d.ftex.er
tirt0e1.1
er
:04 ein gut 3emenikbaben t on . benen .big
Draufren finb auf
nicDt folic tem 20(erer-ip ttc
ettinad). tulb etrige. • • • •
•
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o ertual2net 6:Paula° - Die..ilettegenber.
neinbe30 lEpixtb: •

•

40et nun. Wcbt-apf eudyfep(tiunb quf bjeJanec
.eerbf / unto toel#.-euti)..bet ibejlige• Oeift.gyfe$et
bat 3u Zifd)6ffen -44:ittibeit:_bkienneinte Q3,E)tto5/
Zia •eilDotben battbentl 4645
wady tr burd) feinba0 nad) IneinemV.ibitbiebe turbot fluter elicf)
11)ciO
foramen 4rculicpee6iffe Dieter S)ecrbe nidg Derfcotten
trerbeniqudy aud eud) felbfi.therbtn auf(el)rn %inner/
Die ba nerfeOrte2efjre reben/bit lined •an au 6-ielyn/
barura fept) Wafer unb bcncret Doran I baki0 nic4t.4b0
gets en babe /- bre9 Bahr Zag. unb .I4ttt Oen #glicett
•
mit Z4r4tien sujperradOne4.
- •
, Eafi arts betel/. - -gncibiger Q3ANZ 4tramlifdyr.acleD.I% unb Mar.
ter / bu ba(t burd) ben 9)Zunb bemedliebe.n.
.unfet6 :Demi 3t•ft! arifa
rnbte
ift gap abey wentg flub.. bet 21rbeiteribittet .bco..Dtr2tt
-Ur trnOte: b-40 grbeiter • in; feint tritOte fOutit bil•
bait un6 'and) burt0 beinen 4eiligen 2fp-ofiti Vauffmi
dterlid)'getrOlet / unb iugeraget/ tiak et3 Dir.02.0trr
unb !)imralifiter Mater molgefalte burd) bit fil6ridyte
-Trebigt bee* greped fedi; 5u m4.d)tn / aae oie fol4att
glauben Coo bitten wir bid) nun 44' biefee an ernfil
lidyba0 beinen Ziener oiqugegat uniyui1. 0 aCici
teld)e bu biefen fo- feeligen unb imbirtirbigen pre.
big121mt beruffen 04111 mit beiner- aittlidgn, Onaben
Q3eiftgeben and raitt4eilen
begaben/unb beinen
pplieft / burl Meici)cti *Oft Wir gcfarefeti trilur aae
2fil°
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Vfnfedgung be6 Zeuffele befie0en /,tini)44 bane,. geliebte
bah ZNut Mirth; sr,letr-n.3fti
bet.1:
-OOnee tbeuer:crfilatit_titp onioiotpe:4; mit..bcinern
ne6iC.
beilfaiNten unb ungeftilfd)ten-Worettwiy:beinemOta
en Wolge fallen meibeRtageni Sob unb Triift beinc6
Deiligen Nalmen6.utitlorbert_ing btr- gattsen giyiften=
bet
unfereeber(Igateti buy. unb
letiret Unb,:vertrtifiet Oafttitivoliefkinbigli0 erNreni
vie i,.ir glauben.unb tram- biird Ztfurnghrt fturrt bete
nen 7gclit.b.ttn 0,011-2(tocno....: . •
eoldye-allee 5u eriangenifpredyttlitmirvon *grip
_ bat3 t)eilige Vater Unfit;
Viter Unfer/ber
.im tmnieI I -geljeiliget iVetbe
teittWalmeitittuninomme• ttin 91-e idy/ bein. title p
fcbe4e- tote imOmmet Olco aud) cult trbefittinfer'.taglid)
3robt gib unb -Oetite•-/- unb aid tin
:erlaffen.un- ferti eciyulbiOnjuilb rtibretinti-niet5t in
Metfud)ung /. fonbern.erlo.ft. imt3ton bein_Z6(en bean
befit*NufWeici0Orafftiyn0
- reit/Mum.
geenbigtem fatten eebet fey Der Superintendens
von Dem .Nr2n Qri;
flat) q0riftrict)er gebretudificOer
10 Der Rirci)en ditlifrittlxii"CerernanfeR gefaffen Rine reOte
.cinDDetn nem TreDiger-aulDatbioffeauptiunD fpredy:
i\3emeil wit im 4eiligen edit Deriammlet / 4230ZZ
unfertu 4immlifeben Mater burg 3efunt gbriftuttt
unfern.vDerrn unb sxvianb fiber eucD angertiffen
g;betenAmb babalbin nicbt itreifelniZr merbe une laut
feiffeesgOttliOen aufagung
eroret unb ge
MOM baign;
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pub beltdtige cuci)
aut3 (136ttlicOtti aefeblunbt)tbmmg-itt einen Venevunb
eeefforger biefer Oemeinbe attgegdt mit ertritik§en
Zefebt/ bad Orfolto :Oa* mfb.o0ne 41C Weratrni0
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